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The UNICORE Grid technology provides a seamless, secure, and intuitive access to distributed Grid 
resources. UNICORE is a full-grown and well-tested Grid middleware system, which today is used 
in daily production worldwide. Beyond this production usage, the UNICORE technology serves as a 
solid basis in many European and International projects. In order to foster these ongoing develop-
ments, UNICORE is available as open source under BSD licence at www.unicore.eu.

The UNICORE Summit is a unique opportunity for Grid users, developers, administrators, researchers, 
and service providers to meet and share experiences, present past and future developments, and 
get new ideas for prosperous future work and collaborations. The UNICORE Summit 2011, the 
seventh in its series, took place 7–8 July at Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun, Poland. 

The proceedings at hand include a selection of 17 papers that show the spectrum of where and 
how UNICORE is used and further extended, especially with respect to Clouds and Portals.

This publication was edited at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) which is an integral part  
of the Institute for Advanced Simulation (IAS). The IAS combines the Jülich simulation sciences 
and the supercomputer facility in one organizational unit. It includes those parts of the scientific 
institutes at Forschungszentrum Jülich which use simulation on supercomputers as their main 
research methodology.
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Preface

When the foundations of UNICORE were laid in the late 90’s of the 20th century the
"ancestors" intended to create a uniform interface to computing resources for a (small)
number of computing centres. Today - in the era of eSciences and large distributed eIn-
frastructures - UNICORE has become one of the most innovative and major middlewares
in Grid Computing serving users around the world. The UNICORE Summit is a unique
event for users, developers, researchers, administrators and service providers to meet. They
hear the latest news, share their experiences, present recent and intended developments, get
new ideas for projects, find partners and discuss the future of UNICORE. The Summit has
been held every year since it started in 2005.

The 2011 Summit took place in Torun on July 7 and 8. Torun is an ancient city in
Northern Poland picturesquely located on the Vistula river. At about the same time when
UNICORE was founded the medieval part of Torun was designated a World heritage by
the UNESCO. The event was opened with an invited talk by Abdulrahman Azab from the
University of Stavanger on the usage of R and UNICORE for medical research. In the
following, 16 technical contributions gave more insights to various development and usage
aspects. Additionally, posters were presented by the authors in a poster session on Friday.
In the second invited talk Piotr Bala from Warsaw reported on the usage of UNICORE in
the polish national Grid initiative PL-Grid. A unique feature of the Summit were the lively
plenary discussions. The topics focused on the future ways UNICORE should go, with
subjects like "UNICORE and Clouds" or "UNICORE and Portals".

We would like to thank all contributors for their presentations and papers as well as
the organisers of the UNICORE Summit 2011 in Torun for their excellent work. We are
sure every participant will keep this wonderful event in mind. More information about the
UNICORE summit series can be found at http://www.unicore.eu/summit/. We
are looking forward to the next UNICORE Summit 2012!

November 2011
Mathilde Romberg

Piotr Bała
Ralph Müller-Pfefferkorn

Daniel Mallmann
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Employing the UNICORE grid middleware we pursued the concept of service-oriented archi-
tecture in order to adequately address challenges in multiscale materials modelling, in particu-
lar reusable application interfaces and automated workflows, robust infrastructure for data ex-
change between workflow components, and software licensing authorization. GridBeans were
used to create application interfaces with a graphical user interface for use in the UNICORE
rich client and to include them into different workflows. In this contribution we will discuss the
functionalities of the developed tools at the example of multiscale modelling of an organic light
emitting diode (OLED). The employed model requires treatment on different size scales using
different program codes — for quantum mechanics, molecular mechanics, kinetic Monte Carlo
(coarse-grained method) and for finite element analysis (continuous method).

1 Introduction

Computational materials science is essential for development of products with novel prop-
erties, such as catalysts, semiconductors, polymers and alloys. Next generation materials,
especially nano-structured materials, exhibit pronounced complexity and multiscale be-
haviour. Physical models and simulation protocols employ many different well established
methods available in different codes to treat the studied systems on specific time or length
scales. However, the lack of integration of these individual codes, the increasing com-
plexity of models and the high demand for distributed high performance computing (HPC)
resources reduces the industrial usability of the methods.

In computational materials research the expert knowledge to perform complex multi-
step simulations using multiple program codes founded on different physics models can
be hardly acquired by one single scientist or by a group of scientists. Multiple scales of
modelling imply typically several steps in the simulation. On the other side, there are es-
tablished expert research groups and program codes focusing on one specific part of the
simulation. For example, there are groups that have implemented and routinely use in their
research the density functional theory (DFT) to describe the material quantum mechan-
ically on the atomic scale. Integrating this knowledge into a productive e-infrastructure
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will make possible such simulation steps, and even multiple steps combined in workflows,
to be performed routinely by non-expert users. The infrastructure has to provide reusable
and easily adaptable interfaces to the individual program codes, a workflow service for
execution of multiple-step simulations, means for data exchange between codes, solutions
for licensing issues, security and reliability, capacity and capability, and distributed re-
sources. All these user requirements pose a great challenge for both code developers and
providers of e-infrastructures. Optimally these functionalities should be implemented as
service oriented architectures (SOA) and provided as web services in order to allow quick
and cost-efficient extension due to loose component coupling and existing SOA standards.
In addition the SOA approach will allow reliable operation and sustainable business mod-
els.

Efforts towards integration of multiscale models are currently done, e.g., by the
MAPPER project (www.mapper-project.eu) in which an infrastructure compris-
ing high- and low-level services for programming and execution is developed for a broad
range of application areas — fusion, hydrology, physiology, nano-material science and
computational biology.

The project MMM@HPC1 brings together scientists from industry and academia into
a unified community which is able to use the e-infrastructure for modern real-life applica-
tions in the specific field of materials science. In order to implement the concept in project
MMM@HPC outlined in this paper, we have teamed up partners from three different ar-
eas of expertise — HPC resource providers, program code developers and users including
industrial partners.

In the following section we will outline our approach based on the UNICORE middle-
ware stack. In Section 3 will provide a proof of principle at the example of an organic light
emitting diode (OLED) simulation and in Section 4 we will make a summary.

2 Approach Based on UNICORE

The platform of our choice is the UNICORE middleware2 that has been broadly and pro-
ductively deployed in different grid infrastructures such as D-Grid, DEISA and NGI-DE.
Moreover, UNICORE 6 is part of the middleware stack deployed in PRACE and thus it pro-
vides access to leading supercomputing facilities in Europe. Thus, this middleware enables
the access to resources for both capability and capacity computing that can be effectively
combined in multiscale models.

Our development is located within the client layer of UNICORE, which runs on top of
the service layer and the target systems. The Eclipse-based UNICORE rich client (URC)
is used to interface the service layer of UNICORE. The URC has functionality for authen-
tication, monitoring, service and resources discovery (grid browser), and for data, job and
workflow management.

2.1 GridBeans

GridBeans is a plug-in based technology especially designed to perform abstraction from
the underlying complex and constantly changing grid interfaces. A GridBean3 is a compo-
nent embeddable in the URC via the GridBean API. The GridBean provides on one hand
a graphical user interface to the user with application relevant tools and on the other hand
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Figure 1. A snapshot of the DEPOSIT GridBean showing it the context of a workflow after a step with the
MOPAC GridBean.

access to grid middleware services. The GridBean technology thus provides uniquely effi-
cient (low effort – low cost) means to integrate scientific codes and build a higher level re-
search infrastructure with new qualities (more than the sum of the individual components).
In addition, UNICORE provides a GridBean deployment service from which a GridBean
can be discovered and downloaded by the user with the URC. As software packages the
GridBeans are distributed independently from scientific codes to circumvent potential li-
cense issues.

A variety of GridBeans have been made available by projects Chemomentum, Open-
MolGRID and UNICORE Life: Amber, MOPAC, Gaussian, NAMD4, GAMESS, Clustal
and Blast. In our example in Section 3 we have reused the MOPAC GridBean made
available by OpenMolGRID project. In addition, further GridBeans have been devel-
oped, e.g. the DEPOSIT GridBean for generation of morphology on the atomic scale while
PairFinder and TOFET are under development. In Figure 1 we present an illustration of
the DEPOSIT GridBean. On the right panel of the URC the relevant parameters for the
simulation, such as the structure of deposited molecules, box geometry, as well as optimi-
sation and force-field parameters, can be specified using the graphical user interface. The
generated job can be submitted and monitored until it is finished and then the simulation
results are collected via the same user interface (see the Grid Browser on the left panel). In
addition, the morphology created and optimised by DEPOSIT can be inspected using the
built-in Jmol viewer.

2.2 Workflows

A formal description of the simulation protocols is done via generic workflows5. A work-
flow can be reused for construction of new workflows containing similar simulation steps.
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All necessary workflow components, such as workflow editor, workflow monitor / tracer,
and workflow engine, have been implemented as services and became part of the UNI-
CORE distribution (with version 6). These extensions of the UNICORE system for work-
flow support enable the design of various application scenarios for use in dedicated collab-
orative environments. Both the operativeness of the services and the workflow editor have
been demonstrated on examples of application scenarios from the field of computational
life science. A workflow can be constructed in the URC and submitted to the UNICORE
workflow engine which in turn executes the workflow on resources6.

The usage of GridBeans as steps in workflows has interesting implications. First, dif-
ferent GridBeans performing the same task for a certain step are interchangeable. For
example, a DFT calculation with a given density functional, basis set and molecular ge-
ometry definition can be performed using different codes like Gaussian or TURBOMOLE.
Depending on the available license the user can select the corresponding GridBean and
will have the same user interface for the step. On the other hand, a specific GridBean is
reusable in different workflows, where the adjacent steps (i.e. other GridBeans) may vary.
In addition, using GridBeans in the workflows allows implementation of data exchange
between adjacent steps, e.g. to specify which output files have to be processed and made
available as input for the next step.

2.3 Dataflow Management
In the field of materials Modelling a variety of data formats are used and virtually every
individual code has its own input and output formats. No field-wide de facto standard
exists. Thus, the interoperability and general applicability of the data interfaces of the in-
dividual GridBeans needs to be improved. Moreover, due to increasing complexity of data
exchanged there is increasing need of generally applicable and abstract dataflow engine to
manage the graph of data movements, such like the workflow engine to manage the graph
of tasks.

To this end, we currently employ the Chemical Markup Language (CML) standard
as data exchange format for any atomistic data definitions, such as molecular and crystal
structures and their properties. However, not all data that the individual simulation codes
exchange in the course of the simulation can be captured by the CML standard. This is
why we extended the interfaces by using the OpenMolGRID7, 8 framework. This model
provides client and server components for UNICORE and is extensible for any further
formats via provision of adaptors for the formats to be supported. Currently the Open-
MolGRID framework supports different applications and formats. However, the concept is
still format-centric and does not provide an API to an abstracted data model without prior
definition of the format used in the storage backend.

In computational materials research data complexity is a more important issue for
dataflow management systems than the data throughput. Examples for dataflow systems
are the Kepler workflow system with the actor model9 and the proprietary, however SOA-
based system Pipeline Pilot of Accelrys10 which has been recently used to develop work-
flows for applications in materials science11 as well as in life sciences for virtual screen-
ing12.

Recently, we started to evaluate the UML based model MEMOPS used in the com-
putational NMR community to exchange data between experiments and structure Mod-
elling/analysis applications13. In this model the data structures of the different codes are
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described using UML representation. From this data structure definition, APIs callable
from each individual code are automatically generated. These APIs, available for different
programming languages, such as C++, Java and Python, are abstracted from the data for-
mat used by the MEMOPS backend (a file or a database). Very similar concept has been
recently adopted in the Universal Access Layer (UAL) used in the fusion plasma physics
community together with the Kepler workflow system14.

2.4 License Management

Many of the codes used in the computational materials science community are provided
under non-free, proprietary, licenses. This causes considerable difficulties with the de-
centralised deployment of the simulation code over computing grids, i.e. across multiple
administrative domains. Therefore, a complex authorization matrix (basically mapping
permissions of users/groups for different software) in the virtual Organization has to be
considered and integrated into the provided services. To this end we are now working on a
solution basing on the Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS), UNICORE Vir-
tual Organisations Systems (UVOS) and Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)15

closely together with the UNICORE developers.

3 Simulation of Charge Transport in Alq3 thin Layers

An OLED, as shown in Figure 2, left picture, consists of multiple, usually amorphous,
thin layers deposited on a glass/polymer substrate containing different organic compounds.
The interaction on the interface between the layers along with details of charge transport
through the layers is very complex warranting for multiscale modelling of the whole OLED
device. Different methodologies as steps in one simulation protocol – quantum mechanics
(QM), molecular mechanics (MM), coarse-grained (CG) methods and finite element anal-
ysis (FEA) on the macroscopic scale (see Figure 2, left picture) are all most necessary. In
the following section we will show as a proof of concept the simulation of charge transport
in Alq3 thin layers. We note that the goal of the current work is to demonstrate that an
already known, however quite complex, simulation can be now carried out automatically
using the developed infrastructure.

The selected example is based on the work by Kwiatkowski et al16 shown in Figure 2,
right hand side. Experiments have shown that in amorphous Alq3 holes are trapped more
often (about 100 times more) than electrons. This was very well captured in the model
applied by Kwiatkowski et al16. The model system is a cubic box with dimension 10
nm containing amorphous Tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminium (Alq3). At two opposite
walls of the simulation box voltage is applied and, additionally, at one side of the layer
electrons are being injected while being captured on the other. The holes move in the
opposite direction — they are created at the drain electrode and annihilated at the injection
electrode side. One goal of the simulation is to predict the electron and hole currents as
function of the applied voltage, and to allow understanding of the efficiency of the overall
process. The physical phenomena take place on different time scales: from the electronic
excitations processes 10−15 s, through the hopping process up to the time for an electron
to move across the whole structure between the electrodes (in average 10−3 s).
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Figure 2. Left hand side: A sketch of a model of an OLED device that requires treatment on different size scales
using different code types — QM, MM, KMC and finite element analysis. Right hand side: A simulation box
containing amorphous Alq3 as part of the original work by Kwiatkowski et al16. The highlighted molecules in
red have been occupied at least once by a hole (2000 holes are created).

Figure 3. Block diagram of the workflow for the simulation of charge transport in thin layers.

The simulation protocol consists of several steps as summarised in the block diagram
in Figure 3. We shall explain the steps in the following.

∙ Geometry optimisation of a single Alq3 molecule We employed MOPAC (Molecu-
lar Orbital PACkage)17, which is a semi-empirical quantum chemistry program based
on Dewar and Thiel’s NDDO (Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap) approxima-
tion with default PM6 method18 for this step.

∙ MM: Film deposition with generation of a disordered film morphology To this
end we apply relaxation of the molecule positions and orientations using Metropolis
& simulated annealing. The disordered phase was simulated by depositing molecules
individually using an adapted basis hoping method on top of a surface modeled as an
impenetrable plane. The code applied for this step is DEPOSIT developed at KIT19.
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∙ Determination of site pairs According to whether the distance between the molec-
ular centers of mass falls within a certain distance (in our case 13 Å) pairs of neigh-
boring Alq3 molecules are created. The electron hopping partners are defined in this
manner, partners that are later used to model electron hopping phenomena. Because
there are thousands of molecules in the simulation box, the model can set up millions
of individual pairs. Thus the list of pairs is indexed.

∙ Pairwise QM calculations The created pairs are used to create QM jobs that are
then bundled in batches and each batch is sent by the Task-GridBean (shown as a
bright blue rectangle in Figure 3) to a computing resource over the grid. At this step
the HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO, LUMO+1 energies, the transfer integrals (electronic
couplings) and the reorganization energies for each site pair are calculated. Once
running on a computing resource each job processes only the QM calculations of its
own batch, i.e. iterating over the own list of pairs. Thus, the simultaneous submission
of a large number of jobs is avoided and by adjusting the ratio between number of
batches and QM calculations per batch the necessary scaling is achieved. At the end
of each pairwise QM calculation the effective centers of the sites in the pair and the
charge hopping rates using extended Marcus rate formula are calculated. The results
from all pairwise QM calculations from all batches are concatenated asynchronously.

∙ Coarse-grained model This step has the goal to compute the charge (electron-hole)
mobilities. Following the work by Kwiatkowski et al16 we use time-of-flight kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) as implemented in the code TOFET20. Basically, we simulate
the mobility measurement experiment without making any approximations regarding
the film morphology. The charges (fewer than five at the time) are generated at the
bottom 5% and collected at the top 5% of the structure. For this step the TOFET
GridBean has been developed.

∙ FEA: Calculate current density (not shown) This step is a significant extension
compared to previous work and is currently in development. For this purpose we
consider the finite element code Elmer21 where the mobilities computed within the
previous step enter the electrodynamics model based on finite elements. This model
can simulate the spacial profile of the currents in the material and the average current
density.

In Figure 4 we give a snapshot of the workflow developed within the URC using the
machinery described above. In the middle of the URC window there is a container under
the tab “Applications” with all additionally developed GridBeans. On the right of the URC
window the graphical representation of the OLED workflow is shown. The GUI of the
DEPOSIT GridBean is zoomed out on the right hand side of Figure 4. The generated
morphology can be inspected visually using the program Jmol which is embedded in the
GridBeans (window not shown). Note that there are multiple codes that implement same
methodology and not all codes available are considered in this example. Our code selection
criteria are maturity, accessibility, high parallel performance, and available expertise by
partners.
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Figure 4. Snapshot of the graphical user interface of the implemented simulation tools.

4 Conclusion

We have employed UNICORE middleware to develop an integrated higher-level service
as solution for the modern computational materials research. In particular, we considered
physics models which treat the material on multiple size and time scales employing differ-
ent simulation codes in a multi-step workflow. In order to integrate the simulation codes for
the required steps into the workflow special application interfaces, GridBeans, have been
used. Some GridBeans have been adopted from other projects and others, e.g. DEPOSIT,
PairFinder and TOFET have been additionally developed. To ensure data format interop-
erability between different steps we have used the OpenMolGRID stack. In future work
alternative and more flexible dataflow models will be considered, particularly such ones ab-
stracting from intermediate formatting of the input/output data. Such models and tools are
currently in evaluation. Furthermore, a concept for managing user licenses for simulation
codes deployed on the grid is currently developed.

We demonstrated the developed functionality by carrying out a completely automated
simulation of charge transport in Alq3 thin layers. Such simulation can be then performed
routinely in productive environments expediting the development process when varying
the chemical composition and morphology of the device.
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This paper presents the overview of the Serpens suite for the Kepler workflow orchestration
system. The Serpens suite provides the Kepler extension for enabling distributed Grid execu-
tion. Its modules leverage and integrate various, already existing, middleware components and
enable work with middleware stacks like UNICORE and gLite. This research has been driven
by Nuclear Fusion applications’ requirements. The driving idea was to enhance the modelling
capabilities for ITER sized plasma research by providing access to grid and HPC resources. The
solution described is very general, this way it could be integrated into the official Kepler release
and can be used in non-plasma based use cases as well. We highlight features and important
concepts through example workflows and results of their execution.

1 Introduction

Scientific communities have nowadays the possibility of accessing a large variety of com-
puting resources. Advanced sciences like Nuclear Fusion that strongly depends on simu-
lation and modelling, are nowadays benefitting from the rapid advancement of computing
hardware and increased accessibility to computational tools and infrastructures. As com-
putational capabilities are getting increasingly more powerful, efficient use of the available
infrastructure is becoming more and more complex from users perspective. Clearly, sci-
entists prefer to focus on their research and not on issues related to platforms and tools
required to perform it. As a result, there are projects focused on developing or deploying
scientific workflow management systems that enable the optimisation of the process of ef-
ficient usage and access to resources. The goal of the scientific workflows is to automate
repetitive tasks. They can greatly support researchers in activities such as data access,
analysis, job submissions and visualisation.

This paper presents the concept of the Serpens suite for the Kepler workflow orches-
tration system1. Using Kepler’s graphical interface and components, scientists can cre-
ate executable scientific workflows, which are flexible tools for accessing scientific data
(streaming sensor data, medical and satellite images, simulation output, observational data,
etc.) and executing complex analyses on them. Kepler is shipped with a searchable library
containing many ready to use processing components (’actors’). These can be easily cus-
tomised, connected, and then run (as a workflow) from a desktop-like environment. Actors
can perform calculations, automatic data management, or execution of external applica-
tions. Kepler workflows can be decomposed into smaller parts that allow complex tasks to
be divided into simpler ones. This feature provides workflow designers with the ability to
build re-usable, modular sub-workflows.

The Serpens suite, presented in this paper, provides a set of Kepler actors and work-
flows enabling distributed Grid execution. Its modules leverage and integrate various, al-
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ready existing, middleware components and make it possible to work with UNICORE
and gLite2 directly from Kepler. There are two modules related to UNICORE: Serpens
UNICORE module and VineToolkit module (The Vine Toolkit is an adaptor to various
middleware stacks. It provides access to target infrastructure via an abstract, Java based
API. Among others it abstracts from the UNICORE access layer). All these tools and their
inter-dependencies are detailed later in this article.

This research has been started as a part of the EU funded project EUFORIA (EU Fu-
sion for ITER Applications). EUFORIA was enhancing the modelling capabilities for
ITER sized plasmas by providing the access grid and HPC resources and by adaptation
and integration of a set of critical applications for edge and core transport modelling. One
of EUFORIA’s goals was to promote a novel approach to dynamic coupling and integration
of physical codes executed within heterogeneous platforms. Integration was carried out via
a workflow engine - Kepler. One of the aims of the project was to extend both, workflow
orchestration system and middleware in such a way, that grid and HPC support could be
transparently incorporated into existing physical applications.

The article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we analyse the state of the art, while
in Section 3 we present the use cases and their requirements. Afterwards, we describe the
concepts behind the access layer for computing resources in Section 4; finally, in Section
5 we evaluate the results and software developed. As a conclusion, we present future
directions of work.

2 Related Work

Since even only mentioning all possible workflow systems would exceed the limit of this
publication we rather focus on several examples of workflow frameworks that target at
supporting distributed infrastructures like Grids. We refer to cases in which workflows
may require the scheduling of high-performance computing (HPC) resources such as local
clusters or remote (Grid, HPC or cloud computing) resources. There are several systems
that provide a convenient way of building and executing these workflows. We would like
to mention the largest systems like Pegasus3, Taverna4, Triana5, P-GRADE6, but also more
specific solutions like GridAnt, UNICORE Workflow System7.

Pegasus3 is a framework for mapping scientific workflows onto distributed resources
including Grid and Cloud-based systems. Pegasus has been used in a number of scien-
tific domains including astronomy, bioinformatics, earthquake science, gravitational wave
physics, ocean science, limnology, and others. It has been used to run workflows rang-
ing from just a few computational tasks up to 1 million. Pegasus is focusing on middle-
wares like Condor, Globus, or Amazon EC2. Taverna4 is an open source and domain-
independent Workflow Management System – a suite of tools used to design and execute
scientific workflows and aid in silicon experimentation. Taverna can access a large number
of services in the fields of bioinformatics, astronomy, chemoinformatics, health informatics
and others. Taverna can invoke generic WSDL-style Web services (WSDL: Web Service
Definition Language). The example supported grid middleware is KnowARC, GridSAM
and gLite2. The P-GRADE6 Grid Portal is a web based, service rich environment for the
development, execution, and monitoring of workflows and workflow based parameter stud-
ies on various grid platforms. Workflows and workflow based parameter studies defined in
the P-GRADE Portal are portable between grid platforms. It is focused on interoperability
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with Globus Toolkit 2, Globus Toolkit 4, LCG and gLite grid middlewares. Triana5 is
a workflow-based graphical problem solving environment independent of any particular
problem domain. Triana workflows have incorporated a range of distributed components
such as Grid jobs or Web services. GridAnt is an extension of the Apache Ant build tool
residing in the Globus COG kit. GridAnt allows for the construction of client side work-
flow for Globus Toolkit applications. It allows for the specification of precondition and
parallel tasks in much the same way as the Ant build tool. UNICORE Workflows7 are
one of the most important features of UNICORE middleware. The UNICORE Rich Client
offers the users to design workflows in a graphical way. The UNICORE Workflow Engine
translates a workflow description into a set of single jobs which are run in the specific
order.

There is no clear general criteria to say that one of the systems is better than others,
since the frameworks are usually very complex. They usually target different aspects and
are built starting from specific applications requirements. For the fusion community a de-
tailed evaluation of existing technologies resulted in choosing Kepler as the main platform,
since Kepler as data-flow driven workflow system with its directors concepts was the most
convenient solution for managing and integrating fusion codes and ontologies.

3 Use Cases Description

The solution presented in this paper was dictated by the requirements of the nuclear fusion
applications (EUFORIA, EGI-Inspire). One of the key factors was to provide applications
with universal access to both HPC and Grid resources. Another requirement was to provide
the user with the ability of submitting multiple tasks within a workflow based environment
– to provide a way to submit multiple grid/HPC jobs. More advanced use cases assumed
usage of different resources within one workflow at the same time. Scientists wanted to
build workflows with different computational requirements. They needed to mix sequential
codes with parallel ones. In this section we present several use cases and their specific
requirements. The presented applications have been implemented using the Serpens suite.
Details regarding each particular use-case are presented in Section 5.

3.1 VMEC-DKES

VMEC8 (Variational Moment Equilibrium Code) is a three-dimensional MHD equilibrium
solver based on nested magnetic surfaces. It is used to calculate the MHD equilibrium of a
given configuration.

The configuration space is defined by the control variables, which are the Fourier har-
monics of the cylindrical coordinates R and Z describing the shape of the outermost mag-
netic flux surface. To reduce the twists and bends of the coils eventually required to pro-
duce the optimal surface, the local flux surface curvature is bounded. The alignment of
the Bmin, Bmax, and trapped J contours with  is performed at three or more radial flux
surfaces and, for J, at four values of �.

VMEC has become the de facto standard code for calculating 3-D equilibrium. It is
used in nearly all of the laboratories that house stellarator devices.

DKES (Drift Kinetic Equation Solver) calculates the neoclassical diffusion coefficient
as a function of collisionality. DKES uses as input an equilibrium previously calculated by
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VMEC, and also another input file with specific information not needed by VMEC. Thus,
the coupling of both applications is easy to implement. It is also a de facto standard code
in the stellarator community.

Both applications are serial and have a large number of configuration parameters. Sev-
eral parameter scans can be performed using just VMEC, which will generate several out-
put files containing MHD equilibria. Each of these outputs can be the input for DKES.
Implementing another parameter scan using the DKES input (not the equilibrium), we can
run a large number of different tests using the same equilibrium file. Thus, this use case
implies the execution of a parameter scan in the grid. Each execution, will then require
another parameter scan.

3.2 VMEC-Mercier-COBRA-Visualisation

This use case is focused on the characterisation of the transport of particles in confined
plasmas. As previously mentioned, VMEC calculates the MHD equilibrium of a given
configuration. Once we have achieved this equilibrium, we can proceed with further char-
acteristics of plasmas.

The so called Mercier9 modes are local instabilities characterised by being radially
localised but toroidally and poloidally extended, i.e., by k⊥ ≫ k∥.

The Mercier stability criterion is presently implemented in the VMEC code (refer to
the following section). The last versions of VMEC code estimates the Mercier stability
criterion for the effective radius 0 to 1 (the radius of the plasma is reduced to that format).
Since the area of interest is in the range [0.8− 1], only those values are taken into account.
Stable Mercier configurations are those satisfying the criterion in that range.

Besides Mercier stability criterion, the Ballooning mode stability is also imposed. Bal-
looning modes are characterised by being radially, toroidally, and poloidally localised,
thus k⊥ ∼ k∥. Ballooning modes appear in zones of unfavourable curvature. The COBRA
(Code for Ballooning Rapid Analysis) code10 performs this stability analysis.

These are serial applications which are executed in the grid. On the other hand, the
generation of the 3D visualisation file of the results obtained with those applications is ex-
ecuted on HPC resources. This is a shared-memory parallel application (using OpenMP)
which uses the output of the previous applications generates a Silo11 visualisation file
which can be displayed later using VisIt visualisation tool12. Thus, the output of VMEC
and COBRA is sent from the grid resources to HPC resources, where it will be used by the
parallel application to create this Silo file which can be later used in any machine running
VisIt.

Figure 1 shows the output of the visualisation application as displayed with VisIt. This
visualisation plays an important role in the understanding of the confinement capabilities
of the fusion reactor.

A single execution of this use case consists of the evaluation of a configuration of
a given fusion device. However, this configuration is characterised by a large number
of configuration parameters. Different values for these parameters will provide different
configurations which may present severe differences among each other. Thus, a parameter
scan is performed by changing the values of several of these parameters.
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(a) TJ-II stellarator configuration (b) Cut of the confined plasma. Six mag-
netic surfaces are displayed.

Figure 1. Top view of the plasma confined in a fusion device.

4 Architecture Details

Kepler is a scientific workflow system built upon the open source Ptolemy II framework13.
The project was initiated in 2003 as a collaboration of UC Davis, UC Santa Barbara and
UC San Diego. Over the years many contributors from various scientific and engineering
areas have supported Kepler both in development time and expertise. The team, behind
development of Kepler’s core (they also lead the whole development and integration pro-
cess) is funded on NSF basis. The development decisions took into account the vision of a
generic and uniform architecture as well as domain-specific scientific extensions.

4.1 Workflow Directors

Each Kepler workflow requires a director. It is a special object which orchestrates and
schedules the execution of workflow elements. There are several predefined directors,
each suitable for a different purpose. The Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) is a simple yet
very efficient director. It achieves good performance by prescheduling workflow execu-
tion. It requires that the order of execution is inferable from the workflow structure itself.
This in practice excludes conditional branching and looping. For these purposes, the Dy-
namic Dataflow (DDF) director can be used. It is still a single-threaded execution model,
however the schedule is updated in each iteration. This allows conditional branches to
be executed depending on the boolean value of the condition clause. Yet another type of
director is even better suited for parallel execution - we mention here Process Networks
(PN). In this model, each workflow element is run in a separate thread waiting for its input
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ports to be filled with data. This behaviour is very useful with workflow models having
either concurrent or parallel execution scheme. There are numerous directors in Kepler,
not discussed in this paper, better suited for particular use cases. They are described in
details within Kepler’s user manual13.

4.2 Workflow Actors

The aforementioned workflow element, actor, is orchestrated by the director. It means that
an actor can not perform its execution unless it is told to do so. There are two types of actors
in Kepler, the basic and composite ones. A basic actor is an object characterised by its set
of input and output ports, internal parameters and some action incorporated within it. This
is the main computation element of the workflow. In an actor-oriented design, one analyses
how data flow is organised. Which data go into the actor, how they are processed and which
data are produced as a result. Some actors are just responsible for producing data, others
are simple data consumers, but in most cases, actors perform both actions at the same time.
Director, actors and relations between actors constitute the workflow. The second type of
actor, the composite one, is in fact a workflow that is embedded into another workflow.
This way, the complexity of a workflow can be hidden by abstracting commonly used
parts. These parts are expressed as composite actor. This approach promotes modularity
and reuse of already existing workflows.

4.3 Suites and Modules

In version 2 of Kepler, a new release scheme was introduced. Functionality is divided be-
tween modules which are gathered in suites. A separate module consists of source codes
for actors it publishes, external libraries, licensing information and other Kepler-related
metadata. A suite is an ordered list of modules. User may decide to install a single module
or a full suite which will ensure that all intermodular dependencies are met. Each module
is versioned and resources created in Kepler are saved with these version numbers in meta-
data. This prevents users from using workflows or composite actors in a non-compatible
Kepler installation.

4.3.1 Serpens Suite

The Serpens suite is an extension to Kepler that employs the mentioned approach. It pro-
vides standard activities related to remote job management: submission, monitoring, data
management, and so on as a set of actors, both basic and composite. By combining a mean-
ingful sequence of such actors, client applications can create a complete workflow in a very
flexible and convenient manner. Kepler is responsible for user interaction and managing
multisite, distributed, and heterogeneous workflows. The heterogeneity here, implies that
a single workflow, spanning multi-step activities, contains Grid/HTC and HPC application
executions.

4.3.2 gLite Module

The first module contains actors and workflows to work with grid environments using gLite
middleware. It allows creating VOMS proxies, transferring data using the Globus GridFTP
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Figure 2. A main loop of gLite template workflow. It manages up to thousands of grid jobs making sure to
resubmit them upon failure and to safely download output files. It is a part of the gLite module within the Serpens
suite.

protocol, submitting, and managing jobs. The accompanying template workflow is a full
use case implementation ready to be modified according to specific needs of the grid ap-
plication. A main loop of the workflow which manages multiple grid jobs is presented as
Figure 2.

The access to gLite resources is done using a dedicated Roaming Access Server (RAS).
It is a layer between Kepler actors and the grid infrastructure. It is designed to hide the
complexity of configuration, grid security and operations execution by publishing a set of
well-defined web services. This makes the creation of basic Kepler actors much easier and
manageable, while on the other hand makes the grid administration more centralised and
more easily configurable.

Besides gLite operations, the template workflow incorporates also various failure de-
tection and prevention mechanisms. Jobs are monitored by their status or directly by the
logging and bookkeeping events. All data transfers are checked, especially if they con-
cern output retrieval. It may happen that despite the job finished successfully, the output
files get lost due to various networking, security or general infrastructure issues. These
situations are handled by Serpens actors. Besides these dynamic operations, we also in-
corporate several static information sources to avoid using faulty infrastructure elements in
the first place. This means to ignore unresponsive storage, erroneous workload managers
or computation elements which often lead to jobs failure. This strategy led to significant
success ratio improvement of the jobs we manage via Serpens actors and workflows versus
jobs submitted normally. It allows submitting up to thousands of jobs, managing them in
spite of infrastructure problems occurring naturally or randomly, and keeping track of the
overall progress even between separate Kepler sessions. It comes as a generic single ap-
plication submitter, although a set of parameters fully describe its functionality and allows
tuning it in a lot of ways.

4.3.3 UNICORE Module

The second module is responsible for supporting the UNICORE middleware. Actors con-
tained within are based on a UNICORE Commandline Client (UCC) and mimic behaviour
of this application. User can request information from the UNICORE registry, use avail-
able storages and sites, submit and manage jobs. This module contains also several exam-
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Figure 3. A full use case workflow for UNICORE. It submits a job with input ports, waits until it is successfully
finished and retrieves output files. It is a part of the UNICORE module within the Serpens suite.

Figure 4. A full use case workflow for UNICORE using Vine Toolkit. It uploads input files and registers outputs.
Then a JSDL document is generated, job submitted and managed until it is successfully finished and output files
are downloaded. It is a part of Vine Toolkit module within Serpens suite.

ple workflows presenting clearly the usage of each separate actor. There is also a full use
case implementation which highlights the way to submit a job with input files, wait until it
is successfully finished and retrieve its output. This is presented in Figure 3. Kepler mech-
anism of composite actors enables to get this ready workflow as a single entity of a larger
workflow, which makes the UNICORE module even more usable for a wider context.

4.3.4 Vine Toolkit Module

The last module in the Serpens suite is a set of actors working with Vine Toolkit. It is
a software package which unifies access to various grid middleware infrastructures. Us-
ing the same set of actions users can work with remote storages of different kinds and
remote job management schemes in a simple and uniform way. In particular, among others
the UNICORE, gLite or QosCosGrid middleware technologies are supported. The Vine
Toolkit module for Kepler contains actors which represent basic actions provided by this
technology. There are also example workflows and as with previous modules – a template
workflow implementing a full job submission use case. It is presented as Figure 4.
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Table 1. Timing of different actions happening in VMEC-DKES use case.

Action name Time [min]
Input files upload 0.5
Single VMEC run 20
Single DKES run 10

Final outputs download 1

5 Solution Evaluation

A number of applications have been already developed and deployed with usage of the Ser-
pens suite. These applications are mainly coming from the Fusion community as discussed
in the section of the use case analysis. Initial set of the workflows has been deployed in
the EUFORIA project. As already mentioned, the EUFORIA project enhanced modelling
capabilities for ITER through the joint use of HTC and HPC resources together with the
fusion modelling community by adaptation, optimisation and integration of a set of criti-
cal applications for edge and core transport modelling as well as turbulence simulations.
Most of these application codes allow construction of the complex, combined workflows
that produce advanced physics results. We would like to describe here the implementation
of workflows for the fusion codes like VMEC-DKES and VMEC-Mercier-COBRA which
were described in details in the use cases section.

5.1 VMEC-DKES

The VMEC application calculates an MHD equilibrium for a given parameter set. This
allows executing a parameter scan and running multiple and parallel instances of VMEC
with different initial parameters. For each equilibrium found, a DKES parameter scan can
be run. The user prepares a set of differing initial parameter values for DKES and each
one of them will be run with each of the calculated equilibria. This double parameter scan
can easily yield thousands of separate jobs, thus a grid environment suits this use case
requirements the best.

In our evaluation, we have prepared 14 parameter sets for VMEC and 180 for DKES.
Together it sums up to 2,520 jobs which is a great test suite for efficiency, performance
and failure prevention mechanisms available in the workflow solutions inside Serpens for
Kepler. The timings (average time) of particular actions of this use case are shown on Table
1. The jobs were run on different clusters available, however the typical configuration met
was like the following:

∙ Scientific Linux 5.4,

∙ Intel R⃝Xeon 3.2 GHz, Quad-core,

∙ 16 GB of physical memory.

The workflow solution was designed to make a full use of grid computations. Despite
the time for a single VMEC run being constant, the heterogeneous nature of grid makes
it that the real time of job execution (from submission to output retrieval) was differing
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Figure 5. A relation between the number of jobs not finished and time of workflow execution in a heterogeneous
grid environment.

relatively much between the 14 jobs submitted in the first phase. Thus, as soon as any
VMEC job finished a 180 DKES parameter scan based on its equilibrium was immediately
submitted.

The job management and failure prevention mechanism is a complex system of com-
posite Kepler actors for bookkeeping, monitoring and eventually job resubmission. Thus
we decided to split this functionality for two applications VMEC and DKES into two
related workflows. The first one is responsible for successful VMEC job execution and
DKES job submission. The second is loading all the DKES jobs produced and manages
them until successful finish. Both workflows run in parallel at the same time without in-
terfering with each others behaviour. This allows managing VMEC and DKES jobs at the
same time.

In our evaluation tests we put much effort in checking the overall stability and expected
user satisfaction. Submission of such a high number of jobs produces lots of output data.
Even with a very stable infrastructure with a resubmission ratio being on an extremely
low level, the number of faulty jobs will be positive at least in the long term. Our proposed
workflow solution is not only a visual layer for the user to prepare his computational exper-
iments. The fault tolerance and prevention mechanism plays a huge role in the workflow
inner processing. Our evaluation tests proved that the whole use case was eventually fin-
ished successfully despite many resubmissions, queue stalls or infrastructure problems. By
successful we mean that in the end, the real output for each of the 2,520 jobs was retrieved
and was stored on user disk in full. From the workflow start to such defined end, it took 59
hours.

We have run all the jobs on fusion community grid which is a typical heterogeneous
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environment. Computational and storage nodes have very different configurations (even
different CPU architecture), are located all over the world, and have non-consistent net-
work throughput between each other. To make the full test, we did not decide on any par-
ticular cluster, but chose to use all the infrastructure elements available which met some
minimal requirements for VMEC and DKES applications. During the tests we observed
that the relation between the number of jobs not finished and time of workflow execution
resembles the power law function as is shown on Figure 5.

5.2 VMEC-Mercier-COBRA-Visualisation
The second use case is an evaluation of a concept of mixed middleware and resources in a
single workflow. The VMEC-Mercier-COBRA part was run on the grid, as the parameter
scan best suited this type of distributed environment. The visualisation part, as described in
the use cases section, incorporates a parallel implementation to which the HPC resources
apply better. We have successfully merged this different concepts into a single workflow
thanks to general scope of the actors in Serpens suite.

The concept of composite actors allowed us to embed a complete UNICORE template
workflow as a single entity inside the gLite template. This way, not only did we run jobs
on different types of distributed environments, but we have in fact used totally different
middlewares to access them. The workflow itself was a manager of this whole process,
keeping all the necessary steps and phases in correct order and in correct state.

The VMEC-Mercier-COBRA as a parameter scan job produced many outputs in dif-
ferent order. Because the workflow managed the use case on different middlewares at
once, we designed it to process HTC and HPC jobs separately. This allowed us to avoid
undesired situations in which one type of job blocks the other.

The workflow was successfully evaluated not only in the technical terms described
above, but especially by fusion physics community. The resulting visualisation shown in
the use cases section in Figure 1 was a result of our workflow solution.

6 Future Plans

Serpens has been presented during different hands-on tutorials, demonstrations and lec-
tures, e.g.: EGI_User_Forum, SC2009 and SC2010, as a part of the demo for the results
of the EUFORIA-DEISA-EGEE pilot project. Serpens has been committed, recently, as a
part of the main Kepler repository (BSD license). It is officially released with the newest
Kepler version. This opens new possibilities for reaching new communities and users and
working on fulfilling new requirements and use cases. Initial use cases are coming from
the Nuclear Fusion, but since the provided solution is general, use cases from other com-
munities are already under development and will be deployed in the future. Also since the
middleware is changing rapidly, and new emerging infrastructures are appearing, Serpens
is planned to be extended in order to support new scenarios. In particular the support for
cloud technologies is foreseen.

7 Summary

In this paper we have presented how workflow based computation can utilised Grid and
HPC related resources. We have shown the state of art in the area of workflow managing
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systems by describing some of the existing solutions. Kepler is one of these systems and
the Serpens related development is strictly bound to it. After the environment is defined,
we have presented real life use cases that show how a workflow based approach can be
utilised within field of physics. These use cases present applications that benefit from
execution within both Kepler and Grid based environments. Workflow managers allow
code owners to abstract from the computation layer, while Grid resources provide them
with efficient computational resources. These use cases are the basis to describe which
kind of assumptions have been made before actual development started. These use cases
led us to formulate the architecture design as described in section 4. After detailing the
design of the software we moved to module based organisation of the Serpens project and
described how is it related to Kepler and its modules. In essence, Serpens module was
used during scientific research and helped to produce real life results. These results are
also presented and discussed within this article. Of course, even though Serpens is already
incorporated into Kepler’s repository there is still open space left for further development.
We discussed it as well, suggesting directions of further development.
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Science Gateway acts as a mediate system between scientists and their computational tools in
a form of a web portal. It provides space for communities, collaboration and data sharing and
visualisation in a comprehensive and efficient manner. The main objective of such solution is to
allow users to access computational resources, process and analyse their data and get the results
in a uniform and user friendly way. In this article we present a solution for the Molecular
Dynamics field with a use of NAMD application. Particularly our Gateway focuses on the
construction of a particle model, preparation of input data for simulation, geometry optimisation
and Molecular Dynamics simulation ending with the data analysis and visualisation. Another
example of Science Gateway from the area of nanotechnology science will be also described in
this paper.

1 Introduction

The advanced web-based graphic and multimedia oriented user interfaces (GUIs) designed
for scientists and engineers could change the way users collaborate, share computing ex-
periments and data, and work together to solve day-to-day problems. Moreover, future sci-
ence and engineering gateways will influence the way users will access not only their data,
but also control and monitor their demanding computing simulations using the Internet.
To allow users to interact remotely with future supercomputers and large-scale computing
environments in a more interactive and visual manner we present a tool called Vine Toolkit
that has been successfully used as a core web platform for various gateways1, 2. Vine
Toolkit is a modular, extensible and easy-to-use tool as well as a high-level Application
Programming Interface (API) for various applications, visualisation components and build-
ing blocks to allow interoperability between many different HPC and grid technologies like
UNICORE 6. It supports Adobe Flex and BlazeDS technologies3 to allow developers to
create advanced, rich web applications similar to many stand-alone GUIs. Additionally,
Vine Toolkit has been integrated with well-known open source web frameworks such as
Liferay4 and Gridsphere5. In this paper, we briefly describe new technological solutions
relevant for advanced scientific portals driven by example scientific needs.

2 Vine Toolkit as a Base for a Science Gateway

Starting from the top of the Vine Toolkit software stack, it provides an efficient and robust
user interface framework based on the Adobe Flex and BlazeDs software. Vine allows
the integration of the rich internet application standard directly to a browser and enables
applications to act and look exactly as their stand-alone versions. Thus, it is possible to
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Figure 1. Portal with Vine Toolkit generic schema.

create advanced portal applications like Science Gateways where developers can create
web-based versions of many legacy applications and their GUIs. One of the key new re-
quirements for the Vine Toolkit regarding the integration with existing portal frameworks
was to enable web application developers to create rich and advanced user interfaces as
quickly as possible. Initially, we tried to use JS/AJAX6-based frameworks within Vine
Toolkit. Various problems related to the software portability in different web browsers
encouraged us to migrate to other frameworks for the development and deployment of
cross-platform rich Internet applications. Eventually, Adobe Flex was chosen for develop-
ing rich and advanced user interfaces in Vine Toolkit . The main reason was the fact that
at the time of the project’s inception, Microsoft Silverlight was far behind Flex in terms of
functionality7. Also, the licensing favoured Flex which is open source. Obviously, the pre-
sentation layer is a front end to various components and services provided by Vine Toolkit,
but it is getting more and more important once advanced web applications are available.
Thanks to a pluggable Vine architecture it is possible to extend its base functionality in
a uniform way. For instance, at the beginning Vine Toolkit offered only a support for
the Globus Toolkit middleware. Currently, it is possible to use the majority of leading
middleware stacks: UNICORE 6, GRIA, gLite, QosCosGrid middleware and many other
well-known standards, such as OGF JSDL, OGF OGSA-BES or OGF-HPC Profile8–10.
Technically speaking, a new service in Vine can be added by creating a separate project
and implementing a set of predefined APIs. Then, after a proper configuration, it can be
used transparently by the end user without any additional changes in the application code.
Finally, Vine offers various deployment configurations including standalone mode, web
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service mode and more importantly a ready to use integration with portal environments
and portlet containers, e.g. Gridsphere or Liferay5, 4. Therefore, with a single software
stack it is possible to build a complex solution consisting of services, a portal and a set
of user-customised applications at once available as a web gateway. Vine was designed to
work with well-known JSR-168 open standard and its reference implementation and the
Tomcat web application container11. Since version 1.1 Vine Toolkit also supports Liferay
JSR-286 enterprise portal12. Consequently, Vine Toolkit gives its users a great opportu-
nity for creating and delivering production-quality web environments as it covers major
web-based development aspects, especially for scientific and computing portals.

2.1 UNICORE 6 Plugin

The UNICORE 6 plugin is based on the UCC client jar libraries. We found some problems
related to the multi user access in the portal environment regarding resolving sms storage
locations. It turned out that client jars use ehcache to remember last resolved storage
locations. In case of any consequent access by another user, errors related to the access
denied problem occurred. To avoid this we replaced suitable classes in the plugin class
loader to eliminate cache and to make the storage resolving process totally dynamic. We
decided to use x509 proxy certificates as most of today grid middleware use this kind of
security credentials. It implies a requirement for the supported UNICORE installations -
the UNICORE Gateway has to have the proxy extension installed (currently unfortunately
an unofficial extension). It is also possible to configure a common portal certificate and use
the default security scheme in UNICORE but then all portal users act as single user on the
middleware side and the user accounting has to be done on the portal side what could be
allowed in some scenarios if desired. We start to think about supporting SAML assertions
in the future with providing a tool for end users like Java Web Start or Java Applet to
generate and sign security assertions which will be uploaded to portal and added to the user
portal session in order to use it while communicating with the UNICORE server. Thanks
to use of the UCC client jars we can use both access modes like BES or UNICORE/X.
Configuration of the Vine resource allows also to point out the default storage resource in
order to automatically generate target storage locations in job descriptions if desired - for
example it is possible to export all outputs to some particular UNICORE storage.

3 Molecular Dynamics Science Gateway

Vine Toolkit has been initially designed as a tool providing services facilitating the access
to the HPC resources. After that stage, satisfied with the result we started to add GUI com-
ponents like Credential Manager or File Browser to help users build their portals and more
advanced applications. Recently we have entered into the next phase of our tool lifecycle
- now we are building the complete solutions upon the existing framework, incorporating
services and components into one entity - the Science Gateway. NAMD Client belongs
to the second generation of web components based on the Vine Toolkit framework. First
applications created with a use of Vine like Nano Client have been designed to solve spe-
cific problems in the area of nanotechnology (like finding the total energy, charge density
and electronic structure of systems made of electrons and nuclei within Density Functional
Theory). On the other hand we wanted to extend our base of reusable concepts - building
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Figure 2. Application registry mapping diagram.

blocks which could be used later to create different applications as well. Having that in
mind, we based our software on a set of components, which could be reused in many dif-
ferent contexts. For the NAMD Client we gathered user requirements and created a general
view of the new application stack. The whole system is meant to solve molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation problems13. Scientists would like to have access to the portal where they
can define a problem by creating/editing the polypeptide model with the use of a graphi-
cal tool or importing data from a local repository as well as from the remote protein data
banks. Some input files are created as a result of that process. Next step is to prepare and
configure the geometry optimisation ( optional ) and finally end up with the MD / Steered
MD computations. NAMD Client is designed and tested to work on the UNICORE6 mid-
dleware architecture. We have prepared a typical scenario for the task execution, it consist
of several steps:

1. User upload his data into the temporary directory on the Portal File System ( local file
system on the server ).

2. NAMD configuration file is prepared and tuned by the user.

3. User starts new task.

4. All input files are copied to the destination SMS file service, StageIn section is per-
formed by Vine.

5. NAMD task is executed.

6. StageOut section is performed by Vine, all files from the given task are copied to the
remote data file system.

7. User with the use of File Manager component checks and downloads data from the
given task.

On each stage there is a need for efficient data Organization - creating a problems library
with a set of features facilitating database browsing and finding the desired information.
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Figure 3. NAMD Client application view.

For these applications there is Application Registry service and UI component used also in
NanoClient which will be our base system responsible for the data management. The Fig-
ure 2 depicts NAMD Client specific application/case mapping in the Application Registry
structure.

Utilisation of the mentioned service lets user work with data in a convenient way es-
pecially when dealing with a massive amount of data objects. The next step is to edit/con-
figure a new case. In order to do so we provide form based components with a graphical
representation of the configuration file. “Advanced” mode allowing inline modification of
the text input files is also available. The final stage is the job submission which is the main
added value. It could be a single job or a set of jobs, depending on how many variants
user would like to examine. It is worth to mention that parameterised tasks are grouped
under a “Problem” category and thus it is easier to analyse and compare the results. Job
submission and monitoring are also in a form of reusable code, so they are used without
any modifications in order to schedule and observe the task execution process. The last
element of the proposed solution is a simple tool allowing for the analysis of computed re-
sults. We are working on the log scrapping mechanisms, which let us visualise the partial
result in real-time. That feature will provide users with an instant feed-back and he will
be able, for instance, to terminate tasks not matching the experiment’s requirements. Cur-
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Figure 4. NAMD Client file browser view.

rently we are focusing on the delivering of the core functionality - integration Application
Registry, task definition interface with a Job Submission and Monitoring. Later on we will
complete the whole system with an editor of polypeptide model and more visualisation
tools. Reusing components gives us one more benefit, we are capable of creating a new
application, which will be able to incorporate the functionality from the Nano Client and
NAMD Client projects. Therefore users could use both components within the context of
the same software instance. For the end user it will be just a matter of choosing different
task type from the application registry. In parallel to the development task the solution
is tested with real middleware, the NAMD package and computational resources. During
the prototype test phase the NAMD Client application is tested with UNICORE 6 plugin
and UNICORE 6 installation on PL-Grid test infrastructure in Poznan Supercomputing and
Networking Center.

4 Nano-Science Gateway

The most advanced part of Nanotechnology Science Gateway is the ABINIT portal client.
The ABINIT simulation software package allows users to solve problems like: finding
the total energy, charge density and electronic structure of systems made of electrons and
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nuclei within Density Functional Theory (DFT), using pseudo-potentials and a planewave
basis14, 15. ABINIT also includes options to optimise the geometry according to the DFT
forces and stresses, or to perform molecular dynamics simulations using these forces, or to
generate dynamical matrices, Born effective charges, and dielectric tensors. Excited states
can be computed within the Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (for molecules),
or within Many-Body Perturbation Theory. Despite of its usefulness in computations, be-
ing a command-line tool, ABINIT requires from the user not only domain-specific knowl-
edge but also some computer science related accomplishments and ABINIT in/out data
structures familiarity. In order to hide the complexity and provide a web-based collabora-
tive access to ABINIT, we created many new rich web applications using Vine Toolkit and
Adobe Flex. Consequently, we are able to support the transparent web access to sequen-
tial and parallel execution of DFT codes deployed on HPC computing clusters available
for users in the PL-Grid infrastructure. By providing basic and advanced modes we are
able to support both experts and beginners during their simulation studies. Continuous
meetings with end users were a great opportunity to gather new requirements, e.g. tools to
parse input/output parameters in the form-like panel for ABINIT and other DFT code, e.g.
Quantum Espresso. Some parameters that were not reflected in the parameter input form
could be now easily added using a new rich editor in the advanced mode. One should note
that inputs needed for ABINIT job submission are pseudo-potentials files. Using the built-
in Vine Toolkit file manager users can easily access, copy and assign appropriate files. It is
also possible to store users’ files by taking the advantage of Vine Toolkit files repository as
well as advanced access control mechanisms to share them according to defined policies.

After preparing a set of parameters and selecting steering parameters for DFT calcula-
tions, the user can add another set of parameters to be solved in parallel. When the whole
experiment is ready (typically, it consists of several parameter sets) the user can send the
experiment to a grid middleware controlling remote computing clusters. In this approach,
we used the QosCosGrid middleware stack together with a metascheduler services called
QCG Broker. Therefore, we were able to make the underlying HPC resources fully trans-
parent for end-users, so they could focus only on domain-specific interfaces and problems
instead of struggling with computing infrastructure details, such as available processing
power, deployed libraries or memory limits. After the job submission the user can monitor
all his/her simulations by simply checking the progress bars. An additional monitoring tool
is a chart presenting the relative difference between subsequent computation iterations. If
the user notes that the difference does not converge during the experiment, he/she may
decide to cancel this task in order to save the computing time. It is also possible to cancel
the whole experiment - in this case all pending tasks (for corresponding parameter sets) are
cancelled.

Immediately after each job completion, the user can see generated results in the portal.
As it was mentioned above, all the ABINIT output files are stored in a Vine repository or
can be transferred to remote file servers, e.g. GridFTP or more advanced Data Management
Services, e.g. iRODS or DMS. The calculated functions of the total density of electronic
states (DOS) line charts can be also displayed as visualisation results. It is possible to
view multiple series from different tasks on the same chart. The chart can be dynamically
cropped and zoomed and special values like the Fermi energy can be also marked on the
chart (if it was calculated in given case). For those applications we used Vine extensions
based on Adobe Flex. Figure 5 shows the example experiment and it’s visualisation results.
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Figure 5. Nano-Science Gateway - ABINIT web client: Total energy calculation and calculated functions of the
total density of electronic states (DOS) line charts.

All parameter sets and corresponding computing jobs together with their results are
stored as cases for further use. This allows users to start or re-submit long-term calculations
from the portal, observe their progress after some time (possibly with another browser and
session), view the results of completed experiments and reuse the previous experiments
altering some parameters. To enable quick search of a certain example all parameter sets
and previous cases can be annotated with keywords by users. Thus, it is possible to look
for similar experiment descriptions and results using these tags by other users working on
similar data sets. In this case, a special module for web searching is used with two data
sources available: Google and ScienceDirect.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we briefly presented our approach to build Science Gateways using our Vine
Toolkit integrated with the Adobe Flex software development kit. The presented web-
based gateway supports various nanotechnology scientists in execution and management of
large-scale simulations on computational grids using molecular dynamics code in NAMD
application or DFT code in ABINIT or Quantum Espresso. The described framework of-
fers an effective way to start, monitor and control scientific applications via web based
user-friendly graphical interfaces. Currently Vine Toolkit is being enhanced and tested un-
der the national Polish Grid Infrastructure (PL-Grid) project and is planned to be deployed
in production environments. The future works on the Vine Toolkit based Science Gateways
is divided into two parts: various extensions to the existing NAMD, ABINIT, and Quantum
Esspreso clients and support for other applications and packages like MOPAC. Many ex-
isting users identified several new applications that can be easily added to the gateway, e.g.
NWChem or BLAST/CLUSTALW2, and their integration will be a next step. Then, we
would like to extend the gateway to support all major applications used for large-scale par-
allel simulation in nanotechnology and molecular chemistry/biology, thus giving scientists
possibility to make their advanced calculations in one collaborative web space.
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In biological research automatic high-throughput microscopes produce large amounts of pic-
tures in a short time interval, which are to be analysed with image processing software. This
results in thousands of computing jobs at once as the images can be processed in parallel. In
this paper a workflow for such high throughput computing is presented. It was implemented
using UNICORE for job management and iRODS to manage the data. The workflow is fully
integrated into the biologists working environment.

1 Biological Research and High Throughput Computing

1.1 Automatic Microscopy for Biology

The Max Planck Institute of Cell Biology and Genetics (MPI-CBG) in Dresden conducts
research on the molecular mechanisms of absorption and transportation of molecules in
cells. In this research parts of cells are highlighted to examine the underlying cellular
processes. Genomes are prepared and the resulting reactions create light emissions. These
emissions are observed in pictures (see Figure 1), taken by automatic microscopes, and
analysed by the image analysis software Motion Tracking, which is developed at MPI-
CBG. High ranking publications, for example in Nature magazine1, are the result.

In their research the biologists arrange experiments in wells on a plate. A well is one
of up to 384 compartments on a plate. Each of them contains a slightly different sub-
experiment, ranging from different specific genomes to control experiments. Usually, ex-
periments involve many plates. A genome-wide screen, for example, can involve more than
200 plates. After the preparation which can take several months several images at different
depths and at ten different positions in each well are taken by an automatic microscope (see
Figure 1). Thus, millions of images are acquired that need to be analysed. With file sizes
up to 10 MB per image the total size can mount up to several TB for a single experiment.
In the future, the biologists plan to record three-dimensional and time-resolved movies,
which will require up to several GByte per well.

1.2 Supporting Biological Research with a Grid Infrastructure

To improve and speed up the analysis of the images a high throughput workflow2 for im-
age processing and data management was developed and deployed in a joined effort of the
Center for Information Services and High Performance Computing (ZIH) of the Technis-
che Universtät Dresden. The following preconditions and demands led to the decision to
use Grid infrastructures for this workflow.
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Figure 1. Left: Picture taken by automatic microscope showing highlighted parts of cells, c⃝Zerial Lab, MPI-
CBG; Right: Automatic microscope; c⃝MPI-CBG.

Computing Demands: The image analysis jobs consist of many short and indepen-
dent single-core jobs running in farming mode. Each job takes about 10 to 30 minutes to
finish. Typically batches of tens of thousands of jobs are submitted at once which exceed
the computational capabilities at MPI-CBG. As the research possibilities are only limited
by the available computational power the demand is ever growing. These characteristics
make it ideal for Grid Computing.

Storage Demands: The storage demands are substantial. For example, a large data
set consists of 18 TB in 8 million files. Currently, a total of about 100 TB is stored at
MPI-CBG. With the bandwidth between ZIH and MPI-CBG not even reaching 1 GBit/s
the transfer of files to the ZIH for analysis became the bottleneck. Storing the data at ZIH
would make use of the internal bandwidth of 10 GBit/s. The data is organised in directory
structures with metadata encoded in the directory name. Additional metadata is stored in
an extra file for each image. Thus, a storage system with good performance and metadata
support would be beneficial.

User Demands: The image analyses biologists conduct are controlled by the software
Motion Tracking which includes a graphical user interface. Motion Tracking runs on Win-
dows workstations as that is the main platform of the research group. Most biologists do
not have a deep interest in computing infrastructures - they want it to “just work” so that
they can focus on their research. Keeping that in mind the goal was to make the use of the
Grid infrastructure as transparently as possible and to require only minimal knowledge of
the underlying technologies and interaction from the users. This meant to fully integrate
the Grid infrastructure into their work environment and graphical user interface.

2 Architecture

2.1 Computing Grid

Based on the demands outlined above the UNICORE 6 middleware3 was chosen for the
job submission. It is easily integral into heterogeneous systems as it provides platform
independent Java components. This was very important since the workstations at MPI-
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Figure 2. Sketch of the systems hardware architecture.

CBG are running various versions of Windows. UNICORE is easy to deploy and maintain,
mature and offers great support and continuous development.

UNICORE was setup in the following way: To access the Grid the UNICORE com-
mand line client (UCC) was installed on the Windows workstations. A central registry
at ZIH lists all the available services. To process the large number of submissions five
UNICORE/X servers were deployed at ZIH to handle the TSIs of the participating clus-
ters. Each server is a virtual machine with four cores with 2.6 GHz each and at least 4 GB
RAM. One XUUDB each serves the UNICORE/X instances with user information.

2.2 Data Storage

iRODS4 is a mature Grid data management system which allows efficient access to possibly
widely distributed data. It provides a global namespace, meaning that data, even if spread
across different storage resources, is accessible through a unique identifier consisting of
path and file name. Additionally, the data can be augmented with metadata, which is stored
in a database. The server components enable the integration of different storage resources.
The access to data is efficient due to its parallel data transfer capabilities.

At ZIH an iRODS server was deployed on a machine with 16 cores with 2.6 GHZ
each, 32 GB RAM, 10 GBit/s network connection and 40 TB storage capacity. The initial
intention to store all data on it could not be maintained as the amount of data grew much
faster than expected. Thus, it is used as a data cache at ZIH to allow high bandwidth access
to the data from the clusters. When the storage capacity on the iRODS server reaches the
threshold, files that were not accessed the longest will be deleted to free up space. On a
Grid cluster iRODS command line clients (icommands) are used to access iRODS. Figure 2
gives an overall view on the system architecture used.

2.3 The User Environment

2.3.1 Integration into the User Environment

As mentioned above the researchers use Windows workstations to conduct their work.
The image analysis software Motion Tracking, developed at MPI-CBG, steers the whole
workflow. This includes many tasks like managing a large number of images, analysing a
few of them manually to find suitable parameters, and executing the analysis on all images
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on remote systems. The automatic microscopes are connected to file servers where the
original images are stored. These are directly accessed by Motion Tracking for analysis.

To support the use of UNICORE and iRODS the functionality of Motion Tracking had
to be extended.

The UNICORE command line client UCC was deployed on the workstations as a Win-
dows service. At the beginning of every batch of analysis tasks Motion Tracking executes
“ucc connect” to connect to the UNICORE services and to initialise server processes. Af-
terwards, “net start uccbatch” is executed to make sure the UCC is running.

For each job Motion Tracking creates a UNICORE job description file using templates.
Key words get replaced to create the customised job files. The job description file template
is a generic file which specifies imports, an executable, arguments, and exports. Imports
are the files to be uploaded to the USpace of the cluster. The imports include a script
executed by the Motion Tracking command line client, the parameter file, and a run script.
The run script is defined to be executed. The run script template is the template which
transfer files from and to iRODS and execute the Motion Tracking binaries on clusters to
compute the results. When jobs are created the templates are filled with the real parameters
to form the actual job description files and run scripts.

iRODS support was integrated via the use of the iRODS libraries. They allow to access
the iRODS server to transfer files.

2.3.2 The Directory Structure on the Workstation

To support the biologists in easily submitting jobs and transferring data from their Win-
dows workstations a directory structure in Windows was set up to hold the needed tools
and directories. The Java Development Kit (JDK) in version 1.6 or newer needs to be in-
stalled. The structure was tested under Windows XP, Windows XP 64 and Windows 7/64.
C:\unicore is the root directory of the directory structure to support UNICORE and iRODS.
It contains the sub-directories bin, conf, input, jobs, misc, output and update.

bin-Directory

The bin directory holds the following executables and scripts:

∙ instsrv.exe is used to install the uccbatchservice.exe and register it as a Windows ser-
vice. It is included in the Windows Server 2003 Resource Kit Tools.

∙ killucc.bat is the script to exit the running UCC batch program:

1 @echo off
2 FOR /F "tokens=1" %%i IN (’c:\unicore\bin\showucc.bat’)
3 DO TASKKILL /F /PID %%i

∙ runucc.bat is the script to start the UCC batch program:

1 @echo off
2 cd c:\unicore\input
3 ucc.bat batch -X -f -W c:\unicore\conf\siteWeights --max 3500
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4 --u30000 --maxNewJobs 20 --threads 20
5 -i c:\unicore\jobs -o c:\unicore\output
6 net stop uccbatch

It is only executed by the Windows service.

∙ showucc.bat is a script to show the running UNICORE Command line Client pro-
cesses:

1 @echo off
2 java -classpath c:\unicore\bin\tools.jar sun.tools.jps.Jps -V |
3 find /i "UCC"

It is used by killucc.bat.

∙ tools.jar is needed by showucc.bat to list the UCC batch programs. The library is part
of the Java JDK.

∙ uccbatchservice.exe is the UCC Windows service executable. The Windows service
was developed to execute runucc.bat. It assures that only one instance of the UCC
is running in the system. This is necessary as biologists can run several instances of
Motion Tracking on one workstation.

∙ update.bat uses UCC to upload files to a computing system in the Grid. This is applied
e.g. to update the Motion Tracking software on the Grid systems. It avoids the batch
system by executing the update job directly on the login node. Such, the update does
not have to compete with jobs in the batch system. This mechanism is only needed on
systems where the Motion Tracking binaries are installed by the user and not by the
administrators. update.bat contains the following:

1 @echo off
2 del c:\unicore\bin\logit
3 echo connect -v > c:\unicore\bin\shellit
4 cd c:\unicore\update\
5 for /f %%i in (’dir /b /s /A-D ""’) do call :ProcessDir "%%i"
6 unicore_emilia
7 for /f %%i in (’dir /b /s /A-D ""’) do call :ProcessDir "%%i"
8 unicore_deimos_1
9 c:\unicore\bin\ucc\bin\ucc.bat shell < c:\unicore\bin\shellit

10 2>> c:\unicore\bin\logit
11 cd c:\unicore\bin
12 goto :eof
13 :ProcessDir
14 @echo off
15 set test=%~pnx1
16 set test=%test:\unicore\update\=%
17 set test=%test:\=/%
18 echo put-file -s %test% -t u6://%2/Home/%test%
19 >> c:\unicore\bin\shellit
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∙ The ucc subdirectory is the UCC installation directory. It has to be added to the PATH
variable of Windows.

∙ UNICORE_Rich_Client contains the UNICORE Rich Client URC which is used to
create the user’s keystore for authentication during installation.

input-Directory

The input directory is the directory where Motion Tracking copies the files to that are to be
uploaded by the UCC to the UNICORE 6 job directory on the target system.

jobs-Directory

The jobs directory is observed by the UCC. Every job description file that is copied into it
will be processed and a job will be created, which will be sent through the UNICORE 6
middleware to the Grid.

output-Directory

The output directory is the place to store the job output files downloaded from the UNI-
CORE 6 job directory.

conf-Directory

The conf directory contains the following files:

∙ the preferences file containing the configuration information used for the UNICORE-
client, including the password.

∙ the keystore of the user with the Grid certificate

∙ the siteWeights file, which determines the ratio with which the jobs get submitted to
the different UNICORE 6 sites. For the ZIH machines it looks like this:

1 unicore_deimos_1 = 650
2 unicore_deimos_2 = 650
3 unicore_deimos_3 = 650
4 unicore_deimos_4 = 650
5 unicore_emilia = 550
6 UCC_DEFAULT_SITE_WEIGHT = 0

∙ irodsEnv contains configuration information used to access iRODS

misc-Directory

This directory contains install, configuration, update and test jobs.
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update-Directory

The content of the update directory is uploaded by the update.bat script.

3 The Logical Workflow

3.1 Steps of the Workflow

From the user’s perspective the logical workflow includes the following steps (see figure 3
for an illustration and the relation of the workflow to the system architecture).

1. Images are acquired by the automatic microscope in huge numbers.

2. The images are stored on a file server in distinct data sets.

3. Then the biologists select files and load them with the image analysis software Motion
Tracking. The templates for the job description files and run scripts are filled by
Motion Tracking including the paths of the input files in iRODS.

4. The image for each job is synchronised to the iRODS server, meaning it only gets
transferred if it doesn’t exist already. The files are stored in the same data set directory
structure in iRODS as the original data set on the file server. The irsync method of the
iRODS Windows libraries is used.

5. Then, after the image for the individual job is synced, the created job file is copied
to the jobs directory. UCC, running in batch mode, continuously submits the jobs as
they appear there.

6. A UNICORE/X manages and forwards the job to the cluster.

7. The job is scheduled on the destination cluster and the run script gets executed.

8. The run script downloads the job files via the icommands from the iRODS server. It
authenticates itself via a proxy certificate created by UNICORE in the job directory
on the cluster (USpace).

Figure 3. Scetch of the Workflow.
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9. The run script executes the Linux command line version of Motion Tracking at ZIH
HPC systems to analyse the image and create the result files.

10. After the analysis is finished the results are put back into the iRODS server.

11. Motion Tracking regularly checks for news results and fetches them via the iRODS
irsync method.

12. Motion Tracking checks the results for correctness.

13. Motion Tracking saves correct results by integrating them into the data set on the file
server.

3.2 Levels of Authentication

Several levels of authentication are used in the workflow.
When the UCC on the workstation connects to UNICORE 6 the user is authenticated

with his/her Grid certificate stored in a keystore. It is secured with a password which is
saved in a preferences file.

For the file transfers to iRODS via Motion Tracking the user authenticates himself/her-
self with his/her iRODS login/password combination. This is saved in the iRODS config-
uration file.

When a USpace for a job is created on a Grid system a proxy certificate, derived from
the user certificate, is automatically generated by UNICORE and placed in the USpace. It
is used by the iRODS command line tools to authenticate against the iRODS server. This
allows the job to transfer files without the need for the user to enter a password or to send
the password along with the job to the cluster.

4 Summary and Outlook

The main advantage of the Grid workflow described above is its seamless integration into
the work environment of the biologists. From the users point of view not much has changed
– the same familiar graphical user interface is used. But the capabilities have been in-
creased dramatically. An analysis can be done in a much shorter time as the submission of
jobs is less hindered by the available bandwidth and more computing resources are usable.

From the developers point of view both the integration of UNICORE 6 and iRODS
into the existing environment were relatively smooth. The cooperation especially with
the UNICORE developers was very good. When the biological workflow was extended
characteristics of how analysis jobs and data are handled were kept in mind and a number
of issues had to be solved.

A drawback of UNICORE was the sub-optimal support for High Throughput Comput-
ing – namely the submission of a large number of jobs at once. The submission was slow
due to high loads caused by the UCC on the client and UNICORE/X on the server side.
These problems were mitigated by more powerful clients and the deployment of several
UNICORE/X instances for a single cluster to handle the submission of a huge number of
jobs more efficiently.
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The space-based approach5, 6 was developed to significantly reduce the impact of these
problems by providing a central job cache. Just before the UNICORE Summit 2011 the
approach was officially included in the UNICORE distribution with a new version. The
approach is planed to be integrated into the Motion Tracking workflow in the near future.
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The UNICORE workflow system is capable of executing scientific workflows which are de-
scribed by XML documents. These workflow descriptions are composed of job descriptions
that define the remote execution of scientific software programs, as well as transitions, loops,
and conditions that steer the control flow during execution. The UNICORE Rich Client (URC)
is a graphical client which makes the workflow system’s functionality available to the user. It
features a graphical workflow editor for creating and modifying workflow descriptions. In the
scope of this work, a novel export function has been developed, allowing for the generation
of UNICORE workflow templates from the URC’s workflow editor. Workflow templates are
workflow descriptions that include place-holders for selected input parameters. These place-
holders can later be substituted with different parameter values in order to obtain workflows
describing slightly different in-silico experiments. The process of re-parameterising workflow
templates should require much less experience than creating workflows from scratch with the
URC’s workflow editor. In order to create a comfortable graphical user interface for managing
and submitting workflow templates, a Web framework has been implemented based on Apache
Wicket, an open source Java project for flexible and efficient Web application development. Ex-
ported workflow templates can be easily uploaded to this Web application. The missing input
parameters can be filled in with automatically generated Web forms implemented in Groovy.
The resulting workflow descriptions can be submitted to the UNICORE workflow system and
the execution status can be monitored via the Web application. Upon successful execution of
embedded jobs, output files can be downloaded directly from the Web-based user interface.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Workflows in UNICORE consist of activities representing Grid jobs or control structures
such as loops or if-statements and transitions representing the flow of control. They are
modelled and visualised as compound directed graphs with nodes corresponding to Grid
jobs or other atomic activities and subgraphs corresponding to control structures. Activities
are characterised through input and output parameters, e.g. Grid jobs describe the remote
execution of scientific applications that require specific arguments, loops are defined by
specifying an iteration variable and a terminal condition.
With the aid of the workflow editor in the URC3, users can create complex workflows
and specify their attributes. However, tapping the editor’s full potential requires a lot of
experience. This work targets those users who do not want to create workflows from
scratch and deal with this complexity but re-use predefined workflows and adapt some
values for their experiments.
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This is the underlying model: An expert user with sufficient experience and knowledge
creates a workflow via the URC’s workflow editor and exports the corresponding workflow
template. This template can then be shared with end users who parameterise and re-submit
it via the developed Web application. For supplying parameters, simple Web forms are
used. These forms can be created automatically and support extensive parameter validation
by evaluating available metadata describing the workflow parameters.

2 Export Function

The expert user creates workflow templates via the newly developed export function in the
URC. The export function is embedded in a deployable Eclipse plugin and contains four
easy steps (Figure 1), which will be explained in what follows.

Figure 1. Export process.

Workflow engine selection and Storage selection for input file upload
The first step of the export function is the selection of a workflow engine, which is chosen
by the expert user. The selected workflow engine will be used for executing all workflows
based on this workflow template. By making this choice during template creation, the
end user does not have to deal with such execution details. In fact, the existence of a
whole set of Grid services involved in workflow execution is hidden as it should not
concern the end user at all. The second step deals with selecting a Grid storage for upload-
ing and safe keeping of those workflow input files that reside on the expert user’s hard disk.
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Template parameter selection
Next, all parameters which should be substituted by place-holders are selected by the
expert user. Currently primitive job parameters, files, file sets, workflow variables, variable
modifiers and terminal conditions are possible template parameters.

Archive creation
The last step is the creation of a compressed workflow template archive. This Java
archive (’.jar’ file) contains the XML workflow description, a template model file and two
additional files describing the outer appearance of the Web form in the Web application.
These Web form files, a Groovy and an HTML description, are used to present the
selected template parameters in a simple user interface. An expert user with sufficient
programming skill can modify these files in order to obtain customised forms specific to
the given workflow.

3 Web Application

The design of the Web application is based on the current UNICORE Web client devel-
opment. Main functions that operate on workflow templates include upload, manipulation
and deletion of templates; functions dealing with workflow execution include submission,
output fetching and deletion of running workflows.

3.1 Wicket and Groovy

Apache Wicket1 is a Web application framework allowing an efficient and easy develop-
ment of Web applications based on Java and HTML. It merges stateless HTTP with stateful
Java programming, thus being able to deliver complex interactive Web pages. The first ver-
sion was released in 2004.
Wicket is based on the widely known model-view-controller principle trying to separate
a page’s business logic and graphical representation layers (the model contains the data
and business logic, the view corresponds to the graphical representation, the controller
layer creates the view layer from the model and mediates between the two). By using
asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax2) a high level of interactiveness and immediate
responsiveness can be realised.
For Wicket container components such as pages and panels, an HTML description is nec-
essary in addition to the Java class describing its behaviour. In our system, the Web forms
for workflow template visualisation are realised with Wicket panel components, hence the
necessity of creating a Java class and an HTML description file. In order to avoid Java
source code compilation while exporting the template, Groovy5 files are used which can
be compiled into Java bytecode at runtime.
Groovy is a scripting language for Java influenced by programming languages like Python,
Ruby, and Smalltalk. The syntax is similar to Java but has been simplified to fit the needs
of a scripting language.
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Figure 2. Visualisation of uploaded workflow templates.

3.2 Functionality

3.2.1 Workflow Template Management Operations

Figure 2 shows the the most important functions for workflow templates. In the upper left
corner (1) previously uploaded workflow templates are shown. New templates can be up-
loaded and unneeded templates can be deleted. When a template is selected, the associated
parameterisation Web form is displayed at the centre of the page (2).
The workflow structure is represented by a tree, where nodes correspond to atomic work-
flow activities, control structures, or parameters. Atomic activity nodes can only have
parameter nodes as their children, representing their in- and output parameters. In con-
trast, control structure nodes can have child nodes representing their parameters, atomic
activities, or other control structures. There are controls for modifying parameter values to
the right of the parameterisation form. If no specific node is selected, controls for all ed-
itable template parameters are shown. If an activity node is selected, only parameters of the
corresponding atomic activity or structure are shown. Depending on their type, parameters
can be modified via text fields, combo boxes, or controls for file upload. All user input is
validated against parameter metadata and clear error messages are displayed when a pa-
rameter value does not meet the requirements, thus preventing users from submitting Grid
jobs with invalid arguments. The screenshot displays an example workflow for rendering a
3D scene with the well-known raytracing application Blender. With this workflow, equally
sized sets of frames can be rendered in parallel on different computers on the Grid. Once
all frames have been rendered, the resulting image files are combined into a single ani-
mation file in Windows Media Video (.wmv) format. The template contains two editable
parameters, an input file called “SOURCE” corresponding to the 3D scene to be rendered
and a terminal condition for the parallel for-each-loop called “RenderWhile”.
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With the latter parameter, the total number of rendered images can be determined. In order
to make workflow input files accessible to the UNICORE workflow system, a UNICORE
Grid storage is deployed on the same host as the Web application. Files that are uploaded
through the parameterisation form of the Web application can be downloaded via this Grid
storage.

3.2.2 Workflow Processing Operations

Figure 3. Monitoring of a submitted workflow and output fetching.

After finalising the workflow template, the end user can submit the workflow to the pre-
viously selected workflow engine for execution. The current execution state is visualised
with small coloured icons (yellow means “running”, green means “finished” and red means
“failed”) and resulting output files can be downloaded to the user’s local disk. Figure 3
shows a submitted workflow called “BlenderWorkflow-submitted-1” which was executed
successfully. The main output file named “video.wmv” is selected (1) by the end user who
wants to download and open this file (2).

4 Concluding Remarks

Based on the workflow editor of the UNICORE Rich Client and the current UNICORE
Web client framework, a new Web application for sharing, editing and executing workflow
templates has been created.
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It offers a rich set of features and provides end users with a high level and highly
interactive interface that hides all low level implementation details of the UNICORE
workflow system. Expert users can prepare and share workflow templates with minimal
effort and end users benefit from advanced features such as automatic creation of suitable
parameter controls and input validation. In addition to extensive validation, tooltips
display the expert user’s parameter descriptions for clarifying the semantics of each and
every parameter. There is, as always, room for future improvements: The visualisation of
workflow templates in the Web application is currently achieved using a tree viewer as
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. A more suitable graph-based workflow representation
can be realised by deploying off-the-shelf JavaScript graph drawing toolkits, e.g. the
JavaScript InfoVis Toolkit (JIT4).
In the future, expert users should be enabled to directly upload workflow templates from
the URC to the Web application. Currently the expert user stores the archive on his local
disk and distributes it to other users who can upload it to the Web application.
The Web application manages workflow templates on a per-user basis. Extending the
current template repository mechanism, it should be possible to share templates via the
Web application interface, so that other users could obtain workflow template copies,
manipulate them and submit the finalised workflows to the workflow system. Taking up
ideas from social networking platforms and other Web 2.0 services, end users might be
enabled to comment on and evaluate workflow templates from other users. It should be
possible to sort templates and to search for templates by name, category or other attributes.
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UNICORE 6 is one of the major Grid middlewares in the European Middleware Initiative
(EMI). Due to the fact that the number of available web interfaces for UNICORE 6 is still
limited, this paper shows a solution how the middleware has been integrated into Gatlet - a Grid
portal framework. With the integration of UNICORE into Gatlet, portal users can submit jobs
to sites, monitor the job status or browse storage resources directly from a web browser. This
approach has the advantage that the user doesn’t have to install any client software. Further-
more a portal is accessible from any computer that has a web browser installed. Application
developers can implement Gatlet based portlets for their software, therefore it is easy to bring
the application from the Grid to the user’s browser.

1 Gatlet Overview

The aim of the Gatlet1 project is to provide a tool for easy access to major Grid middle-
wares and storage resources via web browser. Currently the framework supports access to
Globus 4, gLite 3.1, GridFTP and SRM resources. With a portal built on this framework a
Grid user can submit and monitor jobs and manage files on storage resources. Grid infras-
tructures are mapped in the portal to entities like sites, clusters, corresponding middlewares
and VOs. Gatlet is shipped with several portlets (e.g. for Job Submission, Monitoring, Re-
source Management). The Gatlet framework is Open Source and written completely in
Java. The name Gatlet is a combination of GAT (Grid Application Toolkit)2 and Portlet.
GAT provides access to several major Grid middlewares and storage resources through an
API. It is easy to extend GAT with new middleware types or versions. GridSphere is used
as portlet container for the portlets shipped with Gatlet and respectively custom portlets
for scientific applications. GridSphere allows users to authenticate against the portal with
X.509 certificates. Grid security issues are handled by Gatlet via MyProxy3. The frame-
work uses a database to store data for submitted jobs, Grid resources and application data.
Through the use of JPA (Java Persistence API) all common vendors of relational databases
are supported. The Gatlet service API enables access to this database and GAT.
The integration of UNICORE 6 into the existing architecture made it necessary to write
a new GAT adaptor and to support the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) in
GAT and Gatlet. Figure 1 gives an overview of the architecture of a Gatlet based portal
with UNICORE 6 support. The following chapters describe the involved components in
more detail.
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Figure 1. Architecture overview of a portal build with GridSphere, JavaGAT6 and Gatlet.

2 UNICORE 6 Security

The security of UNICORE 6 is based on open standards4. X.509 certificates issued by a
trusted Certification Authority (CA) are used for clients and servers and all communication
between them is encrypted via SSL. Furthermore a UNICORE site must provide a gateway
as single entry point for service requests. The gateway is responsible for forwarding all
requests to a target site. This has the advantage that a site’s firewall has a single entry
point. Beside that, the gateway is responsible for authentication and authorization of a
service request. The gateway checks if the client-authenticated SSL connection is valid.
UNICORE is using SAML5 for Trusted Delegation. A UNICORE server publishes its
identity information (DN) to a Service Registry. The Service Registry can be queried
by a client for available server DNs. With this information a client can issue a Trusted
Delegation to a server. With this Trusted Delegation the server has the right to act in
the name of the client e.g. for accessing storage resources or involve further computing
resources to fulfil a job’s requirements. A Trusted Delegation is expressed by SAML
which defines a standard for exchanging authentication and authorization data between
security domains. Using SAML is a secure approach for handling Trusted Delegation
because it contains only public information like the user certificate respectively the
server’s DN.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the ETDApplet embedded in a Gatlet portlet.

The basis for supporting UNICORE 6 in Gatlet is the integration of a SAML based
Trusted Delegation creation process. This is because the portal must be able to access
UNICORE services in the name of the user. Due to the fact that a user must not store
his Grid credential (including the private key) on the portal, the creation of the Trusted
Delegation must take place at the user side. The Jülich Supercomputing Centre has
developed the ETDApplet that creates SAML based Trusted Delegation based on the
user’s Grid certificate. The applet can be embedded into a portlet assumed that the user
has Java Virtual Machine installed on his device. Another requirement is that the portal
server must have a valid host certificate that is accepted by UNICORE services. The
subject of the client issued SAML assertion will be the DN of the portal’s certificate. With
the Trusted Delegation the portal is able to use UNICORE services in the name of the user.
Figure 2 shows the Gatlet UNICORE Portlet where the ETDApplet has been included.
The applet creates the Trusted Delegation and will automatically upload it to the portal
server. All SAML Assertions are stored temporarily on the portal’s file system and will be
accessed by a security context of JavaGAT when using the UNICORE adaptor which is
described in detail in the next section.

3 JavaGAT - UNICORE 6 Adaptor

JavaGAT6 is responsible for accessing Grid resources in the Gatlet framework. For each
supported Grid middleware and protocol a JavaGAT adaptor exists. An adaptor has its
own classloader which allows the toolkit to work with different Grid middlewares at the
same time. The modular concept of JavaGAT allows developers to extend the toolkit
easily with new adaptors. The new UNICORE 6 adaptor that has been developed for the
integration is using the UNICORE 6 implementation of the High Level API (HiLA)7 to
access UNICORE resources. HiLA is an abstract API for accessing Grid resources of
different middlewares in a consistent manner. The API is based on the key concept that
every Grid resource can be referenced by a URI. Examples for UNICORE 6 HiLA URIs:

unicore6:/sites/Alpha-Site/storages/home
unicore6:/sites/Alpha-Site/tasks/79258434...f160cb28c
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For programmatical usage an URI is mapped to a Location that has a method that
can locate the Resource behind this Location. Resources can be instances of Task, Storage
or Site which offers a lot of functionality to developers for interacting with UNICORE
resources.

Location loc = new Location("unicore6:/stefan.bozic@sites/");
Resource res = loc.locate();

By using the trust delegation support of HiLA, the adaptor accepts service requests
from multiple users at the same time, which is indispensable for the work in a portal. All
security relevant preferences will be configured in ˜/.hila/unicore6.properties
Because the adaptor is acting on behalf of a user when requesting UNICORE 6 services,
it needs a Trusted Delegation to fulfil the task. After the user has created a valid Trusted
Delegation with the ETDApplet, the assertion is uploaded to the portal and stored as a
file under ˜/.hila/saml-assertions. The file name is the same as the user’s id in the portal
to define a consistent mapping. Once an assertion is stored in this folder, the UNICORE
adaptor has the ability to request UNICORE 6 services for the user until the assertion has
expired. Note that the keystore definition for HiLA must include the host certificate of the
portal, because all SAML assertions have been issued to the portal.

4 Gatlet UNICORE

Gatlet is shipped with a portlet (Figure 3) that allows users to submit script jobs to a UNI-
CORE site. At first the user must create a trust delegation. Then he has to define a job
name, a bash script and a target site for his job. Gatlet will validate and process the user in-
put and pass it to JavaGAT. Finally the UNICORE adaptor will submit the job to the target
UNICORE site. When the job has been submitted, a UNICORE job id will be returned.

Figure 3. Screenshot of the UNICORE Script Portlet.

The id and the job parameters are stored in the Gatlet database. With these information
it’s possible to monitor and control the job. Based on the open and abstract API of Gat-
let, UNICORE jobs fit seamlessly into the Gatlet Monitoring Portlet (Figure 4) which can
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display job instances of various middlewares like UNICORE, Globus or gLite. The portlet
allows users to refresh, stop or view details of UNICORE jobs. Furthermore the working
directory of each job can be browsed.

Figure 4. Screenshot of the Job Monitor Portlet which shows the working directory of a job.

5 Conclusion

UNICORE 6 has been integrated successfully into Gatlet. One of the major issues was the
support of Trusted Delegation in several components of the architecture. Trusted Delega-
tion builds the base for allowing a portal to access UNICORE services on behalf of a user.
The ETDApplet creates such Trusted Delegations in form of SAML tokens and submits
them to the portal. A new portlet allows portal users to submit script jobs to UNICORE
sites. These jobs can be monitored in the portal with Gatlet Monitor Portlet.
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Vitalisation plays a major role in IT services today. It allows for reducing the number of physical
machines in use by consolidating services onto virtual machines. Computing centres benefit
from vitalisation by being able to dynamically relocate virtual machines to different physical
machines and separating software from hardware maintenance.

Users can exploit the mobility of virtual machines by easily reusing them in new vitalised
environments. Thus, users only need the possibility to run virtual machines in order to be able
to take their runtime environments with them. This is the approach behind the user defined
runtime environments described in this paper.

1 Introduction

The central concept behind user-defined runtime environments is the availability of soft-
ware in a well-defined environment. Particular versions of libraries, directory layout etc.
are such that the application in question can directly execute without further configuration.
Thus, not all software that users may want to run needs to be available and maintained by
the computing centres. Software maintenance and updates are done in the virtual machine
images, e. g. at the virtual Organization (VO)1 or research community level. This reduces
the amount of software that the administrators of a computing centre have to install and
maintain and leaves the installation of domain specific software to the software experts.

A virtual machine (VM) image is an image of a machine’s hard drive. Whereas several
formats to store these images exist, we consider the generic case of a binary copy of the
drive’s contents, also referred to as raw image. VM images are one of the building blocks
of our solution. In addition to the actual VM images, metadata about them will be stored.
This metadata contains information about the installed applications and the requirements
to be met by the VM manager (VMM) like processor architecture, main memory, and the
available disk space. Application information is stored in the same way as the IDB entries
for static UNICORE sites. This information allows for a flexible search for particular
machine images providing features requested by a user, typically applications.

The approach described here allows for Software–as-a-Service scenarios2 where the
physical location of execution is unknown beforehand. With VM images provided by VM
image repositories, these images can be run in just about any computing centre matching
the requirements of the image. Software–as-a-Service would be implemented as a higher
level service on top of the ability to explicitly run particular VM images, allowing for fully
automated management of the VM and the submission of jobs to it.

We will discuss some related work in section 2. In section 3, we will give an overview
over the architecture and how it fits in with the already existing UNICORE architecture,
followed by more details about the implementation in section 4. The approach proposed in
this paper supports Software–as-a-Service scenarios, which will be outlined in section 5.
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2 Related Work

Dharanikota et. al3 have started a previous attempt to introduce vitalisation to UNICORE,
which has been abandoned. Their work was based on Xen4 as the Virtual Machine Man-
ager (VMM). At the time, this restriction may have been valid, as not many VMMs were
available, at least on the LINUX platform. Times have changed, and with the advent of
a number of other solutions, it is absolutely necessary to support more than a single one
of these. Moreover, this initial approach introduced an entirely new approach to the Tar-
get System Interface (TSI), which was based on Java RMI communication. We propose to
leave as many of the existing UNICORE components as possible unchanged. The dynamic
configuration of the TSI, which is necessary in the proposed architecture can be achieved
by other means than rewriting the component (cf. section 3.4).

“The gLite Standard Worker Node is a set of clients required to run jobs sent by the
gLite Computing Element via the Local Resource Management System.”5 These clients are
installed in the compute nodes of a cluster, in order to be able to send gLite6 middleware
jobs to them. The Worker Nodes on Demand Service (WNoDeS)7 adds on top of this
approach by providing predefined VM images including these tools. Thus, the images need
to be deployed and can be used to run gLite jobs in environments, where image deployment
is possible. Such clusters then only need to deal with the management software required
to run the images. WNoDeS provides a good integration with a batch system, such that the
execution of virtual machines is scheduled alongside other, ordinary compute jobs.

The globus alliance’s8 Virtual Workspaces9 is an incubator project that develops Nim-
bus10. “Nimbus is an EC2-interface compatible remote service that allows authorised
clients to deploy environments (virtual machines) described by meta-data on a specified
resource quota. The environments that can be deployed in this way range from single VMs
to coordinated virtual clusters and more complex constructs.”9

3 Fitting the Model

UNICORE is based on an architecture that fits the use cases we describe here quite well.
The Target System Factory (TSF) is the unique entry point to a site of computational re-
sources, and the Target System (TSS for Target System Service) is created by the factory
for each user. However, in contemporary UNICORE, all TSSs at a site represent the same
physical resources, i. e. same cluster.

It is but a small step from this model to extend the TSS such that each TSS resource
represents its own compute resource or virtual machine. The overall UNICORE architec-
ture remains exactly the same. Changes are required in the interfaces of the TSF and TSS
and the respective implementations. Clients will need to be able to make use of the altered
interfaces.

Figure 1 displays an overview of the architecture and the interplay among the various
components. As in the existing UNICORE model, a client communicates with the TSF
and TSS services. In addition, it will communicate with a VM image repository to dis-
cover VM images to deploy. Once a VM image matching a user’s needs has been found,
the client requests the creation of a TSS from the TSF using the identified VM image.
Only Target System Factories announcing the capability to deploy VM images can be used
for this. Mixed operation of different configurations of UNICORE/X is possible within an
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Figure 1. UNICORE Architecture supporting user defined runtime environments.

infrastructure, such that traditional and virtualised UNICORE services can be used con-
currently.

Once the request to deploy a VM image has been sent to the TSF, it will immediately
create a WS-Resource representing the new TSS. The TSS implementation takes care of
the deployment of the VM image and the tracking of its state until the TSI inside the VM
instance becomes available. From this point onward, everything behaves as in the existing
UNICORE implementation of the TSS. Thus, job submission and monitoring, as well as
storage actions, are done without requiring any additional functionality, i. e. clients can be
used unchanged.

3.1 TargetSystemFactory

As already stated, in traditional UNICORE the implementation of a Target System Fac-
tory (TSF) is only capable of creating TSSs that all represent the same computing resource.
While this suits the model of a single High Performance Computing (HPC) resource per-
fectly, it does not serve all users’ needs when it comes to providing user or application
specific environments.

In such cases, the TSF should rather represent a computing centre where user defined
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Figure 2. Comparison of the existing (left) and proposed (right) UNICORE architectures. In the new model, each
TSS represents its own XNJS.

environments can be deployed, leading to differing TSS created by the factory according
to the characteristics of the environment, i. e. the VM image.

3.2 TargetSystem

The Target System Service (TSS) is the actual representation of a computational resource.
It is this service, to which the user submits jobs for execution. The TSS service is a
WSRF11 service meaning that it is stateful and the state is associated with resource ids
that a caller needs to provide in order to retrieve the correct state. Each TSS is represented
by its own resource id.

Currently, each of the TSS resources represents the same computational resource. With
the model described in this paper, this will change and a TSS will represent an instantiated
virtual machine with its unique characteristics. The model is extensible to also cater for
entire clusters of virtual machines, as this is analogous to physical clusters already repre-
sented in the current UNICORE model.

For the new model, the TSS needs to be extended in various ways. First of all, virtu-
alised nodes require a certain amount of time for their setup. On the other hand, the Web
Services (WS) call from the client to the TSF should return as quickly as possible. So far,
it has been the case that once the WS call returned, the TSS could be used right away. In
order to inform the client about whether the TSS is ready to accept job submissions, an
additional state property has been added to its properties. Only once the TSS goes into
state Ready will the client be able to submit jobs to it.

3.3 XNJS

The TSS is a facade to the Extended Network Job Supervisor (XNJS), the execution engine
of UNICORE. With all TSS instances representing the same computational resource, only a
singleton XNJS is required inside a UNICORE/X server. This is different in the proposed
model, and thus an individual instance of the XNJS with differing configuration in each
case is required in order to access each of the VMs.

Whereas this type of setup had been foreseen in earlier versions of UNICORE, it has
never been used so far. Different TSS offer different applications (user defined environ-
ments), and thus the configuration of the Incarnation Database (IDB) needs to be different,
too. The existence of a 1-1 relationship among XNJS and IDB as well as among XNJS
and TSI is another reason to use different XNJS instances for different machines. This is
shown in Figure 2.

Once the implementation of the proposed architecture has sufficiently advanced, scal-
ability issues will have to be evaluated. After all, the XNJS is an active component with a
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number of parallel threads. Multiple XNJS instances could easily lead to a stall of the UNI-
CORE/X machine and thus reasonable limits will have to be determined to avoid this.
These limits will be put on the number of threads available within each XNJS and the
number of XNJS instances and thus the number of VM a single UNICORE/X server can
handle.

3.4 TSI

The Target System Interface (TSI) remains as is without further changes. However, there
are a number of configuration actions necessary to link the TSI as deployed in the virtual
instance, with the corresponding XNJS. The TSI protocol is defined such that there are
two connections required between the XNJS and the TSI. One connection from the XNJS
to the TSI and another connection from the TSI back to the XNJS. The ports for these
connections are usually configured in a static manner, such that they need to be known
prior to starting any of the two components. Figure 3 illustrates this.

It would be possible to restrict the TSI port to which the XNJS connects on the virtual
instance to just a single port. After all, each TSI binds to this port on a different (virtual)
machine, such that there are no clashes.

This approach does not satisfy the requirements of the XNJS port, to which the TSI
connects. The XNJS is structured such that an incoming connection on a particular port
is associated with a particular TSI. Multiple TSIs connecting to the same port will not be
possible. Thus, the XNJS port for the TSI connection will need to be dynamic and will
need to be communicated to the TSI before starting it.

This customisation can be done if we are able to contextualise12 the running instance,
e. g. at boot time. The information about which XNJS the TSI is supposed to connect to,
will be passed into the TSI configuration during the startup process of the virtual instance.
Many cloud middlewares support this contextualisation process by different means13, 14.
This mechanism can be crafted manually when using only vitalisation, as proposed in this
paper.

3.5 Matching of Requirements

The full set of properties of a target system in the new model is made up of properties from
various, interdependent sources. This is shown in Figure 4. The properties are taken from
the JSDL specification’s Resources elements15. The experienced reader will notice that
cluster properties, i. e. all Total* resources, have been omitted. This is due to the fact that
the currently targeted implementation will only support the instantiation of single virtual
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Figure 4. The full set of properties of the TSS is made up of properties from various, interdependent sources.

nodes. Hence, cluster properties would have no meaning. Once the general model of virtu-
alised TSS has been implemented it will be extended to support entire virtual clusters (cf.
section 6.2).

The properties can be regarded in the following manner. The user is interested in
running a particular Application or OS. These are offered by a VM image. Thus, the VM
image a user is interested in belongs to a subset of all images, where the images in this
subset offer what he desires.

Each of these images have certain requirements to be met by the virtualised environ-
ment in order to run the image. Virtualised environments represented by a TSF have to
offer these properties. This second step of matching the image requirements with the TSFs
offerings further restricts the set of possible images to use. The final selection of an actual
virtualised environment could be done based on the further offerings of the TSF, e.g. CPU
Speed or CPU Count.

4 Implementation

The architecture described above is currently implemented as part of a master thesis due
in Fall of 2011. In the following, we would like to point out some implementation details
that are less related to the overall architecture.

4.1 Abstraction of the VMM

With the multitude of Virtual Machine Managers (VMM) available today, every computing
centre uses its own approach and VMM. In order to avoid a vendor lock-in depending on
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a single one of the solutions, we will use an abstraction layer enabling us to run the virtual
instances on a variety of VMMs. The library we’ll use is called libVirt16. libVirt is capable
to access a variety of contemporary VMMs. Additionally, it provides (remote) manage-
ment of virtual machines, virtual networks and storage. The client API is available for
LINUX, Solaris and Windows platforms. Furthermore, it supports the Java programming
language among others, which is important for an easy integration with the TSS.

An alternative approach would be the use of an abstraction layer over Cloud middle-
wares, which is available as jclouds, presenting “cloud-agnostic abstractions, with stable
implementations of ComputeService and BlobStore.”17 We foresee an update of our work
to be using cloud infrastructures in the future. For the time being, we restrict ourselves to
the local and direct use of virtualisation, expecting no extensive architectural changes to
cater for the use of cloud environments.

4.2 VM Image Repository

The VM image repository can be seen as a storage with additional properties on files. These
properties are metadata describing the contents of files for easy retrieval and selection
of appropriate files. The functionality is already available with the UNICORE Metadata
Management Framework (MMF)18.

We have defined a profile of using the MMF to describe the contents of VM images.
The meta data about the image serves several purposes.

First of all, it is used to discover VM images containing certain applications or setups,
i. e. user defined environments. For this purpose, an Incarnation Database (IDB) document
is part of the meta data, capturing what the image provides.

Secondly, each VM image has a set of requirements associated with it in order to be
executable in a certain environment. These requirements are also captured as part of the
metadata.

Lastly, each VM image contains a TSI, which the XNJS needs to connect to. As the
TSI port can differ among VM images, the port number is described as part of the meta
data. It is expected that more configuration data will be added to this section of the image
description as the development continues.

5 XaaS

“Cloud computing is emerging as a model in support of ’everything-as-a-service’
(XaaS).”19 We can categorise the work of this paper within the landscape of these views of
services.

First of all, the TSF is located at the Infrastructure–as-a-Service (IaaS) layer. It pro-
vides access to actual hardware available in a computing centre. Users are enabled to run
specifically crafted virtual machine images on this infrastructure.

The virtual machine images can then be seen as platforms providing an operating sys-
tem, runtime environment, and possibly applications to be run in this environment. They
are thus located in the Platform–as-a-Service (PaaS) layer.

Lastly, Software–as-a-Service (SaaS) can be offered in dynamic ways. The discovery
of virtual machine images providing an application and the discovery of sites running these
images can be automated. Thus, a user would only have to submit a request for a particular
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application to be run on specific data and not have to deal with the setup of the runtime
environment.

The different service models are stacked on top of each other. SaaS is stacked on top
of PaaS, and PaaS on top of IaaS. As stated in2, the stacking is not strict such that higher
levels can access all services of any lower level.

6 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we have described a refinement of the UNICORE architecture to allow for the
provision of virtualised environments, in which VM images accessible through UNICORE
clients can run. This model enables users to provide their own, domain specific VM images
being able to run users’ jobs. At the same time, it removes some of the burden of software
administration from computing centres’ staff, as only virtualisation software needs to be
administered. Users benefit from this solution by being able to run the software of their
choice administered by software experts from their problem domain.

The new approach matches the existing UNICORE model quite well, most of the
changes relate to small interface changes in the TSF and TSS. The setup of the VM in-
stances by the TSS will be the biggest development effort of this endeavour.

The solution is part of the way to UNICORE offering Software–as-a-Service by means
of a higher-level service responsible for the orchestration of the chosen software, a VM
image offering this software and a virtualised environment where this image can be run.

6.1 Extension to Cloud Computing

We have so far restricted our model to only be used in local virtualised environments.
However, not much is keeping us from running the VM images on Cloud resources backed
by a cloud middleware. Then, the borders between local execution, e. g. in a private cloud,
and remote execution, e. g. in a public cloud, would vanish. In turn, users could use
whatever amount of computational resources whenever they like and still submit their jobs
through one of the UNICORE clients.

On the other hand, the use of public clouds is subject to payments. So the use of public
clouds will probably have to be made explicit to users, if they are to come up for the costs
of running their VM instances and jobs in the public cloud. This would require another,
client side, extension to the proposed model, letting the user decide about whether they are
willing to pay the price for quick execution in public clouds. A selection of which public
cloud to used could also be part of this extension.

6.2 Cluster VMs

The currently ongoing implementation intends to provide access to single VM nodes. In
terms of High Performance Computing (HPC), one of the core domains of the UNICORE
Grid middleware, users are interested in entire clusters of compute nodes. Future work will
have to investigate the possibility of easily providing virtualised clusters. General work in
this direction showed promising results20. Some of the open source Cloud middleware
already support this schema. The solution proposed in this paper just needs to use the
functionality provided, as the model is already capable of running computational jobs on a
cluster, no matter if physical or virtual.
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Research communities from high energy physics to humanities utilised grid infrastructures to
support and accelerate their research. Their computations can be executed by different grid
technologies: Grids of cluster systems, like the German D-Grid, grids of supercomputers, like
the Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications (DEISA), or desktop
grids consolidated in the International Desktop Grid Federation (IDGF). UNICORE is one of
the three grid middleware environments supported by the European Middleware Initiative (EMI)
for managing a set of cluster or supercomputers, but desktop grids are currently unsupported.
This work fills this gap enabling UNICORE to support all three kinds of grid technologies of
the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI). This unified interface enables European scientists to
access web services, portals, and applications on all grid technologies in the same way.

1 Introduction

The European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) creates and provides an eScience infrastructure for
European research communities. Those communities, reaching from high energy physics
to humanities, can choose from different grid technologies to execute their computations:
Grids of cluster computers, like the German D-Grid, supercomputers, like the Distributed
European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications (DEISA), or desktop grids con-
solidated in the International Desktop Grid Federation (IDGF). Each of the technologies
has different properties concerning access limitations, amount and types of available re-
sources, and privacy properties. UNICORE1 supports both clusters and supercomputers,
which are also known as service grids (SGs). Extending UNICORE to support desktop
grids (DG) is the final step to enable UNICORE to operate with all available grid re-
sources. This extension enables European eScience communities, especially UNICORE
VOs, to access all available grid resources from one middleware.

Desktop grids collect idle resources from loosely coupled desktop computers. Each
DG client only has to install a small client software to run computations. DGs exploit
that compute capacities of modern computers are rarely exhausted while performing daily
tasks, like reading mails and websites or writing texts. The DG client software now allows
the utilisation of idle capacities for scientific computations. The desktop computers form
either an institutional/private/campus or a voluntary/public desktop grid. The first scenario
aggregates idle resources out of computer pools of an university or out of employees’
computers of a company. The second scenario motivates the general public to install DG
client software on their home computers and therewith to donate compute resources for
science similar to popular projects like SETI@home2.
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Since there is no high-speed network between the desktop computers, only a subset
of applications is applicable to them, like parameter studies (PS). Applications like MPI
parallel applications, which require such a high-speed interconnect should still be executed
on service grids. However, PS currently running on service grids can be outsourced to DGs,
leaving more resources available for researchers in need of highly interconnected nodes.
The power of the DG is the potential to collect and utilised millions of desktop computers
owned by citizens. A typical public desktop grid can collect hundreds of thousands or
even millions of computers from the volunteers worldwide, depending on how appealing
the supported applications are for the citizens. In case of a campus desktop grid, the typical
size is several thousands since they are collected within an institute/company.

The aim of the European Desktop Grid Initiative (EDGI) is to deploy desktop grid (DG)
and cloud services for EGI user communities that are heavy users of distributed comput-
ing infrastructures (DCIs) and require an extremely large multi-national e-infrastructure.
In order to achieve this goal, software components of ARC, gLite, UNICORE, BOINC,
XWHEP, ATTICS, 3G Bridge, OpenNebula, Eucalyptus and OpenStack will be integrated
into a platform, which can move jobs from service grids to desktop grids. Therefore, EDGI
extends ARC, gLite, and UNICORE grids with gateways to volunteer and institutional DG
systems. EDGI also integrates a bridge between service grids and cloud environments
to be able to support QoS for the DG environments. This enables EDGI to explore new
service provision models in order to ensure a harmonised transition from service grids to
desktop grids. EDGI will also provide a workflow-oriented science gateway to enable user
communities to access the EDGI infrastructure more easily. EDGI establishes the IDGF
Organization to coordinate DG-related activities in Europe, both for solving technical is-
sues as well as to attract volunteer DG resource donors by disseminating results of the
EDGI and EGI projects. IDGF and EDGI will work in strong collaboration with EGI,
EMI, NorduGrid, the UNICORE Forum, and interested NGIs.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview of the
EDGI infrastructure. Section 3 describes the technical challenges of extending UNICORE
as a UNiform Interface to Computing REsources to support multiple DGs. Finally, section
4 concludes the work described in this paper.

2 Overview of the EDGI Infrastructure

EDGI is a project supported by the FP7 Capacities Programme. This section will give a
short overview of the key components of the EDGI infrastructure3, which is being devel-
oped and maintained during the project. The aim of this infrastructure (shown in Figure 1)
is to provide a gateway to tens of thousands of desktop grid resources for those users who
are familiar with gLite, ARC, or UNICORE type service grids and do not intend to move
their environment to another type of grid. Adding a huge number of desktop grid resources
can significantly increase the overall capacity of a service grid system.

Desktop grid systems can be built based on institutional or volunteer resources. In the
former case, an institution (e.g., a university) is maintaining the resources, while in the
latter case, the resources are provided by volunteer home PC owners worldwide. In DG
systems, applications must be ported (i.e., modified according to the requirements of a
DG software like BOINC) and validated (to make sure they do not cause any harm on the
resource) before being deployed on the server. After the deployment, which includes reg-
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Figure 1. The EDGI software infrastructure.

istering the application with all of its binaries, workunits can be submitted. In DG systems,
volunteers trust the applications provided by the attached DG when letting the application
run on their PCs. To store the validated applications centrally, a new Application Reposi-
tory (denoted by “AR” in Figure 1) has been introduced. The most important information
a user can find related to an application are a detailed description, binaries, example input
files, supported service grids and desktop grids. Users can select an application and submit
it to his/her well-known service grid as usual.

The specially prepared Modified Computing Element (MCE inside gLite, ARC, or
UNICORE in Figure 1) is responsible for forwarding the job to a desktop grid. Before
doing that, it checks whether the application originates from the AR (through the “Bridge
IF”) and then whether the application is supported (i.e., registered) on the target desktop
grid. Access to a desktop grid is provided by the Generic Grid-Grid bridge (3G Bridge)4

component (depicted in the middle of Figure 1) running on the server of the target desktop
grid system. The 3G Bridge is responsible for inserting the job as a workunit into the desk-
top grid system (BOINC or XtremWeb), for keeping track of its progress, and for reporting
the status and results back to the service grid computing element.

The EDGI infrastructure is also able to utilised computing resources (shown in the
upper-right corner of Figure 1) from cloud infrastructures by instantiating virtual machines
on OpenStack or on OpenNebula to speed up computation when actual resources are con-
sidered unable to provide enough capacity. The dynamic scheduling of cloud resources is
part of the newly developed SpeQuloS5 software, which resides on the DG server. There
is also an Attic P2P file system6 used for storing huge input files for jobs executed many
times to decrease the load on the desktop grid server. Monitoring7 in EDGI collects infor-
mation about service grid and desktop grid components and provides a web-based portal
to overview the usage/utilisation of the overall infrastructure.
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3 Implementation

This section describes the extension of UNICORE to access desktop grid resources. After
starting with a brief UNICORE description, the implementation is described and critical
technical details are outlined.

3.1 UNICORE Ecosystem

The following section describes the distributed architecture of UNICORE. UNICORE is
divided into three layers: client, service, and system. Users and their applications can
access UNICORE services via different client tools. The UNICORE services, associated
with the service layer, are loosely coupled Java Web services. They have to be registered in
at least one well-known Service Registry. The concrete resources, clusters, or storage sys-
tems are UNICORE’s target systems and are part of the system layer. The services on top
of these target systems provide a system independent UNiform Interface to (COmputing)
REsources (UNICORE). The remainder of this section will describe the different services
as shown in Figure 2.

UNICORE/X is the core component of a UNICORE site. It hosts the web services for job
and storage management:

∙ The Target System Service (TSS) is created by a factory (TSF) and provides access to
native resources. It uses the back end component, the eXtended Network Job Super-
visor (XNJS), sometimes referred to as the job management and execution engine of
UNICORE. For job submission a Job Management Service is created and provided.

∙ The Job Management Service (JMS) handles the control flow of a single job: submit,
abort, pause, and monitor. To execute these requests the XNJS is used.

∙ The Storage Management Service (SMS) offers unified access to arbitrary storage sys-
tems. The main functionality is implemented inside the back end XNJS component.

∙ The File Transfer Service (FTS) enables concurrent file transfer operations between
generic SMSs or by supporting protocols like HTTP, OGSA Byte-IO, GridFTP, UDP,
and UFTP.

These services are known as UNICORE atomic services (UAS) and are indirectly acces-
sible through a Gateway that ensures security. Information about available services are
stored in a special Registry Service.

The Gateway component is the single entry point to a UNICORE site. It authenticates
all incoming requests and forwards them to their intended destination services. Replies
are sent back to the clients. As a result, only one port is needed to access a site. To
authenticate users the Gateway checks the signed user certificates. These are stored in the
XUUDB together with a set of attributes, which are used by UNICORE/X to authorise
users.
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Figure 2. Modules and components of UNICORE.

The XUUDB is a user database mapping user credentials (certificates, distinguished
names) to access privileges for each service and to a set of attributes, like Unix logins,
roles, or projects.

The Registry Service provides a central point of registration for different services of a
UNICORE installation. At least one registry is needed to run an installation but different
can be provided, e.g., each site can have a local registry to separately list local services.

The eXtended Network Job Supervisor (XNJS), also called UNICORE engine, contains
most of the core functionality of a UNICORE site, which is used by most UASs. An
internal component is the Target System Interface (TSI), which enables a unified access
to target systems for resource and storage handling. The XNJS handles the control flow
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Figure 3. Architecture and Interaction of UNICORE and EDGI components.

of a job, the staging to and from local storage systems and submitting to local resource
management systems. This is done through the TSI, which implements the access to native
management and storage systems.

The Target System Interface (TSI) implements access to local systems. In a typical grid
environment, a resource management software (RMS) like the Sun Grid Engine schedules
a job and a shared file system provides access to the working directory for the job.

Currently, two types of TSI implementations exists: a java and a Perl implementation.
The java implementation is mainly used for test purposes. It executes a shell process
and stores data locally. The Perl implementation runs a set of Perl scripts with different
implementations for accessing Torque, SGE, OpenCCS, or PBS.

3.2 Architecture and Implementation

This section describes the changes to services described in the previous section required
to enable DG job submission. Figure 3 shows UNICORE and EDGI components and
their interactions. With the User Interface (UI), a user can upload his input data to an
SMS, query a UNICORE/X server for available applications, and submit jobs using those
applications and input data. The UNICORE/X server (specifically the XNJS through the
TSI) will download the input data from the SMS and submit the job to the 3G Bridge,
which forwards the job to the target DG. After the job terminates on a DG client, the
UNICORE/X server downloads the output data from the DG and stores it on the given
target storage. Later, the user can download the results from the target UNICORE storage.

Typically, an UNICORE/X site represents a single cluster. The extension keeps this
architecture by wrapping a single DG installation. Therewith, querying each UNICORE/X
for application or resource information results in individual data for each DG. Additionally
to submit a job, a user can choose a DG installation. Wrapping a target system is usually
done by implementing a TSI. Rather than using a Perl script and executing command line
applications, we decided to implement a java based TSI, which is less error prone. This
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also includes a full re-implementation of the TSI for accessing remote components like the
application repository and the 3G Bridge, which is SOAP-based.

The remainder of this section describes critical points of the implementation in detail:
the special data flow, processing information from the application repository, communica-
tion with external components, URL-passthrough realisation, and installation.

The staging process is slightly different from a standard UNICORE system, because data
has to be transferred additionally to and from the DG head node. The control flow during
a job submission is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows related interactions from an archi-
tectural point of view. The process is initialised by a user request for job submission (a).
Through the TSI, the back end component XNJS initiates a stage-in process (b,c). This
creates a working directory for the job and downloads every input file into this directory
(c). In contrast to the stage-out process, this stage-in process is unchanged and works by
using existing code supporting every UNICORE file transfer protocol.

Afterwards, the XNJS triggers a job submission (d). The new TSI transforms the
UNICORE job request into a 3G Bridge request (e). This request cannot contain input
data, which is probably hundreds of megabytes large. Thus, the 3G Bridge expects an
alternative way to fetch the input data, e.g., via HTTP (f). The 3G Bridge is typically col-
located with the DG management software on the DG head node, so the 3G Bridge moves
these files to the correct place. To enable fetching input files, the filespace-directory, in
which UNICORE creates working directories, is exposed via a HTTP-server. To inform
the 3G Bridge about the download location, the input file location of the request (e) is
replaced by the corresponding remote URL.

If nothing unexpected happens, the status will change from PENDING to RUNNING
and FINISHED. The new TSI observes this by polling the 3G Bridge (h,i). If FINISHED
is reached, the 3G Bridge provides a list of output data with HTTP URLs. This data is
downloaded to the job’s working directory (j). This functionality is hooked in prior to
UNICORE’s normal stage-out process to enable a fully supported file transfer. Thus, the
XNJS believes the computation is not finished until the output file downloading from the
remote HTTP server (j) is finished. After every file transfer is finished (j), the job and its
files are deleted on the DG site (k), and the normal XNJS functionality continues: stage-out
after job computation (l, m).

This implementation preserves UNICORE/X stage functionality and supports different
target and source storage systems. It also cleans the 3G Bridge or the DG head node up.
Thus overall storage capacity is minimised. The job data is stored (for later download)
in only one place, at the UNICORE side. To download data from the 3G Bridge site, the
implementation reuses UNICORE’s File Transfer Services to have stable and concurrent
download capabilities.

The Incarnation Database (IDB) is basically an xml-file read by the XNJS. The IDB is
used to describe native or local properties of the target system, for which the UASs pro-
vide a uniform interface. The IDB has roughly three parts describing the kind of local
resources, CPU architecture, cluster size, the available applications, and specific execution
environments used by applications, e.g., MPI. Based on a JSDL-extension, the IDB can
specify how to invoke POSIX-like applications. A viable solution is to introduce a new
JSDL-extension for DG-like applications and fill them with data and properties from the
application repository. This solution is postponed after the first version is running stable
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because it introduces additional efforts of creating the specification and verifying it. The
current solution updates the IDB at UNICORE/X start time with information from the ap-
plication repository, which relates to the currently accessed DG. This can also be triggered
from command line, deactivated in the XNJS configuration file, and continuously updated
if an interval is specified (default are daily updates). This eases the administrative effort
because newly available applications for DGs are automatically available for UNICORE
users without involving manual actions. This manual step is still needed for submission
via gLite and ARC.

An additional benefit of utilising the IDB system is that information about the accessed
DG instance are available from inside the UNICORE system. This not only enables the
UNICORE users to access the new type of resources as usual but also frees them to look
up DG application specific information from the application repository (another website)
and to write a correct job description for submission.

Communication with external components is wrapped inside border classes. The com-
munication is written in pure java so that no command line calls for clients are involved.
This makes the implementation more stable and reliable and exceptions can be handled
better. For communication with the 3G Bridge, UNICORE’s SOAP communication capa-
bilities are reused and the Application Repository is accessed via HTTP requests. A third
border class handles the EDGI internal monitoring system, but does not need to commu-
nicate with external components, because the monitoring system follows a pull model for
observed nodes. For this, a directory is exposed by an HTTP server and the border class
writes monitoring events in files, handling the special format for the monitoring internally.

The benefit of encapsulating the handling of external components is that changes to the
interface are most probably restricted to local changes within these border classes. Thus
the remaining code stays unchanged. This was observed by updating the monitoring format
and SOAP-interface for a new 3G Bridge version.

URL-passthrough is a concept realised in EDGI for gLite to bypass local staging pro-
cesses. Publicly available data can directly be downloaded by DG clients. Otherwise,
those data have to be downloaded to a UNICORE/X side, then to a DG head node, and
from there DG clients could fetch them. This would result in a waste of bandwidth and
potentially cause network bottlenecks on the UNICORE/X site or the DG head node. For
bypassing, the URL has to contain certain data and stick to the following format: by-
pass://[protocoll]://[host,path to file]:[md5]:[size].

Installing a UNICORE site with this extension involves the following two steps. First, a
default UNICORE/X server has to be installed. For this more difficult part, manuals are
provided by the UNICORE teama. Additionally, an optional java-based graphical installer
is availableb. Afterwards, the UNICORE extension for desktop grids has to be installed
as a plugin. Therefore, you need to place a jar-file in a directory and reconfigure the
UNICORE/X configuration file. Both, the jar-file and the detailed install instructions are
provided in a separate directory as a package for each version at the publicly accessible
UNICORE repositoryc.

ahttp://www.unicore.eu/documentation/manuals/unicore6/
bhttp://www.unicore.eu/download/unicore6/
chttp://unicore.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/unicore/unicorex/trunk/
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4 Conclusion

We have described the motivation for and the implementation of a UNICORE extension,
which directly supports desktop grids from within this service grid middleware. The ex-
tension will have a release version, which will be integrated in a productive environment.
The stability of the extension is ensured by several unit tests and also by EDGI’s work
package to test the developed infrastructure. Thus, an active cycle between test engineers
and developers is established.

Additional concurrent project efforts port a lot of applications to run on desktop grids,
so that the UNICORE community can choose from a rich set of applications to submit
to new resources. These new resources will boost research, not only for those who use
the additional desktop grid resources, but also by leaving more capacity for the rest of the
users. In summary, the release quality, the broad application spectrum, and newly available
resources make this extension a valuable contribution to the UNICORE community.
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A main topic of the HiX4AGWS project is the distribution of Grid jobs to the UNICORE
middleware. A new way of job distribution has been evolved there in addition to the existing
push-based approach of the UNICORE developers. This approach is called actor-driven pull-
based, because the actors (e.g. Grid resources) are not passive any more. The actors pull the jobs
from the task repository for processing. Currently there are clients written in Java for accessing
the UNICORE middleware, so the actors can only be written in Java, too. There is no support
for .NET written actors. The UNICORE Grid middleware is accessible by a service layer using
web service based interfaces, which are either provided according to the OGSA standard or by
the proprietary UNICORE Atomic Services (UAS). These web service interfaces are used by
the components of the client layer of the UNICORE architecture that enable users to access
Grid resources, e.g. by submitting Grid jobs or by starting Grid file transfers. Currently, the
client layer consists of three different realisations: The UNICORE Rich Client (URC), the
UNICORE command line Client (UCC), and the Java based High Level API (HiLA). Although
UNICORE provides loosely coupled WSDL interfaces for its services, to our knowledge, all
available UNICORE clients have been developed in Java so far. Motivated by the demand to
offer .NET applications with its powerful functionalities to access UNICORE services and to
use the pull-based actor-driven approach for .NET actors, we decided to develop a solution for
the .NET framework, which is introduced in this paper.

1 Introduction

Current e-Science infrastructures provide support for complex scientific processes that con-
sist of orchestrated resources such as pure computational devices, data repositories, scien-
tific instruments or applications. Grid environments are the common technical approach
used to build these e-Science infrastructures on a middleware platform by a proper service
layer. In order to support the orchestration of scientific tasks, many Grid middleware plat-
forms offer a workflow system either as an integrative part or as an enactment service on
top of the middleware. So far, all popular Grid workflow systems use an approach that
follows push patterns1. Here, a software agent, e.g. the workflow engine, actively exer-
cises control about the progress of a workflow by pushing the individual tasks to selected
resources according to the dependencies, provided by the workflow description. Conse-
quently, in either case it is the workflow systems that takes the initiative and causes the
distribution process of newly created workflow tasks to occur. The alternative solution
would be a pull-based actor-driven approach, where the commitment to undertake a spe-
cific task is initiated by the resource itself rather than the system. The concept of using
pull patterns to bind resources to tasks has been ported to existing Grid technologies in the
scope of the ongoing project HiX4AGWS2. In particular, the UNICORE Grid middleware
has been extended by establishing a corresponding task repository to allow an actor-driven
execution of tasks3. Of course the performance and the scalability of this pull-based ap-
proach strongly depend on the amount of available resources and applications that are able
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to execute particular task instances kept within the task repository. Because of this, it is an
inevitable requirement to avoid technical barriers that might occur for example because of
the programming language in which an actor is implemented. While so far UNICORE es-
pecially focused the Java world, all available clients that are able to access the UNICORE
service layer are implemented in Java. There are two possible ways to realise access to
UNICORE services from .NET applications, so that potential actors for the task repository
are no longer restricted to Java (Figure 1). The first option is to bridge the gap between
Java and C# with IKVM.NET4. IKVM.NET is a Java Virtual Machine for the .NET run-
time system. It is providing a .NET implementation of the Java-libraries and self-made
Java-libraries can be translated to .NET libraries with the ikvmc-translator. The translation
with this compiler from Java classes and jars into .NET assemblies is the static way. There
is also a dynamic way to use Java classes and jars for running Java application on the .NET
runtime environment. In this case the Java byte code is translated into the C intermediate
language (CIL), which is a front-end for the C-programming language to compile programs
into a subset of C5. Thus, everything that is needed for the .NET runtime environment is
available and no further steps are necessary6. The other way is to write a native API for
.NET, which is similar to the existing Java HiLA. We decided to realise a native .NET solu-
tion, called .NET High Level API, because not all functionalities from Java are supported
by IKVM.NET (e.g. RMI) and some security properties are cumbersome to configure like
keystores and policy files.

Grid Middleware

Workflow System

Task Repository

Java Task Client

Actors pull jobs from task 

repository

Java Grid

Resource
C# Actor

Figure 1. Actor-driven approach for job distribution according to HiX4AGWS.

Motivated by the demand to offer .NET applications with its powerful functionalities
to access to UNICORE services, such as the task repository and so to use the pull-based
approach with .NET actors, we decided to develop a solution for the .NET framework.
With this solution it was intended to offer developers the opportunity to use the rich set
of .NET capabilities such as DataGridViews, integrated reporting tools, and the Language
Integrated Query (LINQ). This paper describes the architectural decisions and concepts re-
alised within this project. Based on this .NET API, it should be possible to develop .NET
client applications to access Grid resources hosted by the UNICORE middleware, e.g. by
using graphical or command line user interfaces. The UNICORE services are deployed
in a hosting environment that supports the standardised Web Service Resource Framework
(WSRF). Thereby, the well-known factory pattern is used to create service instances that
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are managed in a resource home and referenced by unique endpoint references (EPR).
According to WSRF, Grid resources are represented by stateful web services that can be
invoked by using particular WS-Addressing SOAP headers. Consequently, clients have to
be compliant to the WSRF standard. A corresponding SOAP engine for .NET has been de-
veloped at the University of Virginia called WSRF.NET. Because this framework provides
a .NET based implementation of the WSRF standard, it was an appropriate starting point
to develop our .NET client API for UNICORE. WSRF.NET integrates other Microsoft
specific technologies like the Microsoft Web Service Enhancements (WSE) that offers in-
teresting development perspectives such as digital signatures and message authentication.
The developed .NET API, called NHiLA, is currently interfacing with the UAS and is
based on WSRF.NET 3.0.1, WSE 3.0, and the .NET Framework 2.0. Unfortunately, higher
versioned .NET Frameworks are not compatible with WSRF.NET, which means that LINQ
applications have to be integrated over a LinqBridge. To evaluate our solution we devel-
oped a generic client that can be used as a skeleton for future more advanced .NET clients
to the UAS, as you can see in figure 2. While the generic client only implements the core
communication functionality including the transport level security concepts of UNICORE,
we extended this skeleton by further clients such as a TargetSystemServiceClient and a
RegistryClient.

Grid Middleware

Workflow System

Task Repository

Java Task Client Task Client C#

Actors pull jobs from 

task repository

Java Grid

Resource
C# Actor

Figure 2. Integration of .NET applications as actors by a corresponding C#-client.

The paper will give an overview of our set of implemented clients and will also explore
the experiences we made with respect to interoperability, functionality, and extensibility of
WSRF.NET and UNICORE. It concludes with a summary and will give an outlook on the
perspectives of .NET applications that interact with UNICORE services.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 the UNICORE client-layer is described
by indicating potential entry points for integrating interfaces for C# applications. Further-
more, the currently existing UNICORE clients are explained in section 2 as well. After-
wards, in section 3 the current state of the .NET High Level API is introduced before giving
a short summary and an outlook for the project in section 4.
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2 UNICORE Client Layer

This section describes the existing UNICORE Java clients as well as the integration of the
.NET client API.

2.1 UNICORE Commandline Client (UCC)

The UNICORE Commandline Client (UCC) is very powerful. The capability to access all
features of the UNICORE service-layer in a shell or scripting environment is given with
the UCC. It is possible to run jobs and to monitor their status with this tool. In addition to
this, workflows can be submitted and controlled with the UCC.

Storage-Management is also provided by the UCC. File Transfer is possible from local
drive to remote and additionally from server to server. One of the main advantages is, that
the UCC is easily extensible, because it is simple to add new commands.

2.2 UNICORE Rich Client (URC)

The UNICORE Rich Client (URC) is an Eclipse-based graphical user interface that offers
the full set of functionalities allowing users to interact with the Grid. With its graphical
view of the Grid, there is the possibility to find specific resources, services or files through
several filtering mechanisms. Hence, detailed resource requirements for jobs that need to
be executed can be specified by the user.

Furthermore, there are modelling tools to design complex scientific workflows, like
an editor that provides graphical programming. Because of this it is possible to arrange
building blocks, loops or if-statements with a few mouse clicks. Security options can be
configured for several panels. Therefore users are able to specify whom they want to trust
on the Grid. Supplementary, they can decide how to identify themselves.

The URC is using the concept of GridBeans, which are small software packages. With
these packages scientific application, which are available on the grid, can be accessed
through the provided tailored graphical user interfaces. Output data of scientific simula-
tions in the form of output files, which are downloaded to the client machine after the jobs
have been executed, can be visualised by the specified software packages of the GridBeans
concept. As a result the integration of various types of applications should be smooth. As
previously mentioned there is an easy way to extend the GridBean, by developing a new
one using the respective API and documentation.

Because of the widely spread Eclipse Environment, many users are familiar with the
use of this graphical interface. So the entry barrier is lower for new users. But Eclipse-
based applications are not platform independent, although written in Java. The URC tries
a smooth integration into different platforms.

Useful is the sophisticated plugin mechanism of the Eclipse platform. The software
components in an Eclipse-based client are plugins. They got a well-defined range of func-
tions. After all, the UNICORE Rich Client is very extensible.

2.3 High Level API (HiLA)

There is also a third way to use the UNICORE middleware. The High Level API is spe-
cially made for Grid Applications. With this API you are capable to develop specific
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UNICORE clients with a few lines of code. This will not exclude the complex functional-
ity of the client. UNICORE 6 can also be integrated in user application without using the
UCC or URC. There is a more direct way with HiLA for submitting jobs to Grid resources.
So HiLA is something like a coding toolkit for building collective tier Grid services and
client interfaces. The UNICORE principle of seamlessness is implemented by modelling
the Grid through an object-oriented facade. That means, the underlying resources are
represented in an abstract way. Furthermore, this includes the encapsulation of security
configuration behind well defined interfaces. By now HiLA is evolving with the aim to op-
erate concurrently over multiple resources. Hence, powerful collective data management
and monitoring can be performed.

3 .NET High Level API (NHiLA)

The introduction discussed the concept of using pull patterns to bind resources to tasks has
been ported to existing Grid technologies in the scope of the ongoing project HiX4AGWS2.
In particular, the UNICORE Grid middleware has been extended by establishing a corre-
sponding task repository to allow an actor-driven execution of tasks. To allow the inte-
gration of .NET applications as potential actors to the task repository, a corresponding C#
client has been implemented, which leads to the resulting architecture in figure 3.
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Figure 3. UNICORE Architecture with NHiLA client to access the UNICORE middleware through the Atomic
Services Interface.

The client layer of the UNICORE middleware has been extended by the NHiLA com-
ponent shown in the upper right of the figure. Currently, this API provides access to the
UNICORE middleware through the proprietary UNICORE Atomic Services (UAS) only.
Therefore, a base client has been implemented that is extended by each special client pro-
viding access to one particular atomic service like for example the TargetSystemService.
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This section explains the architecture of the client-layer as well as WSRF.NET, the used
core framework. At the end of the section, the experiences are described that are gained
during the development of NHiLA using WSRF.NET tools and Visual Studio 2005 as IDE.

3.1 WSRF.NET

To realise a .NET client API for UNICORE a .NET specific implementation of the well
known Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) is needed. Here, the Grid Computing
group of the university of Virginia developed a solution called WSRF.NET7. This frame-
work has been developed until 2006, whereby the latest version 3.0.1 of WSRF.NET con-
tains a collection of libraries, tools and applications according to the WSRF standard of
Oasis. By using WSRF.NET it is very straightforward to build stateful Web Services that
are compliant to WSRF. Beyond, the framework offers a platform to realise Grid Comput-
ing technologies with the .NET framework. Further technologies that have been developed
by Microsoft are also included in WSRF.NET. This involves for example the Microsoft
Web Service Enhancements (WSE) that allow the configuration of extended setups for
security issues like digital signatures and certificates as well as other SOAP protocol ex-
tensions.

3.2 NHiLA Clients

This subsection describes the overall architecture of NHiLA. There is a base client that
contains the similarities of all specific clients. The base client implements the basic struc-
ture of any further client which implies for example the core communication as well as the
security related issues. Furthermore, the base client provides interfaces to create proxies
to the corresponding UNICORE services. All specific clients that extend the base client
are used to access the UNICORE Atomic Services (UAS) which are deployed as web ser-
vices. The UAS offer a proprietary interface to the UNICORE middleware for clients and
users. The base client is called BaseWSRFClient. The described structure is illustrated in
the following figure.

In the following it is explained how to create a client for an arbitrary UNICORE service
by using the BaseWSRFClient. Additionally, all existing .NET clients to the UAS are
introduced.

1. BaseWSRFClient: The UNICORE server provides an interface description for each
atomic service by using the Web Service Description Language (WSDL). Visual Stu-
dio 2005 is used to automatically generate a corresponding stub by parsing each
WSDL file with a so called Add Web Reference function containing the tool wsdl.exe.
In this process Microsoft WSE is also involved. If a proxy to access a particular UAS
is requested, an instance of the corresponding stub is created. To link the stub instance
with a particular Endpoint Reference (EPR) the tool WSUtilities is used which is part
of WSRF.NET. The UNICORE service can be invoked by using the HTTP protocol
and the secure socket layer (SSL). Because of this, the service consumer has to au-
thenticate himself by a corresponding certificate that has to be introduced to the stub
instance. Microsoft WSE enables the stub to provide the required security informa-
tion. Thus, the authentication related information can be easily integrated into the
stub by submitting the corresponding X509 certificate to the generated stub method.
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Figure 4. NHiLA Client Architecture.

Thereby, an entire proxy can be created to use full functionalities of the UAS (Figure
3).
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Figure 5. Stub Generation in NHiLA.

2. RegistryClient: The RegistryClient provides access to the Registry and the Service-
Group Service. So, a user is able to add new registry entries or to look up existing
service entries.

3. TargetSystemFactoryServiceClient: The TargetSystemFactoryServiceClient serves
as a container for TargetSystemServiceClients. So it is possible to create TargetSys-
temServiceClient instances or to list all available target system EPRs that are accessi-
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ble for the specific client.

4. TargetSystemServiceClient: The TargetSystemServiceClient can be used to submit
jobs to concrete Grid resources or to request for jobs that are currently running on the
particular target system.

5. StorageFactoryClient: Similar to the TargetSystemFactoryServiceClient, the Stor-
ageFactoryClient is a factory to create StorageClients. Also the StorageFactoryClient
is able to list all available and accessible storage instances.

6. StorageClient: By using a StorageClient, it is possible to access the StorageManage-
ment Service. Consequently, a user is able to write data to a remote file or to read data
from a remote file on a particular storage that is accessible by an EPR. Furthermore,
new directories can be created, files can be modified, copied or searched.

7. FileTransferClient: The core functionalities to manage a file transfer are provided by
the FileTransferClient. There are two opportunities to send files. On the one hand you
can use the Random-Byte IO and on the other hand you can send files by a Streamable-
Byte IO. For both cases a particular client has been developed (RByteIOClient und
SByteIOClient) that implement the corresponding technologies to transfer files. Both
specific clients inherit from the FileTransferClient.

8. JobClient: The JobClient has been designed to realise the job management. So, the
JobClient provides an interface to the job working directory. There exist methods to
start, cancel, and continue or to hold a job. Furthermore, it is possible to wait until the
execution of a job is finished.

3.3 Experiences

The project started with the installation and configuration of a UNICORE server. Several
unexpected difficulties arose when the WSRF.NET SOAP Engine was installed. According
to the University of Virginia it was known that the development of the framework stopped
in 2006 and the last version is compatible with .NET 2.0. We assume that WSRF.NET
is not compatible to other versions of .NET because the installation failed on a Windows
7 system with .NET 4.0. Therefore, the environment has been installed on Windows XP
with a .NET framework in version 1.1. Further failures occurred during the installation of
WSRF.NET because of the default usage of the free database Xindice. We switched to the
SQL database of Visual Studio 2005 before WSRF.NET has been successfully installed
and all supplied NUnit tests run errorless.

Further barriers occur-ed when the stubs from the WSDL files of the UNICORE Server
were generated. The tool wsdl.exe is not able to work with files that are only accessible
via the HTTPS protocol. Because of this, the WSDL files had to be stored local, before
generating the stubs by using the function Add Web-References of Visual Studio. However,
there remained some exceptions thrown during the generation procedure. The reasons
were for example elements that occurred multiple times or references to XML schemas
that were not reachable. These errors had been solved by deleting redundant elements
from the WSDL files and storing the necessary XML schemas locally. Where needed
the corresponding schemaLocation attributes in the WSDL files were adapted to the new
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locations. Additionally, some any-Tags had either to be removed from the WSDLs or to be
changed to specific value-types.

The existing errors had been analysed by a specific tracing tool, to monitor the SOAP
traffic. Therefore, the corresponding ports of the UNICORE installation had to be adapted
and the tracing tool had been interconnected. This tool helped to recognise that the content-
Type entry of the HTTP header had to be changed from application/xml to text/xml, be-
cause otherwise the responses of the UNICORE servers could not been handled by the
client.

4 Summary and Outlook

This section summarises the project, whose main goal has been the development of a .NET
Client API for UNICORE, and gives a short outlook. The need for a C# interface occurs in
the scope of the HiX4AGWS project. So far, it was not possible to connect .NET applica-
tions as actors to the task repository running in the UNICORE hosting environment. This
is a fundamental issue of the pull-based approach because increasing the amount of actors
is very important for the workflows’ performance. Now, after the development of the .NET
High Level API, corresponding .NET actors can be realised accessing the task repository.

One big shortcoming of the client API is the incompatibility with higher versions of
the .NET framework, caused by WSRF.NET. So, a next step might be either to upgrade
WSRF.NET or to dissolve the dependencies to that framework. As a result it would be
possible to use .NET functionalities that are developed after .NET 2.0 like for example
LINQ. Furthermore, the NHiLA should be more and more adapted to the existing Java
HiLA provided by the UNICORE team. So, full functionalities of HiLA should be sup-
ported in the .NET-based NHiLA as well. Afterwards, it would be an option to develop a
graphical user interface that also supports newer capabilities of .NET.
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The article presents the GridBean for running local jobs using the UNICORE Rich Client. This
solution addresses the need to execute applications which are not available on the Grid such as
interactive graphical tools. In the traditional approach, to run such a program in a multi-stage
experiment the user has to design two separate workflows. Running local jobs, downloading the
data to the local computer and uploading results of the local program had to be done manually.
The presented GridBean makes it easier to run local jobs simply as a part of the workflow.

1 Introduction

The possibility to execute complicated workflows consisting of various tasks is a very
important feature for the user. It is a key functionality provided by many Grid systems.
The majority of the workflows is designed to run automatically without intervention from
the users. Usually there are limited options to steer workflow execution and the only action
which can be taken is to suspend or terminate the workflow. However, for complicated
workflows there is a need to provide more advanced verification of the execution. Users
would like to check files generated by the particular steps and steer the further execution
depending on them. In many cases a decision cannot be performed automatically and
requires manual examination of the files. This process can involve visualisation which has
to be performed locally.

User interaction with the workflow has been already addressed and some solutions have
been developed. Such attempts are known for Kepler10 or GWES12 but they are based on
the synchronous execution of the workflow. These solutions cannot be used in UNICORE
because interactive manipulation of the workflow has to take place at the time suitable for
the user which can be different from the time when parts of the workflow are executed.
Additional difficulty is caused by the need to transfer data from the Grid node to the local
computer used for visualisation and manipulation of the data. Therefore the execution of
the interactive parts of the workflow has to be aligned with the asynchronous execution of
the Grid jobs in order to release Grid resources when the system is waiting for user action.
The problem of interactive execution of the workflow on the UNICORE grid is addressed
here.

This paper is organised as follows: elements of Grid workflow management system are
described in the next section of the paper. The third section focuses on the GridBean for
local jobs. It includes the description of the plugin. Some drawbacks of the solution and
ideas for an improvement are also mentioned. The example of the workflow with the local
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job is described in the fourth section. It consists of BLAST1, Clustal7 and R11 applica-
tions. In the section there are presented some experiments in which similar programs were
executed and a workflow with Local Jobs could be used. The paper is concluded with the
summary and directions for further work.

2 Workflows

The definition of the workflow in Grid systems was presented by the Global Grid Forum in
20045. Workflows can be seen as analysis pipelines: the output data of one subtask may be
the input for other jobs. Such scenarios allow for easy usage of the distributed resources. It
simplifies collaboration between scientists involved in multistage experiments. Because of
that, workflows are used for multi-stage research in many scientific disciplines like biology,
chemistry or physics.

There exist many Grid workflow systems such as Taverna8, Kepler10 or Triana13. In
paper a by Yu and Buyya15 detailed descriptions of the systems are presented pointing
out differences between them. The authors determine five elements of a Grid workflow
management system: Workflow Design, Information Retrieval, Workflow Scheduling, In-
termediate Data Movement and Fault Tolerance. They proposed a taxonomy of each of
them. Workflow design applies to the structure of the workflow, the used model and com-
position system. Information Retrieval includes different strategies of getting information
about resources. Scheduling is responsible for managing execution of jobs while Inter-
mediate Data Movement focuses on staging data between resources. The last element is
responsible for identifying and handling failures in workflows.

Most of the workflow systems have user-directed (language or graph based) compo-
sition systems. This approach is also present in the UNICORE middleware. The most
important feature of UNICORE is the ability to build and run workflows in an easy way
using UNICORE Rich Client. Sophisticated workflows including loops and if-else state-
ments can be designed in a graphical way. Such an abstract workflow graph is translated
to a concrete specification. The UNICORE Workflow Engine translates a workflow de-
scription into the set of single jobs which are run in the specific order. For finding the
most suitable sites for particular tasks the UNICORE Service Orchestrator is used. It also
monitors states of the execution.

Some systems like Kepler allow scientists to use programs available as web services as
well as local tools. An example of a workflow consisting of such task is presented in the
paper by Waddell et al.14 Moreover, the system can use e-mail and pause actors to allow
users interaction10.

An example of an interactive workflow management system is also described by Simo
et al.12 The main component of the system is the Grid Workflow Execution Service
(GWES) which manages and executes workflows described in a Grid Workflow Descrip-
tion Language based on Petri nets.

3 A GridBean for Local Jobs

3.1 Motivation for Local Execution in UNICORE
Subtasks of workflows designed and run by means of the UNICORE middleware can be
executed on different target systems. In that way users have access to various programs
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usually maintained by different computer centres and administration domains. Despite of
this advantage of the Grid, some users need applications that may be very specific and
are not available at any target system. Researchers also need to use interactive graphical
tools. By running them, they want to visualise or process results of calculations made
on the Grid before they will be processed by other programs. In that situation a user can
execute a program on his own computer by downloading the necessary data, running the
application locally and then upload the results. Such a scenario results in the necessity to
run two separate workflows: one before and one after executing the application on the local
workstation. While workflows can be executed from the UNICORE Rich Client, the local
job has to be started separately. This is inconvenient for the users and there are requests to
organise the whole process within the UNICORE Rich Client. In result all user actions can
be performed with the UNICORE Rich Client making it a full featured problem solving
environment.

3.2 Local Execution GridBean

To solve the problems described above we have developed a GridBean for local jobs. It
can be loaded to the UNICORE Rich Client and used it in the workflows. The GridBean
makes it easier to run local tasks which require user interaction. The GridBean provides
user interface presented in the Figure 1 which has three text fields. The first one allows to
define the name of the job, the next one allows to enter the command for execution on the
local computer. In the third field there should be a directory defined where the intermediate
workflow data will be downloaded. This directory is also used as the working directory for
the local application.

After the subtask related to the local application is started and has the running status,
the user should presses the run button. Files indicated in the workflow are then copied
to the local job directory and the local application is launched on the user’s computer.
The researcher can now process the data using that program. When it is successfully
completed, the output results which will be used in the subsequent tasks should be put
in the appropriate directory and the stop button has to be pressed. The files are uploaded to
the remote job directory and the following subtasks are started by the Workflow Engine.

3.3 Target System Configuration

To execute interactive workflows with the Local Execution GridBean in the way presented
above, UNICORE/X and LRMS configurations have to be slightly adopted. To support
local execution of tasks, a special application (named LOCAL_JOB ) has to be registered
in an incarnation database. It corresponds to a program performing the loop and preventing
execution of the next steps of a workflow until a file with local job status is created. When
the user finishes local execution and presses the stop button the file is uploaded to the
directory of the task.

This functionality requires from the site administrator to configure the queuing system
in an appropriate manner. A special queue in the LRMS batch system which submits jobs
only to a dedicated machine (it may be a virtual machine) has to be configured. This queue
is configured only to accept LOCAL_JOB tasks. Such jobs do not require many resources,
so queue configuration may allow to run many of them simultaneously on a single virtual
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Figure 1. GridBean panel for local jobs.

machine (exceeding even the number of physical CPUs). Unfortunately, at the level of
a batch queuing system there is a limit for the number of running jobs and also a limit
of single job’s execution time, which restrict users to run their local jobs as a part of a
workflow to some period of time, for example, a week. Such modifications of the queuing
system can be difficult due to administrative and practical reasons.

The same effect can be achieved by an extension of the UNICORE Workflow En-
gine. Namely, the pause and resume possibility should be built into the Workflow Engine.
This would allow to pause the workflow before running the indicated subtask. The Local
Execution GridBean would receive signal that workflow is paused and would enable the
execution of local job. After the local task would have been finished, the resume signal
would be generated and the workflow could be resumed. The local job would not be send
to the Service Orchestrator and to the Target System, so it would not use Grid resources
for local execution as it is done now.

4 Example Workflow Scenario

As it has been stated in the introduction, the execution of the workflows with the local job
execution is requested by the users. Below we present an example scenario. In the Figure
2 a workflow is presented which uses BLAST, Clustal and R applications built with the
appropriate GridBeans4, 3. At the first stage of the workflow a protein alignment is done.
The BLAST program finds in the given database sequences similar to the query string and
points out the places of mutations. Later the multiple sequences alignment is done by the
Clustal application. If the researcher would like to do some manual verification of the
BLAST results by looking for example at the phylogenetic tree, Clustal has to be run as a
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local job. In this case, the graphical version of the program ClustalX9 is executed. In the
last part of the experiment the results are statistically processed by the R program.

Figure 2. Example of the workflow with local job.

All files needed for the workflow should be determined during the design of the multi-
stage procedure. The Clustal application aligns sequences in the FASTA format which can
be extracted from the output of the BLAST program. A script performed in the R program
reads the result of the multiple alignment which is written in a file with an aln extension.
The files needed and returned by the local application are presented in the Figure 3.

An experiment which uses a similar workflow scenario is presented in an article by
Bui et al2. The authors focus on searching for sequence regions conserved across the ma-
jority of Dengue Virus Proteins. They use BLAST and ClustalX programs. The results
are statistically processed by counting the Shannon Entropy. A pipeline built of BLAST
and ClustalX programs followed by statistical analysis is also used in an experiment de-
scribed by Fornasari et. al6. The goal of their work is finding the sequence determinants
of the different quaternary assemblies of Riboflavin. Authors of perform the phylogenetic
analysis which focuses on seeking for evolutionary relation among organisms. Results
are usually visualised in form of phylogenetic trees. There are number of programs used
for visualisation such as PAUP, PHYLIP, SplitsTree, ClustalW and ClustalX. It is usually
more comfortable for the scientists to use phylogenetic tools in the graphical way. Some of
them do not even have the batch option and have to be executed in an interactive manner.
The Local Execution GridBean allows for easy integration of such tools with the analysis
workflows run on the Grid.
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Figure 3. GridBean panel for local jobs.

5 Summary

The possibility to run the local jobs as part of the workflow is a very important feature
for the researchers who use specific programs or graphical applications. In the scientific
areas like bioinformatics or physics there is a strong necessity to manipulate data in an
interactive way. In order to make it easier the GridBean for the local jobs has been created.
However, to fully support such task there are some changes in the UNICORE workflow
system needed.
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This paper presents UNICORE-related activities at the department of computational physics
of the physics faculty of Saint-Petersburg State University. A brief overview of the activities
that have been carried out at our department is given. The UNICORE site and its structure is
described. Application of the site in education and research is discussed.

Introduction

The activities in the area of distributed computing that have been carried out at our depart-
ment since 2005 are aimed at the application of grid technologies in education and science,
as well as at study and experimental verification of new technological solutions1. One of
the directions of our work is development and support of a multi-functional computational
system based on cluster resources of the physics faculty. The system is used mainly in ed-
ucational activities on parallel and distributed computation technologies, but the resources
are also granted to students that perform computations for their scientific work.

Figure 1. Scheme of the integrated grid system.

We have created an integrated grid system that provides simultaneous access to a
single computational cluster from various grids (GridNNN, NorduGrid ARC, gLite and
UNICORE based). Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of the system. In such configura-
tion we can avoid division of available hardware resources into several clusters with their
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own settings. The proposed solution provides high mobility and utilisation efficiency of
computational resources and enables students to gain wide practical experience with ex-
tensive set of modern grid software. Access to user jobs and scientific software packages
can be granted via both a batch system and grid sites.

UNICORE Site

Our interest in the middleware has arisen for several reasons.

∙ First of all, UNICORE is an original project and does not rely on side components.

∙ Secondly, we believe UNICORE not to be widespread and well-studied in Russia as
compared to the other middleware, e.g. Globus Toolkit.

We have accomplished the installation of a basic UNICORE 6.3.1 bundle and con-
figuration of a site. The following services have been installed: Gateway, UNICORE/X,
XUUDB and TSI. All services use valid certificates from Russian Data Intensive Grid
(RDIG) CA. User certificates solely from RDIG CA are supported.

Figure 2. Structure of the site.

The site comprises (figure 2):

∙ a front-end node with Gateway, UNICORE/X and XUUDB services

∙ and a back-end node with TSI service and an instance of PBS server connected to a
cluster

Such placement of the services meets our needs in the best way.
A cluster comprises 12 2xIntel Xeon 3GHz Dual Core HT / 4GB RAM /

Scientific Linux 5.4 nodes and is operated by PBS Torque 3.0.0. Special mea-
sures have been taken in order to improve the control of resources:

∙ PBS has been built with cpuset Linux kernel feature patches enabled2

∙ OSC Mpiexec utility, which supersedes mpirun and mpiexec, is used3

A dedicated queue with 32 CPUs for UNICORE jobs is available.
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Educational Activities

On the basis of the integrated grid system, seminars are held. These seminars are the
part of a special course on grid technologies for students of the physics faculty and the
mathematics faculty. The course enables students to learn modern computational systems
and tools, to put into practice their theoretical knowledge and to acquaint themselves with
the ways grid technologies can be applied in their research work. Special attention is paid
to launching of scientific applications. During the course students have to accomplish their
self study that includes development of their own applications with the use of MPI and
OpenMP technologies and compilation with the necessity to run those applications on grid
sites. This spring, the UNICORE site was used in the course for the first time. Students
have learnt about the command-line client, job description language and also rich client.

Scientific Packages

The underlying cluster is used not only in education, but also for scientific computations.
The main part of load is molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry simulations that are
performed by various professional scientific packages.

Using the IDB mechanism we have made the LAMMPS4 and Firefly (PC GAMESS)5

packages available on the UNICORE site. The packages can be launched in both serial and
parallel modes. Parallel mode is available by means of an MPI execution environment.

Here is an example of a LAMMPS job description:
{
"ApplicationName": "LAMMPS",
"ApplicationVersion": "10Sep10",
"Arguments": [

"-echo log"
],
"Environment": [

"INPUT=in.pour",
"LOG=log.pour"

],
"Imports": [

{ From: "in.pour", To: "in.pour" }
],
"Exports": [

{ From: "log.pour", To: "log.pour" },
{ From: "dump.pour", To: "dump.pour" }

],
"Resources": {

"Nodes": 2,
"CPUsPerNode": 2

},
"Execution environment": {

"Name": "MPI",
"Options": [ Verbose ]

}
}
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Conclusion

UNICORE site plays an important role in educational and scientific activities of our de-
partment. Our future plans include maintenance and further development of this site. We
believe that this will enable us to provide students with the most recent versions of grid
middleware packages and to continue our research on grid technologies.
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Increasing demand of computing and data infrastructures has provided new capabilities for large
scale scientific initiatives supporting European research. A number of major projects have been
established within Europe to help communities to share resources, access them, execute jobs,
collect results and share information. What is needed now is the consolidation of the com-
puting infrastructure and a simplification and standardisation of middleware. The European
Middleware Initiative (EMI) is a collaboration of the four major software tools: ARC, gLite,
UNICORE and dCache, the final goal is to integrate middleware components, deploying them in
EGI, PRACE and other DCIs, providing at the end a single release. EMI components currently
implement job description and job management in different ways, generally incompatible, even
if the provided core functionality is approximately the same. Many standard mechanisms for
job description and standard interfaces for job submission have been created and used in produc-
tion, as for example JSDL and OGSA-BES, but now a more general specification is required
to define a common pattern for the creation and management of single activities on a com-
puting element. This issue is being addressed within the Middleware Development working
group and a specification for an EMI Execution Service has been defined. This results in an
agreement about which interfaces to use in order to perform the required activities. Following
this specification, the job submission, data staging and other base functionalities are going to
be implemented within the EMI UNICORE ES (Execution Service). This paper presents the
UNICORE ES architecture and implementation, motivating and discussing proposed solutions.
First the interface specification is shown, then the general software architecture is presented.
Finally it is explained how EMI ES will be based on standard UNICORE libraries.

1 Introduction

In the last decade new infrastructures have been established to offer middleware services to
scientific community users. Many scientific applications and projects grew up and needed
the support of different resources and Grid services. In Europe the Distributed European
Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications (DEISA5) provides services and interfaces
to services, adopting tools as the UNICORE 6 Middleware3 for HPC applications, mean-
while gLite Grid middleware continues to provide computational capabilities to physicists
and scientists. Recently the project EGI-InSPIRE7 has been created to coordinate and
maintain a sustainable European infrastructure to support European research communities
and their collaborators.
Currently ARC, dCache, gLite and UNICORE are the major European middleware
providers, and it is desirable to consolidate these components for the deployment in EGI, as
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part of the Unified Middleware Distribution (UMD). The EMI project (European Middle-
ware Initiative4) is in charge of that activity and will work with EGI-InSPIRE to enable the
vision of providing European scientists and international organisations with well-designed
services, also supporting users on incidents. EMI also plans to offer its middleware to
PRACE6 and other distributed computing infrastructures. In that context a strong analysis
of the middleware capabilities is needed to plan the integration of heterogeneous services
and the consolidation of an uniform software layer. The new middleware product will be in
charge of performing all the activities related to user accounting, job management, storage
management, security and everything about super computing applications support.
In particular EMI ES have been conceived as a set of services for job submission and ex-
ecution, designed to reach interoperability and to offer multiple capabilities for different
users in the scientific community. EMI ES should be seen as a common access point to the
Computing Elements, to define how this can be reached a document has been produced,
including the specification for the services functionality. The EMI ES implementation will
integrate existing functionalities, following the specification guide and will expose these
interfaces to the external world.

2 EMI Execution Services Specification

The EMI Execution Services Specification1 provides the interface description, data and
state models, activity, and resource specification for each single execution service. This
interface represents an agreement between ARC, gLite and UNICORE. The detailed spec-
ification of the EMI ES is a continuation of the work previously done in PGI2 (Production
Grid Infrastructure) and covers many different aspects:

∙ Common Interfaces to create and manage activities

∙ EMI Activity Description Language (an XML dialect for describing the activity in-
cluding data staging and resource requirements)

∙ Data staging capabilities

∙ Activity related information

∙ Resource related information

∙ Delegation

The specification covers the same aspects as the existing OGSA-BES8 and JSDL9

specifications. However, several features only available in JSDL as extensions have been
integrated into the EMI ES specification in order to create a unified XML schema. The
Activity Description XML Schema covers data staging, execution, runtime environments,
parallel applications and resource description, it can be seen as a merger of the JSDL
1.0 schema and some critical and often used extensions. The EMI Execution Services
introduce capabilities, as for example array lists to pass identifiers as a parameter set.
This is useful in order to submit multiple jobs, or to retrieve information about multiple
activities in a single call. Parallel job submission is supported and a flexible model
synthesises the capabilities of the involved middlewares for what concerns data staging.
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Figure 1. Interaction between elements.

Figure 1 shows how multiple elements are interconnected around the Compute Element:
the Information element publishes information about the Compute part, the Compute
Element supports Data Staging and the Trust Delegation mechanism is in charge of
providing Proxy support for authentication.
The GLUE2 schema is used consistently as the information model for resource and
activity descriptions. The information about resources exposed by the service can be
published following the GLUE2 model. The resource description of the EMI-ES is based
on the ComputingService and the generic service elements of the GLUE2 XML rendering.
For what concerns Data Staging there are two main modalities to perform both stage-in
and stage-out operations. The first is the “Server data pull” modality: the ES pulls needed
data from the specified sources and makes them available in the session directory, or pulls
data from the ES stage-out directory. The second one is the “Client data push” modality:
the Client uploads data into the stage-in directory and alerts the Server by mean of a flag,
or pushes relevant data into the specified target. The only data transfer protocol allowed
at the moment by the ES specification is GridFTP, it is used for everything regarding file
transfer or data management before or after the execution.
Finally the Delegation part consists of a compromise between the different Middleware
needs since a sophisticated Delegation mechanism is not always provided, a base Proxy
support has been added while later this will be replaced by a more powerful one.

The EMI ES are composed of two main modules: The first one is the Activity-Factory,
responsible to create activities and manage resource information. It implements the fol-
lowing web service interfaces (WSDL port-types) and operations:

∙ Create port-type: CreateActivity
The Create port-type gets the Activity Description in XML format (ADL) and performs
the activity creation.

∙ ResourceInfo port-type: GetResourceInfo, QueryResourceInfo
The ResourceInfo port-type contains methods to retrieve information related to the
Computing Element and doesn’t include information about activities created through
the Activity-Factory.
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∙ Delegation port-type: InitDelegation, PutDelegation, GetDelegationInfo
Delegation provides Proxy support.

The second module is the Activity-Manager, which is responsible to manage activities and
activity related information. It implements the following port-types and operations:

∙ ActivityManagement port-type: GetActivityStatus, GetActivityInfo, NotifyService,
PauseActivity, ResumeActivity, CancelActivity, WipeActivity, RestartActivity
The ActivityManagement contains methods to perform requested operations on activ-
ity lists, when one of the methods is called the list of the activity IDs is passed as an
argument and for each activity ID the proper function is invoked and the job status
changes accordingly.

∙ ActivityInfo port-type: QueryActivityInfo, GetActivityStatus, GetActivityInfo
The ActivityInfo part offers methods to get GLUE2 schema information about activi-
ties, when an identifiers list is passed to the GetActivityInfo method an array contain-
ing info objects is returned.

The Execution Service agreement represents a significant milestone for the EMI project
and will enable transparent job submission and management to the different EMI middle-
wares; future modifications of the specification due to external requirements are expected.

3 EMI Execution Service Implementation in UNICORE

EMI ES are currently being implemented in UNICORE following the specification. From a
general point of view the ES code is composed by four main standard SOAP web services,
associated to the corresponding interface Port Types: the DelegationService, the Create-
Activity, the ResourceInfo and the ActivityManagement. Even though services signatures
do not perfectly match module names reported above, they perform all the functionalities
described in order to implement the whole execution mechanism. Since EMI is actually in
progress, and we’re at the end of the first project year, many services, which are going to
be shown in the next phase, have not yet been realised.
In the future other components, as for example the EMI Client and the EMI Registry,
will be introduced and they will provide functionalities similar to the standard one from
UNICORE. What we’re describing here is the way the UNICORE EMI ES interact with
standard UNICORE Services and how they rely on UNICORE base classes and packages.

3.1 The DelegationService

The first component which has been implemented is the DelegationService (DS), which
interacts directly with the Client before a job submission request. Its purpose is to provide
Proxy certificates to be used for data staging. This is required, since currently proxy cer-
tificates are the only available trust delegation mechanism that can be used within all the
three middlewares.

The DS can be contacted by the Client, which receives from the server a CSR (Certifi-
cate Signing Request), the Client then creates and signs a Proxy certificate with its Private
Key and sends it to the Server. The server verifies and stores the Proxy with its proper del-
egation ID. Once a Proxy has been created the service can use the delegation ID to perform
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all the requested operations. More than one Proxy can be associated with a single user, this
can be useful if we want to use credentials belonging to different VOs to query the same
service. In this way we have to remember the list of delegation IDs associated with the
related Proxies. At the moment the EMI UNICORE Delegation Service is used and tested
for Job Submission and Data Transfer activities by GridFTP.

3.2 The Creation Port-type

The CreateActivity interface method is invoked to submit jobs to the system, the method
gets the Activity Description and creates a corresponding Java object which can be used to
submit a single job.
The XML Activity Description is first validated, then the activity can be created and the
Client gets back the information about the path where to import the script input files. Even
if three directories are expected following the specification: stage-in dir, stage-out and
session, these three directories are the same in UNICORE, and only the session directory
is used to move input data; after negotiating the Activity creation with the server now the
Client is able to copy any kind of input file or executable using the URL received.
In Figure 2 the whole sequence is shown: The Client first invokes the InitDelegation and
gets the Certificate Signing Request (CSR), then sends the signed Proxy to the Server
with the PutDelegation method and finally asks to create the Activity. When the StageIn
directory URL is returned the Client stores input files and notifies the service to start the
job, the Proxy is retrieved by means of the delegation ID previously negotiated.
Data staging operations are executed following the modalities explained previously in the
specification paragraph. UNICORE supports multiple protocols such as ByteIO for file
transfer and data staging, here GridFTP will be the only one used. Thus, a local installation
of the GridFTP Server has to be used to perform GridFTP transfers employing the DS
Proxy. The client code invokes the globus-url-copy tool to move files. If an input file will
be used during execution the Client pushes it into the session directory and after the first
negotiation phase the Client contacts the Server using the notify method, the Server knows
that data are available in the session directory and starts up the job which goes into the
PROCESSING-RUNNING state, as the specification requires, finally the job unique id is
generated and stored to be retrieved later. Each time the Server has to act on the behalf of
the activity owner the delegation support is required.

3.3 The ActivityManagement Port-type

Once the job has been created, the ActivityManagement interface offers methods to per-
form operations handled by the Activity-Manager, as for example: getStatus, removeJob,
pauseJob, resumeJob, notify, getActivityInfo. Each method is called passing an activity
identifier list as it is expected from the specification.
If the removeJob is called the job is removed and the corresponding session folder is
deleted. If instead the pauseJob is called the job is paused and resumed only if the re-
sumeJob is invoked. The Client invokes the notify just to alert the service that input files
have been stored. In case the getStatus method is invoked the ActivityManagement asks
the UNICORE execution manager (XNJS) for the status of a number of jobs and maps the
UNICORE status values to the corresponding EMI status values. Many different State defi-
nitions have been specified in the interface document, possible states are assigned mapping
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Figure 2. DelegationService invocation, Activity creation and Client data push.

the job status number to the corresponding EMI ActivityStatus object which is filled by set-
ting the status property. For example if the status number is given by ActionStatus.DONE,
the corresponding EMI status is TERMINAL:
status.setStatus(PrimaryActivityStatus.TERMINAL);
An attribute is also added to specify the cause of a certain status or to provide additional
information about the action performed by the service:
status.addNewAttribute().setStringValue("APP-FAILURE");
Finally the status object is returned to the caller.

The getActivityInfo method instead returns the list of activities and their attributes, the
activity list is passed as an argument to the getActivityInfo which iterates trough activity
ids and for each one of them, it stores the GLUE2 activity model properties. Then an array
of ActivityInfo elements is returned.
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Figure 3. Core Services.

3.4 The ResourceInfo Port-type

The resource information about the Computing Element is provided from the GetResource-
Info method according to the GLUE2 computing service model. All the information about
CPUs, memory available and system features is returned directly from the UNICORE
XNJS.

4 UNICORE Libraries

The main goal of this work was to use existing UNICORE base components for Job Sub-
mission and implement a Java interface to integrate them into EMI services. This has been
achieved importing UNICORE XNJS libraries as dependencies and starting to create a new
code layer above, which implements features and methods. In detail the xnjs-module-core
has been included into the project configuration file in order to import base XNJS func-
tionalities. The classes contained in the XNJS dependency module provide methods to
start services and to support submission. When the EMI services are invoked to submit a
job a new activity is created starting from the XML ADL and the activity description is
processed and validated, then in case the XML is compliant with the XML-ADL schema
the job can be executed using standard job submission mechanisms. When notify is called
the proper XNJS run method is invoked passing on the identifier of the created job, since
the job ID stored by the XNJS server is the same as stored by the Execution Services.
Once an activity has been created the XNJS Server takes care to track job status and log
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Figure 4. Global system view.

events, each time an interface method is called the corresponding standard UNICORE
method is invoked and the job status changes accordingly, Figure 3 shows how the EMI
services interact with standard UNICORE Server libraries. The UNICORE ES will be
integrated into the standard UNICORE/X server and runs in a UNICORE container inter-
acting with the other standard UNICORE elements as shown in Figure 4. Configuration
is done using the usual configuration files and the services have to be declared in the .xml
file which lists the services to execute, in order to be started up when the Server is up and
running. It is expected that the UNICORE ES will publish its address to the EMI Registry
service which is another EMI development. Then, the EMI-ES client will contact the EMI
Registry to get the list of the available services.

5 Conclusions

The EMI Execution Service is an important common specification between ARC, gLite and
UNICORE, which aims for a common mechanism for job submission and management,
covering important scenarios from both high-performance and high-throughput comput-
ing. The EMI-ES specification and its ongoing implementation in UNICORE have been
described, starting from its specification, explaining how the interface implementation has
been achieved and how these services are going to be integrated with the UNICORE core
servers and how a future EMI Grid environment can use these services.

The standards-based interoperability between ARC, gLite and UNICORE with respect
to job submission and job management remains the fundamental goal to reach, and fu-
ture work will focus on Common Authentication Libraries, Explicit Trust Delegation and
Storage Data Management.

Integration Tests will be performed between different EMI middleware components
and it is expected that these services will become a stable part of the EMI release starting
from the beginning of the second project’s year.
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In this paper we present two solutions which help UNICORE users to remotely build and sub-
sequently execute custom applications. The first one possess an interface with all intended
features. It is easy to use and should be a valuable addition to the UNICORE client-side port-
folio from the user perspective. The second one utilises Execution Environment framework
and extends it to support automating build, compilation and execution of the users codes. Both
solutions are intended to fill the gap between the offering of the generic UNICORE software
and highly sophisticated D2E environment targeted at experienced developers.

1 Introduction

The UNICORE middleware1 provides a highly sophisticated interface for executing appli-
cations preinstalled on target sites. In addition to the standard execution, it is possible to
discover such applications, get information about their required arguments and use them in
brokering process. The user can be aided with an application-specific, pluggable compo-
nent called GridBean2. GridBeans, loaded into the UNICORE Rich Client can provide a
complex GUI for an application’s input preparation, local post-processing and visualising
the application’s outcome. The main drawback of the GridBean mechanism is the neces-
sity to provide components dedicated to the particular application. This process requires
knowledge of Java programming and is not accessible to most of the users. The Generic
GridBean, one of the recent advances in the UNICORE client-side eliminates this problem.
It can dynamically build an interface based on an enriched specification of application ar-
guments defined on the server side.

Invocation of programs which are installed by site administrators is often insufficient.
The users may want to execute custom applications: both third party and developed by
themselves. Execution of an application which is available in a binary form (or is pro-
grammed in a directly interpreted language like Python or Ruby) does not present a prob-
lem in UNICORE: the Generic GridBean can be used to upload a binary and execute it.
The upload of the application and its execution by the Script GridBean is also possible
and simple. Unfortunately, custom applications are often provided in a source code, so
they need to be compiled before execution. Such functionality is not provided by the Grid-
Beans mentioned above.

Compiling and running own applications presents an issue for the UNICORE users.
Assuming that compilers are defined as applications on the server side it is hard to use the
Generic GridBean for building an application. Sources must be uploaded in an unpacked
form (using the “directory” upload option) what is slower then uploading an archive and
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extracting it on the server side. Moreover, builds involving more then one step are impos-
sible. Unfortunately this is the case of GNU autotools which are used in a vast majority
of C and C++ programs. Users are therefore forced to use Script GridBean and program
the whole compilation logic. This approach is also imperfect as it requires users to write a
compilation script and to manually discover locations of specialised compilers which are
installed at site specific paths. This is especially hard when multiple versions of a compiler
are available and different versions require different command line arguments.

The situation gets more complicated when the application is not a simple serial pro-
gram, but a parallel MPI program. In this case the user is unable to take an advantage
of UNICORE support provided as MPI Execution Environments unless the building and
invocation process is split into two steps. In this case and also in the situation where the ap-
plication is going to be used several times, the user has to manually upload the executable
file to a permanent storage and write another script to download and invoke it.

In this paper we describe a solution which helps users in the case of building and
executing custom codes via the UNICORE middleware. The solution is developed in two
similar variants: one for standard execution and another one for MPI codes.

2 Existing Solutions

2.1 DEISA D2E

DEISA5 is a large European project maintaining a Grid of HPC resources. The Grid in-
frastructure is exposed to the users using the UNICORE middleware with some additional
project specific extensions and features.

DEISA D2E3 is an advanced Grid development IDE, based on the Eclipse Parallel
Tools Platform (PTP) technology4. Eclipse PTP, which is an interesting solution on its own,
provides a set of features for the development of parallel applications. Eclipse PTP allows
for compiling, debugging, launching and profiling different kinds of parallel programs, like
MPI or OpenMP based. The development machine is usually not an execution machine so
Eclipse PTP provides an option to perform all the above functions remotely. Eclipse PTP
integrates with a variety of resource schedulers (like SLURM or PBS). To access remote
machines Eclipse PTP requires the ability to open SSH tunnels. One should note that on
the remote side a special server component (or components) needs to be installed.

DEISA D2E is a tool which extends the fundamental Eclipse PTP features by integrat-
ing it with the UNICORE middleware. It is possible to use an additional authentication
mechanism (GSI-SSH, which is enabled at DEISA sites) and more easily port applications
to various resource managers (what is a core UNICORE feature). Additionally, D2E allows
users to use the PARAVER6 profiling tool.

2.2 MPI-Start

MPI-Start7 is an another tool which simplifies development and execution of distributed
MPI programs on the Grid. MPI-Start solves the following MPI-related problems which
arise in a heterogeneous Grid environments:

∙ Discovery of selected MPI flavour location on a target system.
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∙ Distribution of compiled binaries of user’s application (and potentially its other input
files) to nodes assigned by a Local Resource Management System (LRMS).

∙ Collection of outcomes.

It must be noted that the above steps are usually realised in a very similar way but
there are differences related to the particular versions of LRMS and MPI implementations.
MPI-Start tries to address them.

MPI-Start is implemented as a set of scripts, which needs to be installed on a Grid
target system. MPI-Start detects (or can be configured) to support the available LRMS and
one or more MPI implementations. MPI-Start consists of a core module and its plug-ins,
which can be implemented using three types of frameworks:

∙ Scheduler framework — provides LRMS integration, SGE, PBS and LSF are cur-
rently supported.

∙ MPI framework — provides MPI implementation integration, OpenMPI, MPICH,
MPICH2, LAM-MPI and PACX-MP are supported.

∙ File distribution framework — provides a file distribution capability. The fundamental
ones are based on a shared file system and on SCP tool.

The user who wants to use MPI-Start must prepare special scripts which define com-
mands and environmental variables. The variables are the main MPI-Start interface, allow-
ing for its customisation. Additionally pre- and post- invocation hooks can be defined with
commands to be run in specific application build phases.

2.3 Execution Environments

Since its beginnings UNICORE provides a possibility to invoke remote applications, de-
scribed in a platform independent way. From the version 6.3.0 on it is possible to use
so called execution environments which allow for executing an application in a dedicated
environment. One of the classic examples is the invocation with MPI.

UNICORE advertises available execution environments and their parameters. With
support built into the UNICORE Rich Client a user can edit the chosen environment’s
options in a convenient way, using an auto-generated graphical interface. UNICORE server
side components translate execution environment parameters into a site-specific form.

Execution environments can support invocation of MPI applications, they can also ex-
pose various MPI implementations (for each a separate environment should be defined).
However it is hard to perform compilation using this facility. Additionally, the admin-
istrator has to prepare a complicated description of each MPI flavour on their own. In
UNICORE it is assumed that a shared cluster file system is available, therefore coping of
input files and executables is not a strictly required feature.

3 Target Audience

D2E provides a highly sophisticated and advanced development environment for
UNICORE users. However, D2E does not cover the needs of all kinds of users. First
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of all it requires a specialised installation on the server side. GSI-SSH is not a typical ac-
cess method for the UNICORE systems, the installation of Eclipse server side tools must
also be performed. Quite often users want to invoke an application which is not installed
on a target site. Users who are not advanced programmers and have developed a sim-
ple application may only want to perform some trivial testing to fine tune the source. In
their case usage of a complicated system as Eclipse PTP or D2E can be considered as an
unacceptable overhead.

In this paper we present two solutions which try to address the needs of the audience
described above. The aims of the solution are:

∙ Support for building, reusing previously built binaries and the execution of compiled
programs.

∙ Tight integration with UNICORE client-side. This point ensures that existing
UNICORE users will be able to quickly learn the new tool.

∙ Maximum utilisation of the UNICORE server-side capabilities, what should help
UNICORE administrators to deploy the solution easily.

∙ Providing support not only for parallel applications, like MPI, but also for serial pro-
grams which are also run on the Grid.

4 The Proposed Solution

4.1 The Initial Approach

Our primary solution is composed of three parts: an advanced GridBean component called
CaR (Compile and Run) GridBean, a helper Bash script (further on called the CaR script)
which should be installed on the server side and a special configuration that must be placed
in the UNICORE IDB.

The CaR GridBean is responsible for input preparation and job description which in-
vokes the CaR script. The script can perform one or more of the four available phases:

∙ Sources preparation phase — prepares sources for compilation, what usually means
that the uploaded archive must be unpacked.

∙ Compilation phase — compiles the sources using a chosen compiler.

∙ Execution phase — invokes the binary application.

∙ Outcome export phase — prepares the compiled application for export, usually by
packing it into a single archive.

Invocation of the MPI applications is done using the MPI-Start framework. The CaR
script prepares the necessary MPI-Start configuration so the user does not need to be con-
cerned with the MPI-Start specifics.

The most interesting part is the compilation phase. A sequence of compilation com-
mands is prepared on the client side by the CaR GridBean (see the fig. 1). This is possible
because description of available compilers and their arguments is provided in the IDB. The
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Figure 1. The compilation tab of the CaR GridBean.

CaR GridBean can therefore show a list of available compilers and generate an interface
with the possibility to set all options. The user has to enter the execution command. Of
course he can select which operations (phases) are to be performed and for example only
compile the sources without executing them.

It can be noted that IDB configuration plays an important role in the solution. It is
required to add an entry for the CaR script and all compilers. As we already wrote, the
CaR GridBean prepares the final build commands. To be able to create them the IDB
must publish each compiler location and actual names of parameters (normally only the
symbolic names are published). This is done by additional entries in the Info section of the
IDB for each compiler. An entry in this section also informs the CaR GridBean which of
the available applications are compilers.

It is also possible to put two additional kinds of entries in IDB. One is for the MPI-
Start framework. Its presence informs the CaR GridBean that MPI mode can be enabled.
Finally, with an appropriate IDB entry it is possible to enable support for the popular GNU
autotools suite.
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4.2 Execution Environment-based Solution

The first solution which we developed provides a user friendly interface. Despite of this
fact it also has two disadvantages: the IDB descriptions are extremely complex (some of
the data about compilers needs to be entered twice) and a job prepared by a CaR GridBean
is not abstract — it can be only invoked on a pre-selected target system as compilation
commands are written in input files.

To circumvent the above issues we have designed an alternative approach. The idea is
to expose compilers as normal applications in the IDB and the main CaR script as a special
Execution Environment. All additional arguments can be passed as Execution Environment
parameters. With such an approach the compilation command is built automatically by
the UNICORE XNJS. By using naming convention compilers can be distinguished from
ordinary applications. The job descriptions are fully abstract and can be brokered to any
target system supporting the required Execution Environment and the selected application.

The skeleton of the IDB entry defining the CaR Execution Environment is presented
below.

<jsdl-u:ExecutionEnvironment>
<jsdl-u:Name>CaR</jsdl-u:Name>
<jsdl-u:Version>2.0</jsdl-u:Version>
<jsdl-u:Description></jsdl-u:Description>
<jsdl-u:ExecutableName>

/opt/apps/wrappers/compile-run/CaR_MPI_EXEC_ENV.sh
</jsdl-u:ExecutableName>
<jsdl-u:CommandlineTemplate>
#EXECUTABLE #ARGS -c "#USERCOMMAND #USERARGS"
</jsdl-u:CommandlineTemplate>
<jsdl-u:Argument>

<jsdl-u:Name>MODE</jsdl-u:Name>
<jsdl-u:IncarnatedValue>-m</jsdl-u:IncarnatedValue>
<jsdl-u:ArgumentMetadata>

<jsdl-u:Type>choice</jsdl-u:Type>
<jsdl-u:Description>Mode</jsdl-u:Description>
<jsdl-u:ValidValue>compile</jsdl-u:ValidValue>
<jsdl-u:ValidValue>run</jsdl-u:ValidValue>
<jsdl-u:ValidValue>compilerun</jsdl-u:ValidValue>
<jsdl-u:IsMandatory>true</jsdl-u:IsMandatory>

</jsdl-u:ArgumentMetadata>
</jsdl-u:Argument>
<jsdl-u:Argument>

<jsdl-u:Name>SRC</jsdl-u:Name>
...removed...

</jsdl-u:Argument>
<jsdl-u:Argument>

<jsdl-u:Name>RUN</jsdl-u:Name>
...removed...

</jsdl-u:ArgumentMetadata>
</jsdl-u:Argument>
<jsdl-u:Argument>
<jsdl-u:Name>MPI_IMPL</jsdl-u:Name>

...removed...
</jsdl-u:Argument>
<jsdl-u:Argument>
<jsdl-u:Name>MPISTART_ARG</jsdl-u:Name>

...removed...
</jsdl-u:Argument>
...OTHER SETTINGS FOLLOW: file export, verbose mode...

</jsdl-u:ExecutionEnvironment>

With such approach the client side (i.e. the CaR GridBean) can be replaced by the
Generic GridBean. In its main panel the user has to choose and configure a compiler. In
the Execution Environment tab the remaining options are configured. Generic GridBean
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interface is much less user friendly but it is impossible to overcome this currently as the
GridBean API does not expose any feature to manipulate Execution Environments from
the GridBean code.

5 Summary

We have presented two solutions which help UNICORE users to remotely build and sub-
sequently execute custom applications. The first of them possess an interface with all
intended features. It is easy to use and should be a valuable addition to the UNICORE
client-side portfolio from the user perspective.

Unfortunately the server side of this solution has two drawbacks: description of com-
pilers is doubled in the IDB and parts of the compilation scripts are prepared on the client-
side, what bounds a job description to a particular target system. We have managed to
overcome those issues by the usage of UNICORE Execution Environment feature. This
approach can be seen as a perfect choice. However, as the Execution Environment config-
uration can not be manipulated by a GridBean code, it is not possible to present an equally
convenient interface as it is provided by the first solution.

Both solutions are intended to fill the gap between the offering of the generic
UNICORE software and highly sophisticated D2E environment targeted at experienced
developers. In future we would like to either extend the Execution Environment based
solution with a convenient interface (if possible) or to slightly refactor the first solution to
minimise its drawbacks, as at least it should be possible to eliminate the binding of job’s
description to a specific target system.
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XACML is a powerful and very flexible language for expressing authorization policies. It is
used in many industrial solutions and gains an increasing popularity in grid area. It is one
of the foundations of the UNICORE middleware authorization stack, XACML engine is also
used in Argus authorization service. With great expression power there are also problems.
The language is very complex and it is not human friendly being complicated and verbose.
As mistakes in policy can render the whole site vulnerable, a special care must be taken, to
evaluate and test each update of a site’s policy. In this paper we provide an overview of a
solution allowing for syntax checking, mock evaluation and debugging of XACML policies.
As the tools were inspired by the UNICORE software a special UNICORE profile is provided
allowing for checking the most popular constraints which should be most often present in any
UNICORE policy.

1 Introduction

Configuring users authorization, especially in large, complicated systems, is a great chal-
lenge. Several theoretical concepts were proposed and their practical realisations are used
in production. The variety of solutions starts from relatively simple UNIX file system per-
missions, which offers group and owner based access control and advances through Access
Control Lists (ACLs)1 which provide much more flexible model. Unfortunately ACLs are
hard to manage if number of users is high.

The solution which is on one hand extremely flexible and on the another relatively
easy to configure in case of high number of users is the policy based authorization based
on users’ attributes. Users are assigned attributes describing their properties. Attributes
can define group membership, roles, institutional affiliation and much more. Attributes
can be managed with easy to use tools. Subsequently authorization can be defined in an
abstract and universal way as a set of rules generally specifying which attributes a user
must posses to perform a given action.

In this paper we discuss popularly used policy language: eXtensible Access Control
Policy Language (XACML)2. It is a solution of choice for many industrial and academic
systems. This work was specifically inspired by the UNICORE grid middleware3 which
uses XACML as a basic building block of its authorization stack. While the standard
UNICORE authorization policy need not to be frequently modified, any attempt to do so
(including changing of the default policy by UNICORE developers themselves) is a very
challenging, error-prone and risky operation. It is hard to validate the syntax of the policy.
What is much more problematic, the testing of the modified policy can be only performed
by invoking grid operations. This is very cumbersome: should be done with different
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credentials, it is not obvious which operations should be executed and finally test results
may be correct but only because of an incorrect policy. This situation can be detected by a
complete set of tests only.

The next section introduces in more details the XACML language. Next, tools designed
to help evaluating, testing and debugging XACML policies are presented. These tools are
fully generic and applicable for all policies, but we also prepared UNICORE-specific test
suite which allows for quick testing of the standard principles of the UNICORE policy.
Finally the summary and future work is outlined.

2 The eXtensible Access Control Policy Language

XACML is an extremely flexible policy language. Probably it is the most popular language
among the advanced ones. It is enough to mention that both big companies like IBM (in
its Tivoli Security Manager product) or Oracle/BEA (in AquaLogic Enterprise Security)
and Open Source projects like Fedora Repository are all using XACML. UNICORE is no
exception: complex requirements of the grid system are very well fulfilled by the XACML
language. Moreover Argus system is providing a more general, remotely accessible autho-
rization service, which is being integrated with different middlewares: UNICORE, ARC
and gLite.

XACML is XML based. The specification consists of three parts specifying the syntax
of an authorization policy, the syntax of a request which is used to express a query about
an authorization decision and finally the request evaluation rules with respect to a defined
policy. The request is quite simple: it specifies (using attributes) the resource which is be-
ing accessed, who is trying to get access (the subject), what action is going to be performed
by the subject and possibly some additional information about an environment where the
action is going to take place.

For administrators the most relevant part is of course the syntax (and semantics) of the
policy, as the rest is handled automatically by the software.

The thing which we up to now informally described as an XACML policy can be
composed out of many „subpolicies” (e.g. authored by different administrators). Therefore
the root element of the policy language is called a Policy Set. Each Policy Set can contain
other policy sets or regular policies. The evaluation is performed as follows: each policy
set element is evaluated and evaluation results are merged using a combining algorithm
chosen for the policy set. The list of algorithms is defined in the specification and include
algorithms like deny-overrides or permit-overrides.

The main element of the policy is a list of rules. The policy evaluation is analogous
to the Policy Set evaluation: rules are evaluated and a final result is produced using a rule
combining algorithm defined for the policy.

Each rule defines its effect (Permit or Deny) and additionally can contain a boolean
expression (a so called condition). If the evaluation of the condition succeeds (or if there
is no condition at all) then the result of the rule evaluation is set to its effect (however see
the next paragraph). Otherwise it is NOT_APPLICABLE.

Last but not least each policy set, policy and rule should posses a target (for policies
it is even mandatory). The target specifies for which requests the element applies, by
providing required subject, action, resource or environment attributes. If the request is not
meeting the target requirements then the element is skipped, or more formally speaking its
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validation finishes automatically with a NOT_APPLICABLE result.
To sum up the typical work to create an XACML authorization policy includes:

1. Decision what structure is the most convenient, i.e. whether generally the access is
granted or denied. This determines which combining algorithm shall be used.

2. Optionally if the policy is going to be very big and complicated it may be split into
several ones and a root policy set must be created.

3. For each policy the target must be defined (often it is just a catch-all target).

4. Finally for each policy its rules, which provide an actual logic of the authorization,
must be defined.

The evaluation result can be Permit, Deny, NOT_APPLICABLE (if none of the tar-
gets and rules’ conditions used in the policy applied) or INDETERMINATE if any error
occurred.

2.1 XACML in UNICORE

In order to perform authorization, the UNICORE middleware first authenticates the user
and then collects his or her attributes. The gathered attributes and the user’s grid name
form a list of XACML subject’s attributes. A web service which is invoked by the user is
a principal resource attribute. Additionally if the accessed web service provides an access
to a stateful WSRF4 resource, then its identifier is complementing the XACML resource
attributes. An invoked web service operation is used as an XACML action attribute.

The UNICORE default policy uses several rules, but the most fundamental one is grant-
ing access basing on the role attribute. All users possessing this attribute with the value
admin can perform all operations on any resource. Users who have the user role, get access
to a rich set of selected operations, allowing for typical grid operations like job submission.

The above description illustrates the XACML usage basics in UNICORE. However
there are more challenging issues, which can be solved by means of XACML. As an ex-
ample let’s consider the access granting for the WSRF resource representing a previously
submitted job. The possession of the user role is not enough as then all users would be
able to control other users jobs. Therefore UNICORE introduces an additional owner at-
tribute, in the XACML resource class. The value of this attribute is determined at runtime
and is set to the identity of the WSRF resource creator. Finally the default XACML policy
contains a rule that is always allowing the users to access owned resources.

We can consider an even more complicated scenario. Let’s assume that a user that
had been previously allowed to access a site was banned, i.e. his role attribute value was
changed to something different than user (and admin). If the user had created a WSRF
resource before he was banned, then he will be able to access the existing resource with
the default UNICORE authorization policy. However it is not a big problem to change this
behaviour. For instance we can add an another distinguished value of the role attribute,
e.g. banned and a new rule in the policy that explicitly denies access to all clients with this
value. There are also few other possibilities.
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3 Supporting XACML Policy Authoring

Experience gained with authoring UNICORE authorization policies shows that the most
typical problems are:

1. XML syntax errors,

2. semi-syntax errors where formally the policy is correct, but attributes or function
names which are used are incorrect,

3. semantic errors, when an update of a policy has side-effects which block standard
features of the affected UNICORE server (e.g. owners can’t access their resources or
clients with the user role are not permitted).

The first problem listed above can be solved using any standard XML validation tool,
which supports XSD validation. However this requires downloading and maintaining XSD
files for XACML language. The two remaining problems are much harder to overcome as
it was explained in the introduction.

To assist policy writers we have prepared a generic library of functions. This library
is a base of two application: a console one and a web one. Internally the library code is
extensively using the XACML processing engine from the HERAS AF project5.

Both applications share the following functionality:

∙ Validation feature is based on the standard XML Schema validation of a developed
policy. The validation results are formatted to clearly show all syntax error positions.

∙ Evaluation is used to check a result of a policy based on a given request.

∙ Debugger is the most advanced solution, which greatly extends the evaluation feature.
Debugger evaluates a provided request and shows not only the final decision but also
all intermediate results of each rule. It is also possible to see whether a rule was
invoked at all and if it contributed to the final decision (what is not always the case,
as it depends on the combining algorithm).

Additionally a UNICORE test suite was created. It contains nine test cases. Each test
case is consisting of a authorization request and an expected result of its validation. As it is
possible to run a test suite automatically with a single command, UNICORE administrator
can easily verify whether all fundamental rules of the UNICORE policy are preserved by
a developed policy.

3.1 Console Tool

The console tool provides a simple interface which can be used from a text terminal. The
user can invoke the operations described above using simple command line switches. Ex-
ample of the policy debugging is presented below.

> java -jar etXacml.jar -debugger security_policy.xml Request_unicore02.xml
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

V A L I D A T I O N
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[INFO] Prepare validation...
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[OK] C:\xacml\examples\policies\security_policy.xml

[OK] C:\xacml\examples\requests\Request_unicore02.xml

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E V A L U A T I O N

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[INFO] Prepare evaluation...

[INFO] Decision: PERMIT

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D E B U G G I N G

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[INFO] Prepare debugger...

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- ELEMENT - ID - DECISION - USED -
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- Policy - DefaultPolicy - Permit - * -
- Rule - UserRule - NotApplicable - -
- Rule - Permit:AnyResource_for_its_owner - NotApplicable - -
- Rule - Permit:AnyResource_if_owner_is_consignor - NotApplicable - -
- Rule - Permit:TargetSystemFactoryService_read-access - Permit - ** -
- Rule - Permit:TargetSystemFactoryService_for_user - Permit - -
- Rule - Permit:Default_SMS_for_user - NotApplicable - -
- Rule - Permit:BESManagement_for_user - NotApplicable - -
- Rule - Permit:BESFactoryService_for_user - NotApplicable - -
- Rule - FinalRule - Deny - -
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As it can be seen the debugging is preceded with the policy validation and simple
evaluation. The debugger output shows the results of all artefacts which make up the
whole policy. In the presented case the policy is atomic, as it contains only one Policy
element DefaultPolicy and nine rules. The result of each is presented in the DECISION
column. In the last column it is marked whether a rule was used in computing a final policy
evaluation result (one star) and whether a rule had a key role for the result (two stars). In the
presented example the combining algorithm was first-applicable and therefore a first rule
which returned Deny or Permit was a key one. It can be noted that the debugger evaluates
all defined rules, while in the real evaluation the XACML engine may stop processing the
rules, when the final answer can be determined (in this case just after evaluating the rule
marked with two stars).

3.2 Web Interface
The web interface allows to use the tools without installing or downloading any additional
software, using a web-browser. A screen-shot of the policy debugging is presented in
Figure 1.

The Web-based tool requires the user to register and login. This step was added as users
can store their tested artefacts within their web account. It is possible to store policies, test
requests and meta-tests which are described later.

The login process is based on the OpenID protocol6. The usage of OpenID eliminates
the need for extra development of account management subsystem and what is probably
more important, the users who already have OpenID account can use their existing creden-
tials.

The unique feature of a web based tool is its ability to define meta tests. Meta tests are
user defined test suites containing a set of requests and their respective valid results. Meta
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Figure 1. Fragment of a screenshot presenting results of policy debugging. Result of each policy rule is shown
after evaluation with a given test request.

test can be applied to any policy to perform a complete and quick validation of its several
properties. A careful reader can notice that UNICORE test suite which was previously
described is a special case of a meta test.

4 Summary and Future Work

The presented tools simplify extremely complicated XACML policy authoring. The espe-
cially important one is the debugger allowing for a fine grained testing of all policy rules. It
is impossible to gather such a detailed information by performing tests with other, standard
XACML evaluation tools. What is more important, the meta-tests provide a possibility to
create test suites for automated and complete policy testing.

While policy authoring is significantly improved by the proposed tools there is still
place to make a progress. We can point out two directions. The first one is related to
creation of the test policy requests. The XACML requests are written in XML and have
a quite verbose syntax on their own. It would be good, to be able to specify them in a
simplified way. This development seems to be a quite natural next step for the presented
tool.

The more ambitious goal is be to provide a XACML graphical editor. Such editor,
preferably based on a rich client platform like Eclipse RCP7, can be integrated with the
tools described in this paper. Additionally it should allow for quick selection of XACML
constructs, provide templates, support various XACML profiles and present a semantic
view of the policy. Currently there is known, open source XACML editor8 but is fairly
simplistic and offers only basic functionality.

Eventually support for the upcoming XACML 3.0 revision should be provided. How-
ever such effort is of lower priority as the new version of the language should be adopted
first by services.
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In this paper we are presenting a UNICORE Distributed Storage Management Service (DSMS).
The system provides a native UNICORE solution for exposing storage resources distributed
between different UNICORE sites as a single logical space. Such a feature is highly desired
by end-users, allowing them to forget about the actual location of their files. Additionally, the
system allows for a better Workflow System experience as a larger storage space does not limit
the size of files used in user workflow jobs. The paper also compares the DSMS system to the
other existing solutions, both available in UNICORE and other Grid middlewares.

1 Introduction

The experience with Grid deployment shows that storage resources are similarly impor-
tant as compute resources. The UNICORE middleware provides possibility to uniformly
expose distributed compute resources but in the case of distributed storage either separate
solutions must be deployed and then integrated or the system is limited to use separate
storage resources independently.

There are two possible approaches which can mitigate this situation. The first one is to
implement a new solution from scratch, integrating it as good as possible with the existing
UNICORE stack. Another option is to provide a UNICORE interface to another existing
solution from a different Grid middleware. The later approach brings all the problems
of different security mechanisms and can be painful for administrators as they have to
install and maintain an additional (usually very complex) software. Furthermore, it is
highly possible that despite of significant effort the result might have some other limitations
resulting from different middleware paradigms. As we believe that the cost of the second
approach is higher then the implementation of a dedicated UNICORE solution we have
decided to implement the first approach.

The next two sections of this paper present existing storage capabilities in UNICORE
and other gird middlewares. Section 4 precisely defines the project aims. Next, the DSMS
system architecture is described along with explanation of its idea and realisation. The sub-
sequent section 6 discuss the synchronisation issues and respective solutions implemented
to overcome them. Finally the comparison with other systems is given with a description
of the current and future work.

2 Existing Storage Capabilities in UNICORE

UNICORE Storage Management Service (SMS) provides an abstract file system-like view
on a storage resource. It has common POSIX-like operations (e.g. mkdir, delete,
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listDirectory) and a few more to initiate file transfers1. The standard UNICORE
distribution includes the following SMS implementations:

∙ FixedStorage — stores files in a directory defined in a configuration,

∙ HomeStorage — stores files in a user’s home directory,

∙ PathedStorage — a destination path is resolved at runtime so environment variables
can be used to parameterise it (e.g. /opt/uni-storages/$JOB).

Unfortunately none of these implementations allows client to distribute files throughout
the Grid. There are, however, three solutions that extend standard storage capabilities:
UniRODS, UniHadoop and Chemomentum Data Management System.

UniRODS23 is a Storage Management Service implementation providing access to
iRODS4 distributed data storage system. iRODS provides a shared disk space consisting of
multiple physical storages. Metadata and storage information are persisted in iCAT service
based on PostgreSQL, MySQL or Oracle database engines. Advantage of the UniRODS is
the usage of the standard UNICORE Storage Management Service interface, so the client
software can work with it without any modifications. UniRODS is also very easy in instal-
lation, kept simple and integrates well into the internal UNICORE/X architecture.

Because authorization mechanisms in UNICORE and iRODS are completely different,
UniRODS has to use static files to map users. Another disadvantage is the necessity to
install and maintain yet another, complicated service on Grid nodes.

UniHadoop5 is a similar solution to UniRODS, but uses a different backend — Apache
Hadoop6. Hadoop is an open-source implementation of Google File System7 (GFS). GFS
is optimised for using a large number of cheap disk servers, therefore replication and mon-
itoring are priorities for the system. Files stored in GFS are split into fixed size chunks
which are distributed into chunk servers. Each chunk has 64 MB and is replicated on three
servers. UniHadoop, like UniRODS, exposes the Storage Management Service interface
and is available in the standard UNICORE distribution. An additional advantage is that
Hadoop uses system user name for authorization, so it’s possible to apply standard Stor-
age Management security model in which Grid user (identified by his X.509 distinguished
name) is mapped to the system user (identified by her login). This mapping is done by
attribute source service existing in a Grid (e.g. XUUDB or UVOS). Unfortunately, with
UniHadoop there is again a requisite for an additional complex system to maintain —
Apache Hadoop. Moreover, the Apache Hadoop internal security is not yet matured and
misses features which are crucial for the Grid. There is no support for transport level en-
cryption and proposed authentication solutions are going to be based on Kerberos which is
not the best option for X.509 certificates based UNICORE.

The Chemomentum Data Management System8 was designed as a native UNICORE
distributed file storage with support for advanced metadata, ontologies and support for
retrieving data for external storages like scientific databases available on-line. The system
is comprised of a single entry point service called Data Management System Access Service
and several back-end services providing the actual functionality. The physical storage of
files is performed using the standard UNICORE SMS service.

The Chemomentum DMS is a powerful system but bears a significant amount of prob-
lems for its potential users:

∙ The single service being an entry point to the whole system is a bottleneck.
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∙ The whole system is complex and therefore hard to maintain. It seems that support
for the system was dropped and it is not updated to the newest UNICORE releases.
The effort to perform such an update can be assessed as quite high as there are many
services, some of them require a domain-specific knowledge (like external database
access tools).

∙ The system requires extensions on the client side. This is especially hard for
UNICORE users as they have to install the extension and for developers who have
to maintain plugins for each UNICORE client.

3 Data Management Solutions in Other Grid Middlewares

Beside the UNICORE world, data management solutions are usually called Storage Re-
source Managers (SRM) what is at the same time a name of the popular SRM protocol9

used to access a storage. In this section the four most popular managers are shortly intro-
duced.

StoRM10 is a simple implementation of SRM. It exposes a selected POSIX file system.
If the distribution is needed, then a distributed file system (like IBM GPFS) has to be
used. Authorization is done by the POSIX Access Control List and external mapping
(from Grid users to the system login) is necessary. StoRM uses an internal database for
storing metadata and file locations. StoRM has also plug-in mechanism which can be used
to utilise additional capabilities of the file system10.

Disk Pool Manager (DPM) is a lightweight solution for disk storage management11.
Despite its advertised „lightweightness”, DPM is a more complex system than StoRM.
Usual installation is distributed into two type of servers: head node and disk node. Head
node manages metadata and is an entry point for clients. Disk nodes store the physical
data. The following services run on the head node:

∙ DPM nameserver daemon — manages metadata and directory structure,

∙ SRM daemon — a client entry point with the SRM interface implementation,

∙ DPM — the main daemon which executes requests.

These services do not have to be on the same server, but can not be replicated.

dCache12 is a much more sophisticated solution than StoRM and DPM. Additional to
disk storage, it supports tertiary memory (usually magnetic tapes). That kind of memory
is very slow but cheap. dCache has mechanisms to copy (cache) recently used files from
tapes to the disks. It also can recognise very often opened files (so called hot spots) and
replicate them throughout the disk servers in order to balance the load. There are three
types of servers in dCache:

∙ head node — unique node that runs the database, name server and other not replicable
services,

∙ door nodes — entry points for clients (can be replicated),

∙ pool nodes store the data.
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dCache’s name server is called Chimera. It uses PostgreSQL database for storing files
metadata and directory structure.

CERN Advanced STORage manager13 (CASTOR) is similar to dCache. It also sup-
ports tertiary storage and uses disks as a cache memory. CASTOR consists of many state-
less daemons querying the central database and such architecture increases scalability. The
most important components are:

∙ request handler is a lightweight service adding new requests to the database,

∙ request scheduler schedules requests for execution, it is possible to use an external
scheduler such as LSF or Maui Cluster Scheduler,

∙ Stager is executing clients’ requests,

∙ resource monitoring daemon gathers information for the scheduler,

∙ name server stores directory structure,

∙ Distributed Logging Facility is responsible for logging.

The SRM resources are able to provide distributed storage, however distribution is
practically limited to the hosts at one site. The Logical File Catalogue (LFC) service14,
available in gLite middleware, provides a capability to maintain the global file space. The
LFC uses an Oracle or MySQL database and exposes a proprietary interface to control its
contents. The LFC also implements an internal authorization system. It is integrated with
other gLite tools and serves as one of the principle components of the Worldwide LHC
Computing Grid.

4 The Aim of the Project

Purpose of the system presented here is to combine multiple UNICORE storage resources
into a single logical resource. This logical space should be usable by both Grid client soft-
ware directly and Grid services (for instance by the UNICORE Workflow Service). Users
should not have to know where their files are stored physically. Optionally advanced users
should have an opportunity to be aware of the distributed nature of the storage and physical
files locations. As it can be learnt from the Chemomentum DMS lesson, the system should
not be too complex — otherwise its future maintenance would be problematic.

The requirement which can be directly derived from the above paragraph is that the
standard and existing UNICORE client software should be able to access and operate on
the newly created solution. Therefore the interface to the distributed file space must be
the UNICORE Storage Management Service. The service should not limit the standard
capabilities of the Storage Management Service as for example supported file transfer pro-
tocols.

To achieve high performance the system should be ready for providing an arbitrary
number of entry points. Additionally file transfers must be performed directly between
source and destination storages, without employing any proxy.

Last but not least the system must use the standard UNICORE authorization and au-
thentication mechanisms to enable smooth and natural integration with the whole middle-
ware.
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Figure 1. ImportFile operation invoked on DSMS.

5 DSMS Approach

DSMS consists of following components:

∙ Data is stored on existing, standard Storage Management Services.

∙ File locations and directory structure is stored on a service called dCatalogue.

∙ Client entry point is a special Storage Management Service implementation called
DSMS.

The presented system can use an unlimited number of storages, which are available
from a UNICORE Registry. Also the number of entry points is unlimited. dCatalogue
is a central service. It is storing only a minimal amount of information about the files
to minimise synchronisation and performance issues. DSMS despite of exposing Storage
Management interface also connects to the dCatalogue and physical storages.

The overall idea is to mask the distributed nature of the system with the standard Stor-
age Management implementation. We will show the way we have achieved this using
two representative examples of operations. Figure 1 presents the ImportFile operation
invoked on DSMS.

ImportFile operation allows a user to add a new file to the storage. At the begin-
ning the user connects to the DSMS using a standard UNICORE client. The client invokes
function ImportFile (step 1) and waits for an endpoint reference of File Transfer Ser-
vice (FTS). DSMS connects to dCatalogue (2) asking for a physical SMS where the file
should be saved. dCatalogue chooses one SMS out of those existing in the Grid (using a
special algorithm) and returns its EPRa and physical file name (3). This pair - SMS EPR

aEPR stands for an Endpoint Reference Address, which precisely defines a network address of a UNICORE
service and a concrete resource accessible through this service.
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and file path is called Location Dependent Address. DSMS connects to the received SMS
(4) calling an ImportFile operation. SMS returns FTS EPR (5) which is returned to the
client (6). Further communication is performed as usual: the client sends the file using the
received EPR (7). Operations 2 and 4 are done on behalf of the client using trust delegation
mechanism and hence the client is an owner of the file on the SMS. The user connecting
directly to the SMS has access only to his or her files. dCatalogue authorise all operations
using the client’s X.509 distinguished name.

A ListDirectory operation presented in the figure 2 works slightly different. Al-
though the directory structure is stored in dCatalogue, file metadata (such as size, priv-
ileges, etc.) has to be retrieved from appropriate storages. So DSMS (in step 2) in-
vokes the lookupDir operation and gets the list of storages which contains files from
the given directory (3). After that DSMS connects to each storage and invokes the
LookupDirectory operation (4–7). When all lists are collected they are merged (8)
and sent to the user (9).

The Storage Factory is a service introduced with UNICORE 6.3. It can create separate
SMS instances for each workflow job (other use cases are also possible). An advantage of
the Storage Factory is that it can remove all files created by a workflow job by removing
the whole SMS instance. The Factory can be configured to create a new DSMS within
a separate namespace. UNICORE Storage Factories can be also used by the system to
dynamically create instances of DSMS service. A DSMS which was created using the
Storage Factory can subsequently create new physical SMSes and store files in them.

Of course usage of the Storage Factory is not limited to the UNICORE Workflow Sys-
tem: it can be used for any other application which can take advantage of a dynamic
creation of an SMS instance.
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6 Handling Errors and Synchronization Issues

Synchronization between the dCatalogue database and a real file state in the SMS resource
is a very important issue. There are two main possible causes of losing this synchroniza-
tion:

A) a file, which does not exist in dCatalogue, appears in an SMS resource,

B) a file which belongs to DSMS is removed from SMS, but not from dCatalogue.

DSMS operations which could suffer from the above problems can additionally be
divided into three main groups:

1. directory listing operations (methods ListDirectory and Find),

2. operations which add new file (methods ImportFile, ReceiveFile, Copy,
Rename),

3. operations that get file or file information (methods ExportFile, SendFile,
ListProperties, ChangePermissions, Copy, Rename).

During ListDirectory and Find methods DSMS gets file lists from each used
SMS, merges them and sends back to the client, so there is no synchronization problem
possible here: even if data in dCatalogue is invalid the client will not notice it.

If we consider operations which add a new file, synchronization problem A) may appear
if a file with a given name exists on an SMS (but not in dCatalogue) and user tries to send
that file again in order to replace it. To avoid A) the DSMS checks each used SMS looking
for the file with the given name. If the file exists, it will be added to the dCatalogue and
replaced by the new file. Synchronization problem B) can not appear with this kind of
operation.

The last group of operations are these which read file information. If a user
wants to fetch a file which does not exist in the dCatalogue, then before throwing the
FileNotFound exception, that file will be searched in each SMS. If it is found then it
will be added to the dCatalogue and returned to the user (and the A) problem is resolved).
If the file exists in the dCatalogue then DSMS also checks if the file exists in the proper
SMS. If not, file will be removed from the dCatalogue and the user gets the mentioned
exception.

It must be noted that under standard circumstances none of the synchronization issues
should appear. To cause A type of problem, a user must use the physical SMS directly
(what can be made difficult by administrators, by hiding the SMS from the Registry) or
copy the files with other tools like FTP or SCP. Additionally the files must be placed in
a special, hidden folder created by the DSMS. The situation with the B type of issue is
analogous. Because of this fact and the performance penalty introduced by the above
described auto-synchronization methods, they can be disabled in the DSMS configuration.

7 Summary

The DSMS can be seen as a direct successor of the Chemomentum DMS: it is a native
UNICORE solution. In comparison with its predecessor the DSMS is more lightweight as
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it does not provide some of the more advanced features (metadata, support for ontologies
and external databases). Additionally DSMS removes the original bottleneck of the system
and necessity for usage of a client’s extension. Therefore we hope that DSMS will be much
easier to maintain.

Compared to UniHadoop and UniRODS, DSMS does not require installation of an
additional storage system and does not introduce security mismatches between UNICORE
and on other system. The DSMS is also quite different than typical SRM solutions: it is
designed to support storage which is distributed between different sites, while solutions
like DPM are designed to support disks exposed by different machines located in a single
administration domain. DSMS exploits arbitrary UNICORE SMS implementations. It may
be even used to merge Hadoop SMS and iRODS SMS as a single logical space. Therefore
DSMS can be seen more as a LFC counterpart. However LFC is designed differently as
it stores more data about files centrally, what brings more complicated synchronization
issues. Also the LFC requires usage of special operations to manage files in its context.

At the current project stage all basic requirements for the distributed storage are ful-
filled. The system was recently integrated into the standard UNICORE distribution as an
experimental type of storage. It can be seen as a perfect solution for a Grid system com-
prising of several sites, where each of them is providing their own storage resource.

Our current work is concentrated on measuring the performance of the system. We
are paying a special attention to an influence of the automatic dCatalouge synchronization
feature on the overall performance. Of course system scalability is another crucial aspect
that must be carefully determined. In the future more advanced strategies for choosing
the optimal physical storage resource are planned. Currently a round-robin strategy is the
default one and another one which is available chooses the storage resource with the most
free space.
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The UNICORE middleware is increasingly used for data-intensive applications where large data
volumes need to be transferred at adequate data rates. UNICORE’s default built-in file transfer
tools (HTTPS and OGSA ByteIO) are very convenient to use, but lack the required throughput
for large (i.e. on the order of gigabytes) data files. So far, UNICORE is lacking a convenient,
fully integrated high-performance file transfer solution.

A new file transfer tool called UFTP was developed and integrated in the UNICORE stack.
The UFTP server requires only a single open port in the firewall. Similar to GridFTP, UFTP
uses the available bandwidth more efficiently by employing multiple TCP data connections.
Both the UFTP server and the UFTP client are implemented in Java, guaranteeing platform
independence, simple deployment and secure operation. The UFTP client can be integrated
easily in the existing UNICORE clients.

This paper presents the architecture of UFTP and its integration into UNICORE. The UFTP
server (uftpd) and its deployment are described. We give a performance comparison in several
typical scenarios, comparing UFTP to UNICORE’s default HTTPS-based mechanism.

1 Introduction

Clearly, efficient handling of data is an important ingredient for the performance of most
distributed computing applications. The standard job processing model used in UNICORE
requires that any required input data is staged into the job working directory before the job
is started, and result data is staged out to a permanent storage. It turns out that in many
cases the performance and the job throughput is dominated by the time required for data
movement.

Many application scenarios of distributed computing middleware are data-oriented, and
the volumes of data that are produced and need to be moved over the network keep increas-
ing. Thus there is a requirement for high-performance data transfer, that can efficiently use
available network bandwidth. This transfer protocols and tools should be seamlessly in-
tegrated with UNICORE. Especially integration with the UNICORE clients should be in
accordance with established UNICORE design goals such as platform independence and
ease of use.

So far, high-performance data transfer was difficult to achieve in UNICORE. The de-
fault BFT protocol uses the HTTPS channels between client, gateway and the UNICORE/X
server. Thus, it requires multiple socket connections to get the data from the client to the
file system. For example, in a data upload from client to server, the data is first sent to the
gateway and from there to the UNICORE/X server. To write the data to the file system, the
UNICORE/X server needs to open a third socket connection to the TSI. Under favourable
circumstances, the BFT transfer achieves a typical performance of several megabytes per
second.
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The other built-in mechanism is OGSA ByteIO1. UNICORE supports only the “sim-
ple” transfer mechanism, where the transferred data are not directly streamed via TCP, but
Base64 encoded into the SOAP messages. The performance is even worse than in the BFT
case due to the higher overhead due to XML parsing and Base64 decoding. Typically,
ByteIO performance is below one megabyte per second.

1.1 Requirements on a Data Transfer Solution

To achieve high-performance, direct transfers from client to a process running on the clus-
ter login node is required. However, this is generally not possible due to the site firewall. If
one wants to avoid statically configured open ports in the firewall, a solution for dynamic
firewall transversal is required.

Furthermore, the data transfer protocol has to cope with the performance problems
encountered when using TCP connections in the presence of packet loss2. For example,
multiple TCP streams may be used, or alternatives to TCP might be explored.

UNICORE has two modes of data transfer, both of which must be supported by the data
transfer solution. On the one hand data needs to be moved between client and server, on
the other hand data staging is done between two UNICORE sites. For the client to server
transfer, good integration into the UNICORE clients is required. For the server to server
transfer, the data transfer process should be running on the TSI node (cluster login node),
where the required file systems can be accessed directly.

Last not least, the solution should be easy to deploy, configure and operate in a secure
manner.

1.2 Related Work

Two approaches for achieving high-performance data transfer in UNICORE were avail-
able so far: GridFTP and UDT. Both have specific drawbacks, and fail to fully solve the
problems.

The first option is to use the well-known GridFTP3 from the Globus Toolkit. Unfor-
tunately this integrates rather badly with UNICORE, for multiple reasons. Since GridFTP
uses proxy certificates for authentication, it is not compatible with the UNICORE secu-
rity model. Furthermore GridFTP requires open port ranges in the site’s firewall, which
is widely regarded as a serious security flaw. Most importantly, GridFTP cannot be read-
ily integrated into UNICORE clients since no native Java implementation is available.
Therefore, using GridFTP violates the core UNICORE principle of platform independence.
GridFTP can currently only be used for data staging, not for general UNICORE data move-
ment from client to server or from server to server, and it requires special client setup so
that the required proxy certificate is generated.

The second option, UDT (UDP based data transfer)4, is a protocol specifically designed
to overcome the performance problems of TCP by implementing a custom layer on top
of the UDP transport protocol. UDT has its own algorithms for dealing with network
congestion. The reference implementation is written in C++. The performance of UDT is
outstanding, clearly outperforming plain TCP even when multiple TCP streams are used.
Unfortunately, the UDT reference implementation is not platform-independent, and full
integration on both server and client side is difficult. A native Java implementation of UDT
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has been created5, however the performance and stability are not yet satisfactory, However,
it may be that these issues can be solved in the future. A UDT integration module6 is
available in UNICORE, which provides server-server transfers. Firewall transversal is
provided using a technique called UDP hole punching using the UNICORE/X server as a
relaying party. Summarising, UDT is very promising due to its superior performance, but
deployment of the C++variant of the server may be non-trivial, and full client integration has
not been done due to the performance and stability issues of the Java UDT implementation.

1.3 Structure of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we present the
UFTP architecture, its features and how it is integrated into UNICORE. Then, some per-
formance examples are presented, showing how UFTP compares to the default BFT mech-
anism and to the “scp” data transfer. A summary and an outlook concludes the paper.

2 The UFTP Data Transfer Protocol and its Integration into
UNICORE

The central idea of UFTP is to leverage the well-known FTP protocol7 for negotiating new
data connections between a client and a server. An FTP server listens on a port which
clients can connect to. FTP is plain text, enabling a firewall to monitor the traffic and
dynamically alter its configuration to allow the required data connections between client
and server. However, UFTP does not use the login procedure of the FTP protocol, instead
it relies on its own authentication scheme. Thus we say that UFTP is “pseudo-FTP”. The
FTP protocol is used only to communicate the IP addresses and ports to be used as data
connections.

The firewall needs to be configured in order to recognise a certain port as an FTP port.
For the iptables8 solution which is often used on Linux servers, this feature is called “con-
nection tracking”. We have also tested UFTP in conjunction with a commercial firewall
(CISCO).

The UFTP library includes a server daemon, named uftpd, and client code. The
library is written in Java, version 1.6 (from Oracle, OpenJDK, or IBM) is required. The
uftpd server is deployed on a machine which has access to the required file systems,
usually this will be the cluster login node where the UNICORE TSI daemon is running.
The pseudo-FTP port, named listen port has to be accessible from outside the firewall.

For authentication, the uftpd server listens on a secure second port, the command
port, which is not accessible to clients. The command port can be protected using SSL,
which is mandatory in a production deployment for security reasons.

The command port is used by a trusted party (such as the UNICORE/X server) to
announce an upcoming data transfer. Such a transfer request contains the following infor-
mation:

∙ the client’s IP address

∙ the file name

∙ the mode (whether to send or receive data)
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∙ the requested number of parallel data streams

∙ Unix user and group to be used for accessing the file

∙ an authentication secret (a string, usually a 128 bit GUID is used)

∙ (optional) a 64 bit key to be used for data encryption

∙ (if receiving data) whether to append to an existing file

This information is available to the UNICORE/X server when the file transfer is cre-
ated. For testing purposes, a UFTP transfer can also be initiated using a tool such as telnet
or netcat, provided the command channel is not secured with SSL.

After a transfer request has been sent to uftpd, a client connection to the listen port
of uftpd is accepted, provided several conditions are met. The client’s IP address and
the provided secret are checked and matched against the existing transfer requests. This
is necessary since multiple clients may share the same IP address. If no matching client
connects in a time span of five minutes after the request is received by uftpd, the request
is removed.

After authentication is completed, client and server negotiate the parallel data connec-
tions using the FTP protocol. The server may limit the number of streams. After all the
data sockets have been created, the actual data transfer is started. Here, the data can be
encrypted, if the client so desires. Encryption is done using a symmetric algorithm, and as
expected it entails a significant performance drop.

In production, uftpd will need to run with superuser privileges, since it has to read or
write files for arbitrary users. To prevent unauthorised access, the effective user and group
is switched to the requested values before accessing files. Attempts to access files as root
are rejected by uftpd.

2.1 Integration into UCC and UNICORE/X

Apart from the uftpd daemon deployed on the TSI node, integration code is part of the
UNICORE/X server and UCC since version 6.4.1.

On the UNICORE/X server, the “UFTP” protocol and file transfer service has to be
enabled, together with configuration of the uftpd host and the control and listen port
numbers. Full configuration details are available in the UFTP documentation9. It is im-
portant to note that when the UNICORE/X server acts as UFTP client (e.g. when doing
data staging), the actual UFTP client process is started on the TSI node, where it has direct
access to the file system.

For the UCC client, no configuration is required. However the user may wish to specify
the number of streams (which is 2 by default) and whether data should be encrypted. It is
also possible to explicitly control which client IP address is communicated to the server,
which can be useful in network configurations such as NAT or VPN.

For better understanding, we want to spell out how the file transfer procedure works in
case of a file import (i.e. data upload).

1. The UCC requests the creation of a new file import resource by invoking the Import()
method on a storage. The file path, protocol, and the required extra parameters (client
IP, number of streams, encryption yes/no) are given as parameters.
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2. The UNICORE/X server creates the new resource. It contacts the UFTP server via
the command socket, and sends a transfer request containing all the required parame-
ters. If encryption is requested, a key is created and included in the transfer request.
The resource properties of the new file transfer contain the information required by
the client, such as the UFTP server’s listen address, the number of streams and the
encryption key. The address of the new transfer resource is sent back to the client.

3. The UFTP client code in UCC accesses the WSRF resource properties of the file
transfer resource, and retrieves the parameters.

4. The UFTP client contacts the UFTP server and performs the data transfer.

Of course, all this is completely transparent for the user, and she only needs to specify
that UFTP shall be used for the transfer.

3 Performance Examples

We have evaluated UFTP performance in two scenarios. Both are somewhat artificial, but
since UFTP is a new tool, realistic deployments were not yet available.

The first scenario is a purely local setup with UNICORE Gateway, UNICORE/X, TSI
and UCC all running on the same machine, a Lenovo laptop with 4GB main memory and
an Intel Core2 Duo CPU (P8600) running at 2.40GHz.

We compared UFTP file uploads (using UCC’s put-file command) with the BFT
transfer mechanism while varying file size from 1 to 400 Megabytes. We used 2 parallel
streams. Both encrypted and unencrypted UFTP was tested.

As Figure 1 shows, UFTP outperforms BFT by a very wide margin, which is smaller
for small files, since the overhead of setting up and starting a UFTP transfer is higher than
in the BFT case. As expected, UFTP data encryption entails a large performance hit of
about 75%.

As a second scenario, client-server transfers were tested on two server machines. The
servers were AMD Opterons (246 model) running at 2GHz. The servers are connected by
a local network. The network performance was estimated by copying data using netcat10

to be 78 megabytes/sec. Data transfer was from local disks. In this case we compared the
performance of UFTP to scp for file sizes ranging from 1 MB to 2000 MB. The results are
shown in Figure 2. The scp performance levels at around 30MB/sec, and outperforms the
encrypted UFTP by a factor of 2. However, plain UFTP outperforms scp by a factor of
about 2, reaching up to 70MB/sec.

Further performance evaluations are required, especially in realistic wide-area net-
works. However, we can already say that UFTP outperforms the default UNICORE file
transfers by a wide margin, and is (in the unencrypted case) much better than the widely
used scp.

4 Summary and Outlook

We have presented a new file transfer protocol, UFTP, and its integration into UNICORE.
UFTP solves the performance and deployment issues associated with file transfer in
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Figure 1. UFTP performance comparison on localhost.

a secure and easy-to-use fashion. UFTP offers superior performance over the default
UNICORE protocols BFT and ByteIO. Each file transfer can use multiple TCP streams,
optionally the data streams can be encrypted. Written in Java, UFTP is platform indepen-
dent and easy to deploy. It is firewall friendly, requiring only one single open port, and
allowing firewalls to monitor and log the data connections.

The first release UFTP 1.0 can be downloaded from SourceForge11, and the UNI-
CORE/X server and the UCC client in version 6.4.1 with UFTP support are available.
The UNICORE rich client will offer UFTP support as well with its 6.4.1 release.

With UFTP deployed in production, some enhancements will certainly be necessary.
For example, many hosts have multiple network interfaces accessing different sub-nets
with different performance characteristics whereas UFTP currently only supports a single
listen address. Another requirement will be to be able to deploy multiple UFTP servers on
multiple login nodes for load balancing and failover.

In general, the data area remains a challenge for future enhancements of UNICORE,
driving its further evolution as a universal tool for distributed applications. For example,
reliable file transfer with success notification is not yet available. We are confident that
UFTP will play an important role in future UNICORE installations and application scenar-
ios.
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Figure 2. UFTP performance comparison in a server to server scenario.
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Continuous growth in data-oriented research activities makes an efficient handling of large
amounts of data increasingly important. The scientific data are often distributed, heterogeneous
and shared between various research communities. Thus not only an increase in data volumes
but also in their complexity can be observed. All that together makes a means for storing, ac-
cessing, transferring and searching the data important parts of the modern researcher’s arsenal.
In this paper we present how the UNICORE Grid middelware solution can propel data-oriented
research activities. In particular we will show that UNICORE is able to provide seamless access
to large amounts of data stored in a distributed fashion. We will also present a novel protocol
for efficient transfer of large amounts of data. Last but not least, new features for organising and
searching the data will be presented. By providing a holistic view of the new UNICORE fea-
tures supported by the preliminary performance evaluations and usage examples, we underpin
the UNICORE capabilities to efficiently support data-intensive research.

1 Introduction

A recent report of the European Commission1 suggested that the coming years will be
marked by increasing amounts of data produced and processed. This emerging “wave of
data” is accompanied by a paradigm change in science: from computer- to data-oriented
processing. Although the UNICORE middleware is well established in supercomputing-
oriented Grid infrastructures, it was mainly confronted with compute-intensive processing
so far. Thus it is a proven fact that UNICORE can provide a secure and user-friendly access
to computational resources. Its capabilities in regard to data-intensive computations, on
the other hand, are not so well-known. This paper will show that UNICORE is in fact well
prepared for the announced paradigm change. We intend to present a holistic overview of
the UNICORE capabilities for storing, transferring and managing large amounts of data.

In order to cope with large amounts of scientific data, first and foremost a scalable way
of storing data must be provided. For this purpose a new distributed storage facility, called
Distributed Storage Management Service (DSMS) was introduced into the UNICORE ar-
chitecture. The subsystem provides end-users with a single access point for the whole Grid
storage, without a necessity to be aware of the physical location of files. To enable such a
global view, the DSMS combines storage resources exposed by other, “normal” UNICORE
SMS instances. Such an approach allows for a straightforward integration of the DSMS
with the rest of the UNICORE stack.
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The foreseen increase in the amounts of data that are produced and processed in the
scientific process poses high demands on the efficient transport of the data from one place
to the other. So far UNICORE is lacking in a convenient mechanism for high-performance,
high-volume data transfer. The built-in solutions (HTTP based) do not provide the required
transfer rates. In the Grid world, GridFTP2 has been by far the most successful tool for
efficiently transporting large amounts of data with adequate performance. While it is pos-
sible to use GridFTP in UNICORE, it is not well integrated, primarily because it relies
on proxy certificates. Furthermore, GridFTP requires an open port range on site firewalls,
which is widely considered to be a security weakness. To overcome these shortcomings, a
new file transfer tool called UFTP was developed and integrated in the UNICORE stack.
UFTP enables quick and reliable data transfers by employing multiple, parallel TCP data
connections. In addition, it requires only a single open port in the firewall and will open
more required ports on demand using the FTP protocol. UFTP is implemented in Java,
thus it integrates smoothly with UNICORE clients and services.

Finally, in order to make the data more usable for the users, an urgent need of ser-
vices for organising, indexing, and searching scientific data has been recognised and ad-
dressed. UNICORE already provided an experimental implementation of a metadata ser-
vice: Metadata Management Framework (MMF)3. The service has been recently updated
and extended by a new means for extracting and searching through the metadata. The new
feature of automatic extraction of the metadata realised by a storage crawler and Apache
Tika toolkit4, supports users in the process of describing scientific data.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present technical de-
tails of the distributed storage element and some performance evaluation of the proposed
solution. Later, in Section 3, the new data transfer protocol: UFTP is presented. Sec-
tion 4 explains the framework for managing and accessing metadata in UNICORE. We
also provide some usage examples. We conclude our paper in Section 5.

2 Distributed Storage

In order to cope with large amounts of data, first and foremost a scalable, performant solu-
tion for storing the data is needed. Generally, one way of achieving scalability and perfor-
mance is to use distribution and divide the workload between multiple parties. Examples
of such an approach to data management are iRODS5 and Hadoop6. UNICORE can access
this third-party distributed storages via adaptors: UniRODS7 and UniHadoop8. Adaptors
implement classical UNICORE Storage Management Service interface and translate its
methods to operations on the respective backends: iRODS and Hadoop. The shortcomings
of such an approach are twofold. The internal security of both backends differs from the
security model used in UNICORE, which makes full, transparent, and secure integration
impossible. Subsequently, the usage of third-party solutions increases administration over-
head; two systems need to be maintained: UNICORE and the respective distributed storage
system. Thus, recently a new development of simple, native, integrated distributed storage
for UNICORE was undertaken. In this section we will present only a short overview of the
solution more interested readers are referred to the full paper on distributed storage9.
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2.1 Design

Before we dive into technical details and design principles of the distributed storage man-
ager, let us first shortly explain how access to storage resources is typically realised in
UNICORE. The Storage Management Service (SMS) provides an access point to a storage
resource (directory on a disk). It embraces operations for file and directory manipulation
and for transferring files to and from the storage. In a typical installation of UNICORE
there are multiple instances of SMS, each of which is accessed via separate service in-
stance. Usually with increasing demands on storage place, new instances are added, mak-
ing a seamless access to the resources much harder for the users.

In short, DSMS is designed as an additional layer above existing SMSes which pro-
vides a uniform view of the combined, multiple storage instances and constitutes a single
access point for all storage interactions. DSMS does not store files itself, but rather facil-
itates easy access to files stored in standard SMS storages. It also keeps track of the file
location in a catalogue. The subset of underlying SMS storages is dynamic: it is possible
to scale-out an existing service by adding new resources.

DSMS aims at providing its functionality via the SMS interface so that no changes
in the Grid client software and Grid services are needed. When interacting with such a
distributed storage, the user has an impression of interacting with a single SMS. Moreover
it employs the same security mechanism and thus it can be easily integrated in existing
Grid infrastructures.

The client interacts with the system via instances of DSMS, so called entry points.
To achieve maximal performance, DSMS can provide an arbitrary high number of entry
points. Each of which can be used to access distributed resources independently.

2.2 Implementation

The most important part of the proposed solution is probably the dCatalogue. It is respon-
sible for mapping the logical file names, used in DSMS and visible to users, on physical
file locations in the underlying storages. The user should not access the underlying in-
stances directly but rather via the DSMS interface. Please recall that the entry point of a
DSMS exposes exactly the same interface as a classical SMS. It makes the implementation
of DSMS quite straightforward: DSMS only serves as a kind of proxy between client and
the (hidden) SMSes. How this works in detail can be best explained with an example.
Let us assume that a user wants to download a file from the distributed storage. For that,
she calls ExportFile method of a DSMS entry point. DSMS connects to dCatalogue
and resolves the logical file name provided by the user into a physical SMS where the
file is stored. Next, DSMS connects to the given SMS and calls ExportFile function.
The function, according to the SMS interface contract, returns an Endpoint Reference Ad-
dress (EPR) of the newly created FileTransfer instance. The EPR is then passed by DSMS
back to the client, which can start the transfer. The solution is transparent both for the client
software and for the SMS instances, no changes are required to make them compatible with
DSMS.

The implementation of methods accessing multiple files in one go, is a little bit tricky.
An example of such a method is a request for a list of files in the storage. In this case
DSMS not only passes the original request to the underlying storages but also collects and
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Figure 1. Scalability estimations of distributed storage.

aggregates the responses of single storages and afterwards sends the aggregated answer
back to the user.

It is crucial for the system that dCatalogue is in sync with the content of the underlying
storages. We might differentiate here between two kinds of potential inconsistency: a file
is in a physical storage but not in the dCatalogue, or a file is present in the dCatalogue
but not in physical storage. Such situations should not occur in the normal operation of
the service as the DSMS “hides” the storages from the user. Still, it is possible to enable
an explicit synchronisation of the storage content with the dCatalogue. It yields, however,
a performance penalty. Especially, in cases when the user requests access to a file which
is not listed in the catalogue. Instead of returning FileNotFound exception instantly,
DSMS assumes an inconsistency, and first tries to resolve the problem by searching in
underlying storages for the requested file. If the search fails, an exception is generated.

2.3 Performance Evaluation

In a simple experiment we estimated the scalability of the proposed solution. For the tests
two production machines were used. One machine ran DSMS and the other hosted dCat-
alogue. Underlying storage instances were divided equally on both machines. The results
are depicted on Figure 1, where the mean number of recorded operations per second ver-
sus the number of underlying storage instances is depicted. We took an average from ten
runs. No explicit synchronisation was used. The performance of the simple operations like
file transfer is independent from the number of instances. The performance of an “aggre-
gating” method (ListDirectory in this case) decreases with the number of instances.
This is caused by the fact that in the current implementation the queries to underlying stor-
ages are sent sequentially. An obvious improvement would be to send them in parallel, we
are already working on that.
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3 UFTP

So far, high-performance data transfers were difficult to achieve in UNICORE. The de-
fault transfer protocols (BFT and ByteIO) struggled in accomplishing this goal. BFT relies
on the available HTTPS channels and consequently requires multiple socket connections
to get the data from the client to the file system. For example, in a data upload from
client to server, the data are first sent to the gateway and from there to the UNICORE/X
server. Finally the UNICORE/X server opens a socket connection to the TSI. Overall, three
independent connections are used. Under favourable circumstances, BFT achieves a per-
formance of several megabytes per second. ByteIO is even worse because the transferred
data are placed into SOAP messages, resulting in high overhead.

To achieve high-performance, direct transfers from client to a process running on the
cluster login node is required. However, this is generally not possible due to the site fire-
wall. To overcome this limitation two approaches were used in UNICORE so far: GridFTP
and UDT. UDT (UDP based data transfer)10 relies on a library written in C++, which is
not platform independent and makes full integration on both server and client side hard,
if not impossible. The second option is to use the well-known GridFTP2 from the Globus
Toolkit. Unfortunately this integrates rather badly with the UNICORE, for multiple rea-
sons. Since GridFTP uses proxy certificates for authentication, it is not fully compatible in
UNICORE security model. Furthermore it requires open port ranges in the site’s firewall,
which is regarded as a serious security flaw. Last but not least: GridFTP cannot be readily
integrated into UNICORE clients due to a missing native Java implementation.

3.1 Implementation

The newly developed UNICORE UFTP tool mitigates drawbacks of all the aforementioned
protocols and a facilitates high performance, secure, well-integrated solution for data trans-
fers in the Grid. The solution encompasses two parts: a server daemon and a set of libraries.
The server, uftpd, is deployed on the cluster login node and waits for incoming connec-
tions, mimicking a generic FTP server. Only one port for control connections, has to be
kept open in the firewall. Clients can connect to this port and request a data transfer con-
nection using the well-known FTP protocol. Modern state-full firewalls understand the
FTP protocol and they dynamically open ports for data transfers when required. As soon
as a data transfer connection is available, the client can communicate directly with the login
node. The firewall takes care of closing the additional ports, after the data transfer ends.
The usage of a direct connection between client and server results in a good performance
of the data transfer, which can be further improved by using multiple, parallel data connec-
tions. This feature is supported by both server and client libraries and remains transparent
for the firewall.

The FTP protocol does not provide sufficient security. Thus to prevent unauthorised
access, UFTP relies on its own authentication and authorization mechanisms. First and
foremost, it makes sure that only client connections that have been negotiated beforehand
are accepted. To achieve this, an SSL connection between uftpd and UNICORE/X server
is established. Through this secured channel UNICORE/X informs the server about ex-
pected incoming requests of the authorised users. Connections which are not announced
beforehand are discarded by the UFTP server.
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Additional security measures are implemented to prevent unauthorised access to the
file system. Also the data connections can optionally be encrypted to prevent man-in-the-
middle attacks. A detailed description of this features together with a deeper explanation
of the UFTP transfer protocol, its implementation and integration into UNICORE can be
found in the full UFTP paper11.

The UFTP base libraries and the uftpd server are written in Java, allowing for seam-
less integration into both UNICORE service stack and client software. Summarising,
UFTP offers high-performance file transfer that is tightly integrated into UNICORE, plat-
form independent, easy to deploy, and thus solves the problem of efficient data transfer in
full accordance with the basic UNICORE principles.

4 Metadata Management

Presented solutions for storing and transferring the data, constitute a basis for handling
data-oriented computation efficiently. However, one important problem remains unsolved.
With increasing amounts of (distributed) data made accessible to the users, the process of
locating particular pieces of content becomes harder and harder. This is amplified by the
fact that the “data production” is often a joint effort of many parties spread all over the
world. So that the resulting data are frequently stored in various file formats or file hierar-
chies and no common naming convention can be taken for granted. Locating a particular
content under this circumstances is like looking for a needle in a haystack or, considering
the far-reaching distribution, in multiple haystacks. Although DSMS can provide a uni-
form view of the multiple storage systems, and thus reduce the number of “haystacks”, an
efficient way of searching in storages needs to be provided.

Since the amount and size of files in a single storage can be arbitrary high, it is not
feasible to perform a full-text search in all files. A much better way of getting to grips with
the data is to provide a way for describing data resources. Such “data on data” or metadata
can describe the content of particular files independently from their representation (file
format or naming convention used), physical locations, or origins. Since the metadata
will be smaller than the content it describes, it can be indexed and searched much more
efficiently.

4.1 Design

UNICORE includes a service for managing and searching metadata: the Metadata Man-
agement Framework. Within this framework it is possible to describe any given file stored
in a UNICORE storage by a set of user-defined attributes. One of the most important de-
sign decision made when implementing MMF, was to give the user maximal freedom as
to what attributes she can use to describe the resources. MMF does not impose a rigid set
of attributes that must be provided, but rather allows to add user-defined key-value pairs
describing the content. In other words: no metadata schema is used. The current solution
addresses the most general scenario of users representing different research communities
working together on a common set of data. Each of such communities can use its own
semantic to describe particular content and sometimes the descriptions are not compatible
with each other. With the current implementation of the metadata manager, there will be
no conflict between the descriptions. Such flexibility and freedom come at the cost of their
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own. The drawbacks of our approach are twofold. First, it is almost impossible to automat-
ically validate the metadata provided by the user. Only syntax validation of the submitted
metadata can be (and is) performed. Secondly, duplication and redundancy of the data can
occur. We believe that the shortcomings are outweighed by the gained flexibility.

Further architecture decision made when developing Metadata Management Frame-
work for UNICORE was to store metadata externally, that is metadata will not be included
in the original data files. Again we aimed at the maximal flexibility of the solution. Al-
though some of the common file formats allow to extend files with additional attributes,
e. g., it is possible to describe a jpeg image with Exif metadata12, not each file format
supports such an inclusions of the metadata. Thus we followed a different approach and
stored the metadata externally in separate files. We also used a very simple syntax to
store the metadata: JSON13 representation of the key-value pairs. The main criterion here
was to avoid vendor lock-in, and make possible migration of the data (and corresponding
metadata) as easy as possible.

The possibility to describe the content of the UNICORE storages with metadata is only
a first step in helping the user to organise their data. From their perspective the most
important function of the metadata framework is the ability to search through the collected
metadata. Therefore the metadata should not only be stored in the storage along with the
original files but also indexed to enable efficient search.

4.2 Implementation
All the methods for manipulating and searching the metadata are implemented as a stand-
alone web service part of the UNICORE Atomic Services. It is a generic service and it
theoretically allows to create and manage metadata descriptions for any given resource
(not only files in a storage). However, the metadata support for storage resources was most
urgently needed. Thus we will focus on this particular use-case in the rest of the paper.
Technically, the metadata service is implemented as a WS-RF web service. The meta-
data service and the storage access service (SMS) in UNICORE are closely coupled. For
each UNICORE storage instance, a new instance of the metadata service is also created.
Upon creation, the metadata service is provided with a reference to the storage so that the
file access is realised exclusively via IStorage interface. An important ramification of
such an implementation is the fact that the metadata service is compatible with all storage
implementations available in UNICORE.

The metadata service includes all basic methods for manipulating metadata, in form of
a CRUD interface: CreateMetadata, GetMetadata, UpdateMetadata, and
DeleteMetadata. When creating or updating a metadata description of a file stored in
a UNICORE storage, the user has to provide a file name and a set of key-value pairs. The
description is stored in JSON format in a file fileName.metadata, where fileName
is the file name of the described file. For deletion or retrieval of the metadata only a file
name has to be provided.

Since the manual creation of the metadata is an error-prone and cumbersome activity,
we provide a tool to support the process. The user can start automatic extraction of the
metadata in a given storage, by calling the StartMetadataExtraction method of
the metadata manger service. The service will then go through all the files in the given
storage directory and try to extract metadata automatically by using the Apache Tika con-
tent analysis toolkit4. Tika supports a wide range of file formats, e. g., xml, doc/odt,
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Table 1. Query examples.

Query type Syntax example Result
Wildcard foo* foot, foobar,. . .
Range [bar TO foo] bar, center, desk, . . . foo
Compound foo OR bar foo, bar
Fuzzy foobar foobar, flobar, foober, . . .

pdf, jpg and it is able to extract a lot of useful information. It can also be easily ex-
tended to support further formats. Please note that such an extraction needs to be performed
only once for the storage, and not each time a user wishes to access the metadata.

Given the metadata describing files are available (as a result of either manual creation
or automatic extraction), the searching functions of the metadata service can be employed.
The respective web service function name is SearchMetadata and it takes two param-
eters: a query string and a boolean value indicating whether to perform an advanced query
or not. The functionality is realised with help of powerful search engine: Apache Lucene14.
Each of the metadata manipulating methods described above, beside storing the data in the
storage, also passes the metadata to the index to keep it up-to-date. While searching, the
query string is passed to Lucene and returned matching items are passed back to the user.

Lucene supports advanced query syntax e. g., wildcard queries, range queries and com-
pound queries. Probably the most interesting query type supported by Lucene are the
“fuzzy” searches, where not only exact matches but also all items semantically similar to
the query string (ordered by the similarity grad) are returned. A quick overview of sup-
ported query types is provided in Table 1, for more examples we refer the reader to the
documentation of the Apache Lucene project14.

Presented methods of the metadata service embrace most of the basic functionality a
user might expect, including advanced searching and automatic metadata extraction. They
probably do not cover all possible use-cases of metadata manipulation, but strike a good
balance between simplicity and sophistication.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented recent developments taking place in UNICORE with re-
gard to data management functionality. In particular we presented how it is possible to
store large amounts of data in a distributed fashion by using UNICORE distributed stor-
age service. Furthermore a novel protocol for transferring large amounts of data with high
performance (UFTP) was recently introduced in the UNICORE stack. The set of the data
management functionalities is completed by the metadata management framework to ma-
nipulate and search metadata descriptions of the stored file resources.

The recent advancements and data-related features of UNICORE reinforce the state-
ment that this middelware solution can cope with large amounts of data and support data-
oriented scientific processes.
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UNICORE Summit 2011 
Proceedings, 7–8 July 2011 I Torun, Poland

Mathilde Romberg, Piotr Bała, Ralph Müller-Pfefferkorn,  
Daniel Mallmann (Editors)

The UNICORE Grid technology provides a seamless, secure, and intuitive access to distributed Grid 
resources. UNICORE is a full-grown and well-tested Grid middleware system, which today is used 
in daily production worldwide. Beyond this production usage, the UNICORE technology serves as a 
solid basis in many European and International projects. In order to foster these ongoing develop-
ments, UNICORE is available as open source under BSD licence at www.unicore.eu.

The UNICORE Summit is a unique opportunity for Grid users, developers, administrators, researchers, 
and service providers to meet and share experiences, present past and future developments, and 
get new ideas for prosperous future work and collaborations. The UNICORE Summit 2011, the 
seventh in its series, took place 7–8 July at Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun, Poland. 

The proceedings at hand include a selection of 17 papers that show the spectrum of where and 
how UNICORE is used and further extended, especially with respect to Clouds and Portals.

This publication was edited at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) which is an integral part  
of the Institute for Advanced Simulation (IAS). The IAS combines the Jülich simulation sciences 
and the supercomputer facility in one organizational unit. It includes those parts of the scientific 
institutes at Forschungszentrum Jülich which use simulation on supercomputers as their main 
research methodology.
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